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Abstract 
Biological hard tissues are composites of minerals and biopolymers. This thesis combines 
investigations on carbonate and phosphate biominerals, their replacement and thermal 
reaction kinetics, and biomimetic synthesis experiments. In order to gain a deeper 
understanding about carbonate and phosphate biological hard tissues, biomimetic crystal 
growth experiments using hydrogel as organic growth matrix were performed. 
Apatite (AP) crystallites were grown in double-diffusion systems in agarose and gelatin 
matrices with high and low solid contents.. A low solid content using the same hydrogel 
results in a lower gel strength compared to a high solid content. The protein amelotin 
(AMTN) which promotes AP mineralization and regulates the enamel AP microstructure in 
teeth was added to some of the experiments to investigate its influence on the AP-hydrogel 
composites. The aggregates were analysed by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) with 
quantitative Rietveld refinement and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Summarized, all 
AP crystal aggregates which were grown with AMTN gave larger crystallites than the 
crystallites grown in experiments without AMTN, except for agarose 2 wt%. 
However, the characterization of AP composites is rather complicated due to their 
nanocrystalline size. Therefore, the carbonate-agar aggregates were grown in order to transfer 
the newly acquired knowledge about carbonate composites to phosphate composites. 
Carbonate composites grown with two different solute concentrations in agar hydrogel with 
different solid contents (light/ dense gels) by counter-diffusion were investigated. High 
reagent solution concentrations give rise to high supersaturation and high growth rates. Both 
parameters alone or combined influence the characteristics of the carbonate agar composite. 
The calcite co-orientation and diverse misorientations within the composites were analysed by 
Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) measurements. High reagent solution concentrations 
combined with a light gel form single crystal composites and mosaic crystal composites in 
dense gels. Single crystal composites also form in low reagent solutions when combined with 
a light gel; in a dense gel the aggregate is a co-oriented polycrystal composite. The gel-
mineral interlinkage and the gel fabric were visualized by etching and decalcification 
procedures and imaged by SEM. The amount of gel incorporated into the mineral increases 
with gel density. The gel accumulates regionally in the composites when the growth rate is 
low; the gel is homogeneously distributed for high growth rates. In general, the amount of 
incorporated gel and the calcite orientation are mainly determined by the agar gel solid 
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content and the reagent solution concentration influences the pattern of gel distribution inside 
the composites. 
Structural and chemical variations in calcium phosphate biominerals were investigated by 
analysing 65 archaeological animal and human bone finds. Mammal bone primarily consists 
of the mineral component bioapatite (carbonated AP) and a collagen organic matrix. 
Deviations between crystallographic parameters were found. Those can be primarily ascribed 
to different species, type of bone and crystal age rather than to archaeological age. 
Furthermore, the decomposition of fresh bone under acidic conditions was studied. At pH 
values below 5 the calcium phosphate phase brushite is stable. However, even after eight 
weeks stored under acidic conditions, analysis by XRPD did not reveal any brushite being 
formed. 
Moreover, structural and chemical changes of biological phosphates in consequence of heat-
treatment were investigated by carrying out heating experiments on fresh bone. The results 
can also be applied to determine the incineration temperatures of archaeological bone finds. 
The heat-induced changes in bone were analysed by combining several methods such as 
quantitative XRPD, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), and Infrared-coupled 
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA-FTIR). There are no or only minor amounts of hydroxyl-
ions in original bone mineral. However, thermal treatment induced an increase of hydroxyl 
groups in the apatite lattice accompanied by a depletion of water and reduction of carbonate 
contents during heating. At temperatures from 700 °C onwards after 30 minutes of heating, a 
considerable crystallite growth and recrystallization reaction from bioapatite (carbonated AP) 
to hydroxyapatite occurred. This transformation reaction mainly sets in after the organic 
matrix compounds and their residues have been combusted enabling the AP grains to get into 
direct contact. When heated above 800 °C the mineral buchwaldite (CaNaPO4) is formed 
from the Na component within the bone mineral. 
Furthermore, the reaction kinetics of biological aragonite composites to AP were investigated. 
Bioaragonitic hard materials depicting diverse specific microstructures were partially and 
fully converted into AP by dissolution-reprecipitation in an aqueous medium after time spans 
between four and 14 days. The used samples were two bivalves, Hyriopsis cumingii and 
Arctica islandica, the cephalopod Sepia officinalis and Porites sp. a warm water coral whose 
hard materials show different porosities and biopolymer contents. Conversion rates were quite 
different for the investigated biominerals even though all of them consist of biological 
aragonite of similar crystallite size. Conversion rates strongly depend on the feasibility of the 
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reaction fluid to access aragonite crystallites. When aragonite is dissolved and apatite is 
precipitated, porosity is generated which facilitates the infiltration of the reaction fluid and 
gives rise to large surface areas for the dissolution of aragonite crystallites and conversion to 
AP. Moreover, conversion rates are influenced by the biopolymer content of the biominerals 
and their feasibility to be decomposed. 
The cuttlebone Sepia officinalis was fully converted into AP, the least conversion is observed 
for the nacreous shell portion of the bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii (<1 wt% apatite after 14 
days). The acicular microstructure of the coral Porites sp. (38 wt% apatite after 14 days) and 
the prismatic microstructure of H. cumingii (26 wt% apatite after 14 days) allow considerable 
conversion of aragonite to apatite. Compared to those, the cross-lamellar microstructure of 
Arctica islandica is more resistant to phase conversion, as it depicts only 11-18 wt% apatite 
after 14 days.
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Zusammenfassung 
Biologische Hartgewebe sind Komposite aus Mineralen und Biopolymeren, sogenannte 
Biominerale. Diese Doktorarbeit kombiniert Untersuchungen an Biomineralen, deren 
thermisches Verhalten und deren biomimetische Syntheseexperimente. Um ein besseres 
Verständnis über biologische Hartgewebe aus Karbonat und Phosphat zu erlangen, wurden 
biomimetische Kristallzüchtungsexperimente mit Hydrogelen als organische 
Wachstumsmatrix durchgeführt. 
Apatit (AP) Kristallite wurden in einem „double-diffusion“ System in Agarose- und Gelatine- 
Matrizen mit hohem und niedrigem Feststoffanteil gezüchtet. Ein niedriger Feststoffanteil 
verglichen mit einem hohen Feststoffanteil resultiert in einer niedrigeren Gelstärke bei 
gleichem Hydrogel. Das Protein Amelotin (AMTN), welches AP Mineralisation fördert und 
die Mikrostruktur von AP in Zahnschmelz reguliert, wurde den Experimenten beigefügt, um 
seinen Einfluss auf die AP-Hydrogel Komposite zu untersuchen. Die Aggregate wurden 
mittels Röntgenpulverdiffraktometrie (XRPD) mit quantitativer Rietveld-Verfeinerung und 
Rasterelektronenmikroskopie analysiert. Zusammengefasst waren mit Ausnahme des 
Experiments mit 2 Gew. % Agarose alle AP-Kristallaggregate, welche mit AMTN gezüchtet 
wurden, größer als die Kristallite, welche in Experimenten ohne AMTN gezüchtet wurden. 
Die Charakterisierung von AP-haltigen Kompositen ist aufgrund ihrer nanokristallinen Größe 
sehr aufwendig. Daher wurden Karbonat-Agar-Aggregate gezüchtet, um das neu erlangte 
Wissen über Karbonat-Komposite auf Phosphat-Komposite zu übertragen. Es wurden 
Karbonat-Komposite untersucht, welche jeweils mit zwei verschiedenen 
Lösungskonzentrationen in Hydrogelen mit zwei unterschiedlichen Feststoffanteilen 
(schwaches Gel/starkes Gel) mit der Gegendiffusionsmethode gezüchtet wurden. Eine hohe 
Konzentration der Reagenzlösung führt zu hoher Übersättigung und hohen Wachstumsraten. 
Beide Parameter einzeln oder kombiniert beeinflussen die Charakteristika der Karbonat-Agar-
Komposite. Die Kalzit-Koorientierung und verschiedene Arten seiner Misorientierung im 
Komposit wurden mit der Elektronen-Rückstreu-Beugungs-Methode (EBSD) analysiert. Bei 
hohen Lösungskonzentrationen kombiniert mit einem schwachen Gel werden 
Einkristallkomposite gebildet, kombiniert mit einem starken Gel werden Mosaik-Kristall-
Komposite gebildet. Einkristallkomposite werden auch bei niedrigen Lösungskonzentrationen 
kombiniert mit einem schwachen Gel gebildet; in starken Gelen werden koorientierte 
Polykristallkomposite gebildet. Die Gel-Mineral Vernetzung und die Gelstruktur wurden 
durch Ätz- und Dekalzifizierungsverfahren sichtbar gemacht und mit einem 
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Rasterelektronenmikroskop untersucht. Der Einbau des Gels in das Mineral nimmt mit der 
Geldichte zu. Das Gel akkumuliert lokal in den Kompositen, wenn die Wachstumsrate gering 
ist. Grundsätzlich wird die Menge des eingebauten Gels und die Kalzit-Orientierung 
hauptsächlich vom Agar-Feststoffanteil bestimmt; die Konzentration der Reagenzlösungen 
beeinflusst das Muster der Gelverbreitung im Komposit. 
Strukturelle und chemische Variationen von Calcium-Phosphat-Biomineralen wurden 
untersucht, indem 65 archäologische tierische und menschliche Knochenfunde analysiert 
wurden. Säugetierknochen bestehen hauptsächlich aus der Mineralkomponente Karbonat-
Apatit (sog. Bioapatit) und einer Kollagenmatrix. Es wurden unterschiedliche 
kristallographische Parameter des Bioapatits festgestellt. Diese Unterschiede treten 
hauptsächlich aufgrund verschiedener Spezies, Art der Knochen und Alter der Kristalle auf, 
weniger aufgrund des archäologischen Alters. Des Weiteren wurde die Zersetzung von 
frischem Knochen unter sauren Bedingungen untersucht. Bei pH-Werten unter 5 ist die 
Calcium-Phosphat-Phase Brushit stabil. Allerdings wurde im Knochen, der acht Wochen 
sauren Bedingungen ausgesetzt war, mittels XRPD keine Brushitbildung nachgewiesen. 
Ferner wurden strukturelle und chemische Veränderungen in biologischen Phosphaten als 
Folge von Wärmebehandlung mittels Heizexperimenten an frischen Knochen untersucht. Die 
Ergebnisse können auch angewendet werden, um die Verbrennungstemperaturen von 
archäologischen Knochenfunden zu bestimmen. Die hitzebedingten Veränderungen in 
Knochen wurden durch eine Kombination von mehreren Methoden untersucht, wie 
beispielsweise quantitative XRPD, Fourier Transform Infrarot Spektroskopie (FTIR) und 
thermogravimetrische Analyse gekoppelt mit FTIR. In ursprünglichem Knochenmineral gibt 
es keine, oder nur wenig Hydroxylionen. Wärmebehandlung rief einen Anstieg von 
Hydroxylgruppen im Apatit-Gitter hervor, einhergehend mit einer Abreicherung an Wasser 
und einer Reduktion des Karbonatgehalts während des Heizens. Nach 30 Minuten Heizen bei 
Temperaturen ab 700 °C erfolgt ein bemerkenswertes Kristallwachstum und eine 
Umwandlungsreaktion von Bioapatit zu Hydroxylapatit findet statt. Diese Umwandlung setzt 
hauptsächlich ein, sobald die organischen Matrixkomponenten und deren Rückstände 
verbrannt sind, was einen direkten Kontakt der AP-Körner zueinander ermöglicht. Bei Heizen 
über einer Temperatur von 800 °C bildet sich das Mineral Buchwaldit (CaNaPO4) aus der 
Natrium-Komponente im Knochenmineral. 
Darüber hinaus wurde die Reaktionskinetik von biologischen Aragonit-Kompositen zu AP 
untersucht. Aus biologischem Aragonit bestehende Hartgewebe mit diversen speziellen 
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Mikrostrukturen wurden in einer wässrigen Lösung teilweise oder vollständig nach vier bis 14 
Tagen durch Auflösung-Repräzipitation in AP umgewandelt. Die verwendeten Proben waren 
zwei Bivalven (Hyriopsis cumingii und Arctica islandica), der Kopffüßer (Sepia officinalis) 
und eine Warmwasserkoralle (Porites sp.). Das Hartmaterial der genannten Proben weist 
unterschiedliche Porositäten und Biopolymergehalte auf. Die Umwandlungsraten waren sehr 
unterschiedlich für die untersuchten Biominerale, obwohl es sich bei allen um biologischen 
Aragonit ähnlicher Kristallitgröße handelte. Die Umwandlungsraten hängen stark davon ab, 
ob es für das Reaktionsfluid möglich ist, Zugang zu den Aragonitkristallen zu bekommen. 
Wenn Aragonit aufgelöst und AP präzipitiert wird, wird eine Porosität generiert, welche die 
Infiltration des Reaktionsfluids fördert und eine größere Oberfläche schafft für die Auflösung 
von Aragonitkristallen und deren Umwandlung zu AP. Des Weiteren sind die 
Umwandlungsraten vom Biopolymer-Gehalt des Biominerals und dessen 
Zersetzungsverhalten beeinflusst. Die Schale von Sepia officinalis wurde vollständig in AP 
umgewandelt, die geringste Umwandlung zeigte der Perlmutt-Schalenteil der Bivalve 
Hyriopsis cumingii (< 1 Gew. % AP nach 14 Tagen). Die kreuz-lamellare Struktur von 
Arctica islandica weist nach 14 Tagen 11-18 Gew. % AP auf. Damit verglichen zeigen die 
nadelige Mikrostruktur der Koralle Porites sp. (38 Gew. % AP nach 14 Tagen) und die 
prismatische Mikrostruktur von H. cumingii (26 Gew. % AP nach 14 Tagen) eine weiter 
fortgeschrittene Umwandlung von Aragonit zu AP. 
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1. Introduction 
This thesis focuses on carbonate and phosphate biominerals and biomimetic hard tissues. 
Biominerals are composites of biopolymers and minerals which are formed by organisms 
through biological crystallization (“biomineralization”). The investigation of crystallization 
and recrystallization processes in biomimetic systems enhances the understanding of the 
natural formation of biological hard tissues. The scientific results presented in this thesis aim 
to expand the current knowledge on biomimetic and biological hard tissues. 
 
1.1 Biomineralization and Biological Hard Tissues 
The term biomineralization defines the processes by which organisms form minerals. Until 
today 64 different minerals are known to be formed by both, prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
(Knoll 2003, Weiner & Dove 2003). The basic processes of biomineralization are described in 
two different concepts: “Biologically induced mineralization” (Lowenstam 1981) and 
“biologically controlled mineralization” (Mann 1983). Biologically induced mineralization 
can occur e.g. by cations which are released by the cell, the introduction of metabolic end-
products or by the formation of a charged surface e.g. a cell wall. This process is uncommon 
among animals and is predominant among the monera, fungi and protista (Lowenstam & 
Weiner 1989). Biologically controlled mineralization is categorized as either an extra-, inter-, 
or intracellular process (Lowenstam & Weiner 1989). The mineralization is biologically 
controlled when the nucleation, growth and morphology of the deposited mineral is directed 
by cells (Weiner & Dove 2003). Here, a material with specific biological functions and 
structures is formed, e.g. bones, teeth, or shells. The mechanisms of the extracellular 
mineralization process have been highly discussed by e.g. Weiner & Addadi et al. (2011) and 
Simonet Roda et al. (2019) but they end up in controversial models. 
About 50% of the known biogenic minerals contain calcium as a major component, which is a 
consequence of organisms developing the ability to manipulate this ion very early in the 
evolution of life. However, silica, iron oxides, metal sulfides, sulfates and oxalate biominerals 
comprise the other half of the known biominerals (Lowenstam & Weiner 1989). 
The produced biominerals are usually adapted to specific functional purposes such as 
biomechanics (e.g. protection or mobility), gravity receptors (e.g. fish, mammals) or to sense 
the Earth’s magnetic field (magnetotactic bacteria) (Mann 2001). 
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1.1.1 Carbonate Phases in Biological Hard Tissues 
One of the most abundant geologic and biogenic minerals on Earth is calcium carbonate 
(Lippmann 1973, Lowenstam & Weiner 1989). Calcium carbonate has various known 
polymorphs – diverse amorphous forms (amorphous calcium carbonate, ACC), calcium 
carbonate monohydrate, calcium carbonate hexahydrate (mineral name: ikaite), the recently 
discovered calcium carbonate hemihydrate (Zou et al. 2019), and three anhydrous 
polymorphs: calcite, aragonite and vaterite. Monohydrocalcite and the stable forms of ACC 
contain one water molecule per calcium carbonate. ACC and the anhydrous polymorphs are 
known to be formed biologically (Pauly 1963, Cartwright et al. 2012). As calcite is the 
thermodynamically most stable carbonate polymorph under ambient conditions, calcite is the 
most abundant phase among all calcium carbonate phases (Plummer & Busenberg 1982). 
Table 1.1-1 summarizes calcium carbonate phases in biominerals in some organisms. Among 
other purposes, calcium carbonate fulfils mainly structural functions e.g. to stiffen and 
strengthen the biological tissue (Addadi et al. 2003). The calcite lattice can incorporate Mg
2+
 
ions, e.g. in sea urchin teeth up to concentrations of 45 mol% (Ma & Qi 2010). Calcite and 
aragonite are used as gravity sensors in land and sea animals (e.g. otoliths or otoconia in the 
inner ear) and are usually the preferred minerals for shells in molluscs. Many types of seashell 
contain both phases, however the minerals are spatially separated in different parts of the 
shell. The least thermodynamically stable phase of the three crystalline calcium carbonate 
polymorphs is vaterite. In aqueous solution, it transforms quickly to calcite or aragonite and 
occurs e.g. in ascidians (sea squirts) as structural support or to deter predators (Mann 2001). 
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Table 1.1-1 Calcium carbonate biominerals modified after Mann 2001. 
Mineral Formula Organism 
Calcite CaCO3 
Coccolithophores 
Foraminifera 
Trilobites 
Molluscs 
Crustaceans 
Birds 
Mammals 
Mg-calcite (Mg,Ca)CO3 
Octocorals 
Echinoderms 
Aragonite CaCO3 
Scleractinian corals 
Molluscs 
Gastropods 
Cephalopods 
Fish 
Vaterite CaCO3 
Gastropods 
Ascidians 
Amorphous CaCO3 ∙ nH2O 
Crustaceans 
Plants 
 
1.1.2 Calcium Phosphate Biominerals 
As well as calcium carbonates, calcium phosphates show ideal characteristics such as high 
lattice energies and low solubilities, and are therefore thermodynamically stable in biological 
environments (Mann 2001). Most phosphate biominerals are produced by controlled 
mineralization, except struvite and brushite (Weiner & Dove 2003). Biologic calcium 
phosphate is found as amorphous phase used for phosphate storage and it is the mineral 
component of skeletons in brachiopods of the subphylum linguliformea, and in vertebrates 
and some extinct clades (see also Table 1.1-2). The apatite (AP) crystal lattice is highly 
flexible towards the incorporation of ions such as carbonate, magnesium, sodium, water or 
fluoride (Montel et al. 1981, Elliott 1994, Wilson et al. 1999, Elliott 2002, Pan & Fleet 2002). 
The enhanced solubility of biogenic AP compared to non-biological apatite is essential when 
constant remodelling is required, as it is the case for vertebrates (Currey 2002, Weiner & 
Dove 2003). Biological AP (also bioapatite, carbonated apatite) is the most abundantly 
produced phosphate mineral and the mineral component of dentin and enamel in teeth and in 
bones. Here, the mineral provides physical properties which are necessary for the 
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functionality of the tissue such as mechanical grinding (teeth) and structural support (bone) 
(Pasteris et al. 2008). Moreover, the presence of carbonate in the biological apatite increases 
its solubility and reactivity which are essential properties for re- and demineralization of bone 
and teeth (Shimoda et al. 1990, Dorozhkin 2007). Other phosphate minerals mentioned in the 
context of biomineralization besides apatite are: octacalcium phosphate (OCP) Ca8H2(PO4)6, 
whitlockite Ca18H2(Mg,Fe
2+
)2 (PO4)14, struvite Mg(NH4)(PO4) ∙ 6H2O, monetite CaHPO4, 
brushite CaHPO4 ∙ 2H2O, amorphous calcium phosphate, and vivianite Fe3(PO4)2 ∙ 8 H2O 
(Lowenstam & Weiner 1989, Weiner & Dove 2003). 
Table 1.1-2. Calcium phosphate biominerals modified after Mann 2001. 
Mineral Formula Organism 
(Carbonated) apatite 
(Ca, Sr, Mg, Na, H2O, [ ])10 (PO4, 
HPO4, CO3P2O7)6 (OH, F, Cl, H2O, 
O, [ ])2 
Vertebrates 
Mammals 
Fish 
Octacalcium phosphate Ca8H2(PO4)6 Vertebrates 
Amorphous variable 
Chitons 
Gastropods 
Bivalves 
Mammals 
Mammals 
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1.1.3 Bone Apatite: Chemical Composition and Structure 
Among vertebrates, the most broadly mineralized material is bone (Lowenstam & Weiner 
1989). Bone is a composite material which is constituted of carbonated AP (bioapatite) 
nanocrystals, mainly type I collagen microfibrils, non-collageneous proteins and water (Lim 
1975, Weiner et al. 1999, Fratzl et al. 2004, Olszta et al. 2007). 
 
Figure 1.1-1. Crystal structure of hexagonal hydroxyapatite after Wilson et al. (1999) visualized with the 
program VESTA 3 (Momma & Izumi 2011). In bioapatite, the (PO4)
3-
 is exchanged by (CO3)
2-
 and (HPO4)
2-
and 
the OH
-
 ions (channel sites along c) undergo substitution by (CO3)
2-
, H2O and other ions. The Ca-sites can be 
occupied by e.g. Na
+
, Sr
2+
 and by vacancies. 
Bone formation is an “organic matrix-mediated” mineralization process. First, collagen is 
synthesized by osteoblasts, extruded from the cell and self-assembles in the extracellular 
space (Lowenstam 1981, Mann 2001) The bone structure is complex and hierarchically 
organized (Figure 1.1-2) which provides stiffness and compressive strength (e.g. Rho et al. 
1998, Weiner et al. 1999, Reznikov et al. 2014, Schwarcz et al. 2014, Wegst et al. 2014). 
Bone is a chemical reservoir for phosphorous which is present in numerous biomolecules 
such as collagen, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA), and essential for the 
formation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (Pasteris et al. 2008). The mineral to collagen 
ratio in bone differs among species, type of bone and changes over lifetime. It has major 
control on the material properties of bone (e.g. ultimate strength, stiffness and toughness), the 
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higher the mineral to collagen ratio, the stronger but more brittle the bone appears (Pasteris et 
al. 2008). 
In comparison to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite (Figure 1.1-1) Ca5(PO4)3(OH), the chemical 
composition of biological AP (bioapatite) is more complex: (Ca, Mg, Na, vacancy)5 (PO4, 
HPO4, CO3)3 (CO3, H2O, OH, F, Cl etc.) (Montel et al. 1981, Elliott 1994, Wilson et al. 1999, 
Elliott 2002, Pan & Fleet 2002). In bone mineral, two ionic substitution mechanisms exist: (1) 
the direct displacement of 2 OH
-
 by CO3
2-
 in the OH
- 
site (A-type substitution) and (2) the 
replacement of PO4
3-
 tetrahedra by CO3
2- 
(B-type substitution) (LeGeros et al. 1969, Rey et al. 
1990, Wopenka & Pasteris 2005, Yi et al. 2013). The resulting charge balance is compensated 
by depleting hydroxyl and calcium ions in the mineral and by creating vacancies (LeGeros 
1981). Pasteris et al. (2012) showed by Raman spectroscopy that the hydroxyl ion 
concentration correlates inversely with the carbonate concentration and that the hydroxyl 
depletion in bone is mainly a result of B-type substitution. The crystallographic structure of 
bioapatite is generally accepted as hexagonal (space group P63/m) (Fleet 2015), however, 
some authors (Ikoma et al. 1999, Tonegawa et al. 2010) describe well-crystalline 
hydroxyapatite with a monoclinic symmetry (space group P21/c). 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies 
(Kim et al. 1995, Burger et al. 2008) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies (Eppell et 
al. 2001, Tong et al. 2003) showed that apatite crystallites in bone are nano-sized platelets 
elongated at their c-axis and are oriented parallel with the collagen fibre direction (Figure 1.1-
2f, g). Published values for their dimensions vary, however platelet sizes reported by Palmer 
et al. (2008) using TEM analysis are (30-50) x (20-25) x (1.5-4) nm³; by measuring the extent 
of X-ray diffraction peak broadening, crystallites with a needle-like shape and sizes from 5-18 
nm were reported (e.g. Stuhler 1938, Piga et al. 2013, Schmahl et al. 2017, Greiner et al. 
2018a; 2019). Moreover, crystallite size also depends on the crystal age (initial formation 
until maturation of the crystallite) which makes it even more complicated to describe bone 
crystal dimensions (Glimcher 2006). 
Recently, the existence of a hydrated layer on the apatite crystal surface containing HPO4
2-
 
ions was discussed and referred to “non-apatitic domains” (Rey et al. 2014). This was 
investigated using spectroscopic methods such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) on bone crystals (Cazalbou et al. 2004, 2005) and solid state nuclear magnetic 
resonance (SS-NMR) on biomimetic apatites (Sfihi & Rey 2002, Wang et al. 2012). 
Consistent data obtained from those studies support the hypothesis of existing non-apatitic 
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environments of CO3
2-
 and HPO4
2-
. Studies on wet nanocrystalline apatites using FTIR and 
SS-NMR combined revealed that the surface hydrated layers are structured and that the 
surface composition is easily altered by fast, reversible ionic exchange which leaves the AP 
domains unchanged (Eichert et al. 2004; 2005) However, this hydrated layer seems rather 
fragile and appeared as amorphous-like domains in dried samples observed by high resolution 
transmission electron spectroscopy (HR-TEM) (Bertinetti et al. 2009). 
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Figure 1.1-2. The hierarchical levels of the cortical bone structure modified after Pasteris et al. (2008), sketches 
show: a) Long bone (e.g. a femur) depicting porous cancellous bone (ends) and dense cortical bone (shaft); b) 
Cross-sectional slice of cortical bone which consists mostly of cylindrical osteons; c) osteon which consists of a 
central vascular cavity (“Haversian canal”) surrounded by channels formed by lamellae; d) collagen fiber 
consisting of hundreds of fibrils; e) collagen fibril, the smallest building unit of the organic component in bone. 
Five collagen molecules form a microfibril; f) microfibrils are bundled to fibrils (e); f) collagen microfibrils 
~300 nm long and ~4 nm thick; g) bioapatite crystallite which depicts a platelet shape with only 2-3 unit cells 
thickness; h) atomic structure of hexagonal apatite viewed down the c-axis, for further details refer to Figure 1.1-
1. 
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1.2 Biological and Biomimetic Composites 
In contrast to geological minerals, most biological minerals are composites whose inorganic 
units are separated by organic materials (Weiner & Dove 2003). The organic fraction usually 
is termed “organic matrix”. The intercrystalline organic matrix is a continuous sheet like 
structure which subdivides the space where mineralization occurs (Lowenstam & Weiner 
1989). In addition, there is an intracrystalline organic matrix incorporated inside the crystals 
(Griesshaber et al. 2013, Maier et al. 2014). In general, the organic matrix is a structural 
framework of hydrophobic macromolecules (proteins and/or polysaccharides) and water-
soluble acidic macromolecules (in many cases glycoproteins) which appear to act as a 
nucleation surface for biomineralization (Mann 2001). Major organic framework 
macromolecules found in mineralized hard tissues of organisms are e.g. collagen type I in 
bone and dentin (chordata), complexes of chitin and protein (mollusca, arthropoda, 
brachiopoda, ectoprocta, annelida) or cellulose (plant silica) (Lowenstam & Weiner 1989, 
Mann 2001). 
The network constructed by the organic matrix and the biological mineral exhibits specific 
functions required by the organism (e.g. protection, movement, cutting and grinding) which 
forms it. Compared to inorganic minerals, mineral-biopolymer composites display enhanced 
mechanical properties such as strength, hardness and toughness (e.g. Mann 2001, Currey et al. 
2001, Goetz et al. 2011). To name an example, nacreous aragonite (mother-of-pearl) exhibits 
a brick wall-like microstructure of platelet-shaped aragonite tablets between sheets of a 
protein-polysaccharide organic matrix. Moreover, the tablet crystal is substructured by the 
matrix network (Griesshaber et al. 2013). 
 
1.2.1 Crystal Growth Concepts 
A crystal is a solid phase with a regular atomic structure characterized by periodicity and 
anisotropy (Sunagawa 2005). Crystal growth from a solution requires the continual addition 
of ions to the crystal’s surface and their subsequent incorporation into lattice sites (Mann 
2001). Depending on growth conditions, the same crystal species can show different external 
forms (polyhedral, skeletal or dendritic). When there is no change in orientation throughout a 
crystal, the structure is referred to as a single crystal even though it may contain various 
defects of lattice order. An agglomeration of single crystals with different orientations is 
termed a polycrystalline aggregate (Sunagawa 2005). When a crystal shows an internal 
orientational spread which is delimited to slightly misoriented subunits tilted relative to each 
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other by a small angle, it is referred to as mosaic crystal (Darwin 1922, Hull 1975, Wuttke 
2014). Small angle grain boundaries are arrays of dislocations with more or less regular 
spacing D. For the purpose of this thesis, the upper limit of a "small" angle was arbitrarily 
defined (Greiner et al. 2018b) as the case when the spacing D drops below 10 times the length 
of the Burgers vector of the dislocations (tanα= 0.1 → α= 5.7°), such that the disturbed 
structures around the dislocations overlap and the boundary becomes an incoherent large 
angle boundary (Hull 1975). 
Thermodynamically, crystal growth or crystallization is a first-order phase transition where a 
regular structure develops out of a disordered and irregular state. When a driving force causes 
a system to depart from its equilibrium conditions towards supersaturation (or supercooling in 
single-component systems), a nucleus of a crystal can be formed and begin to grow. In a state 
where neither temperature nor the concentration changes in a system, neither growth nor 
dissolution of a crystal can occur (De Yoreo & Vekilov 2003, Sunagawa 2005). 
 
The classical theory of nucleation is based on the work of Gibbs (1928) and is based on the 
condensation of a vapour to a liquid but it may be extended to the crystallization from melts 
and solutions (Mullin 2001). According to the classical crystal growth concept, particles 
smaller or larger than a critical radius rc (see Figure 1.2.-1), are formed in the system. 
Subcritical clusters usually dissociate again after their formation, some of them may grow 
larger than the critical size by thermal activation. The process up to the point where the 
particles reach the critical size is called the nucleation stage. When they exceed the critical 
size and grow larger, this process is called the growth stage. The driving force for phase 
transformation at constant pressure is the change of the Gibbs free energy (∆G). The change 
in free energy during precipitation depends on the size of the nucleus which is usually 
approximated to be spherical for simplicity (Kashchiev 2000, Mullin 2001). 
The free energy of the nucleus or protonucleus is 
 
∆G = ∆GS + ∆Gv = 4 π r² γ + 
4
3
 π r³ ∆Gv  (Eq. 1.2-1) 
 
where r is the radius of the nucleus, ∆GS is the surface free energy, ∆Gv is the volume free 
energy change of the transformation and γ the specific interfacial energy (i.e. between the 
supersaturated solution and the developing crystalline surface. ∆Gv is negative if the phase to 
form is thermodynamically stable, while the second term of the sum is positive. For small 
nuclei, the energy contribution for the formation of the nucleus surface predominates, but is 
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overbalanced by the energy contribution correlated to the formation of the nucleus volume 
once rc is reached. Hence, the newly formed crystalline lattice structure can either grow or re-
dissolve, but result in the decrease of the free energy of the particle (Mullin 2001, Sangwal 
2007). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2-1. Change in Gibbs free energy ∆G as a function of the nucleus radius formed in a supersaturated 
medium. 
 
Nucleation can be classified as “spontaneous or homogeneous nucleation” which needs no 
intervention by other factors to take place and “heterogeneous nucleaction” which occurs due 
to the presence of foreign particles, an impurity or due to the presence of a surface wall of a 
vessel. The latter requires significantly less driving force. 
 
After the nucleation stage is complete, the growth stage commences at the expense of a much 
smaller energy than that necessary for nucleation (Sunagawa 2005). When an atom arrives at 
a crystal surface, it is able to migrate on the surface before it becomes integrated into the 
crystal lattice (Chernov 1984). A new layer is created by attachment of further atoms/ ions to 
active sites on the surface until the surface is completed (layer-by-layer growth mode). Those 
active sites can be kinks, steps and terraces (Figure 1.2-2). Here, the kink site is favoured as 
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the attachment energy of the growth unit to the crystal site decreases from terrace to kink site 
(Sunagawa 2005, Sangwal 2007). 
 
Figure 1.2-2. Cubic lattice model with different positions for the attachment of growth units according to Kossel 
(1927) and Stranski (1928) illustrating three growth sites T: Terrace site with one neighbour, S: Step site with 
two neighbours, K: Kink with three out of six (for bulk atoms) nearest neighbours. Modified after Sangwal 2007. 
 
In general, there are four different growth mechanisms in the classical model of crystal 
growth which depend on the anatomical rough- or smoothness of the interface: 
1) the adhesive type growth mechanism which predominates at high supersaturations 
2) the two-dimensional nucleation growth mechanism which occurs at intermediate 
supersaturations 
3) the spiral growth mechanism, which is expected only on smooth interfaces and 
predominates at low supersaturations 
 
According to the thermodynamic model of classical crystallization, crystals are assumed to 
grow from primary building blocks (atoms, ions, molecules) which coalesce to form clusters 
or disintegrate again. However, this classical crystallization model is challenged by numerous 
crystallization processes summarized by Meldrum & Cölfen (2008) where the classical model 
cannot be applied. Those processes can be interpreted in the framework of a second, “non-
classical” pathway of crystallization which especially applies to systems far from equilibrium. 
According to the “non-classical crystallization” theory, intermediary clusters or phase 
separation to liquid precursors form in parallel and act as primary building blocks (see Figure 
1.2-3). Crystallization occurs via amorphous intermediates involving temporary amorphous 
building blocks that can undergo mesoscopic transformations. The nanoparticles self-organize 
to oriented aggregates, and finally arrange to a highly ordered superstructure (mesostructure) 
(Niederberger & Cölfen 2006). 
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Figure 1.2-3. Schematic illustration of classical and non-classical crystallization pathways modified after Cölfen 
and Antonietti (2005a;b): a) classical crystallization where nucleation clusters form and grow until they reach rc 
growing to a primary nanoparticle which is amplified to a single crystal; b) the primary nanoparticles arrange 
and form an iso-oriented crystal where the nanocrystalline building units can crystallographically lock in and 
form a single crystal by fusing; c) the primary nanoparticles are covered by additives (e.g. a polymer), undergo a 
mesoscale assembly and form a mesocrystal. 
Nanoparticle-mediated non-classical crystallization can be relevant for biological systems, as 
crystallization is thought to be practically independent of ion products or molecular solubility 
and might occur without osmotic pressure or pH change in the crystallization medium 
(Niederberger & Cölfen 2006). According to Niederberger & Cölfen 2006, the precursor 
particles can be formed independently at different locations and can be stored and transported 
to the site where the crystallization occurs so that precipitation effects (pH changes or 
elevated ion concentrations) do not affect this site. Crystallization under kinetic control can 
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occur at high supersaturation conditions promoting a fast particle nucleation which often 
involves an initial amorphous phase that can be highly susceptible to rapid phase 
transformation. As well, additives such as specific ions or molecules in the crystallization 
medium can lead to the predominance of the kinetic control (Meldrum & Cölfen 2008). 
 
1.2.2 Hydrogels as Organic Matrices for Biomimetic Composites 
Hydrogels show features which are quite similar to those of biological organic matrices. They 
are excellent models of the extracellular matrix microenvironment and are therefore highly 
suitable for mimicking biomineralization processes (e.g. Estroff et al. 2004, Asenath-Smith et 
al. 2012, Nindiyasari et al. 2014a,b; 2015 and references therein). For that purpose, hydrogels 
such as gelatin, agar, agarose, silica, polyacrylamide are popular materials as they show 
characteristics of organic matrices in biominerals (Dorvee et al. 2012 and references therein) 
Recent studies on biomimetic mineralization have shown that crystals grown in hydrogels 
incorporate the gel matrix during growth and can therefore be described as mineral-gel 
composites (e.g. Li et al. 2009; 2011, Nindiyasari et al. 2014a,b; 2015, Greiner et al. 2018b). 
The growth rate of the crystal (which is related to the supersaturation) and the gel strength 
influence the amount of gel incorporated into the crystal. During growth, the crystal applies 
pressure against the hydrogel matrix. When the hydrogel is weak and the growth rate is slow, 
the hydrogel is pushed away by the crystal and only minor amounts of gel accumulate inside 
the crystal. In contrast, a strong hydrogel can resist the crystallization pressure which leads to 
a larger amount of hydrogel incorporated into the crystal (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith 
et al. 2012). A strong hydrogel combined with a slow growth rate significantly lowers the 
crystal co-orientation within the aggregate. The distribution pattern of gel within the 
aggregate is mainly determined by the growth rate, e.g. slow growth rates in a strong gel 
result in oscillations or local accumulations of the gel within the composite (Greiner et al. 
2018b). 
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1.3 Replacement Reactions 
Replacement reactions play a significant role in numerous large-scale geological processes 
such as metamorphism, weathering, and metasomatism. Replacement reactions are processes 
which result from solid-fluid-interactions at rock or mineral grain surfaces. Moreover, mineral 
replacement is the fundamental process of Earth’s rock cycle. In the Earth’s crust and on the 
surface, most of the mineral assemblages are influenced by fluid-solid interactions. 
Replacement reactions are processes which result from solid-fluid-interactions at rock or 
mineral grain surfaces. If minerals get into contact with a fluid which is out of equilibrium, re-
equilibration takes place to reduce the free energy of the system (Putnis & Putnis 2007, Putnis 
2009, Ruíz-Agudo et al. 2014, Altree-Williams et al. 2015). 
In natural environments, replacement reactions also occur during fossilisation and diagenetic 
overprint and under moderate hydrothermal conditions. Here, for example biogenic aragonite 
and (magnesian) calcite is replaced by inorganic calcite, magnesite is substituted by aragonite, 
or calcium sulphate minerals such as anhydrite and gypsum are replaced by calcium carbonate 
polymorphs (carbonation) (Freyer & Voigt 2003, Casella et al. 2017; 2018a;b;c and 
references therein). To name more examples, buried bone remains are subject to diagenetic 
processes which can alter their chemical composition and structure such as the loss of organic 
matter (mainly collagen) and/or ionic and isotopic exchange of the bone mineral with the 
surrounding fluids and sediments (Hedges 2002, Tütken 2003). Here, the buried remains can 
undergo recrystallization processes. It is assumed that crystallographic parameters such as 
lattice parameters and crystallite size of the apatite crystallites in bone correlate with 
archaeological age. Smaller crystallites are dissolved and subsequently recrystallize to larger, 
more thermodynamically stable crystals (Nielsen-Marsh et al. 2000, Hedges 2002). Moreover, 
the bioapatite in bone can get dissolved and secondary minerals such as inorganic 
hydroxyapatite or calcite may form (Schmahl et al. 2017). Under certain conditions, e.g. when 
the remains are buried in a sarcophagus or in shaft graves, the destruction of the corps by 
microorganisms leads to an acid milieu. Here, the bone apatite is turned into brushite which is 
the more stable calcium phosphate phase in acid media (Herrmann & Newesely 1982). 
Furthermore, the bone apatite chemical composition and structure changes in consequence of 
heat treatment. The cremation of human remains was a common funeral rite for many cultures 
e.g. the Romans (Grupe et al. 2015), therefore investigations on archaeological cremated bone 
finds are challenged by the heat-induced changes in bone. When heated at 700 °C and higher 
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temperatures, the bioapatite recrystallizes and significant crystallite growth sets in (Greiner et 
al. 2019). 
Replacement reactions are also applied to produce biomaterials which are highly relevant for 
biomedical devices and tissue engineering. The biomaterial is used to improve or to restore 
the normal biological function of the damaged tissue. Due to their biologic nature, skeletons 
of marine organisms are biodegradable, biocompatible and osteoconductive, which stimulates 
osteogenesis, giving them high potential for medical applications. To name an example, 
natural corals have been used for more than ten years as bone substitute due to their similar 
pore structure to that of human bone (Maxwell et al. 2005, Lalzawmliana et al. 2019). The so 
called replamineform process is a technique for the fabrication of porous bone replacement 
materials. Here, the microstructure of marine invertebrates is used as template and their 
carbonate skeleton is converted to apatite by hydrothermal treatment (White et al. 1972, Roy 
& Linnehan 1974, Damien & Revell 2004). 
 
1.3.1 The Dissolution-Reprecipitation Mechanism 
Dissolution and precipitation are the fundamental driving mechanisms for re-equilibration 
reactions when a fluid phase is present. First, the parent mineral gets dissolved due to contact 
with an unsaturated fluid which causes supersaturation of a thermodynamically more stable 
phase at interfacial layers. Eventually, the product phase nucleates and grows at the parent 
mineral’s surface controlled by the local supersaturation occurring at the interface of the 
replacement reaction. The dissolution rate of the primary mineral phase and the precipitation 
of the secondary minerals phase are coupled; therefore, the mechanism of mineral 
replacement reactions can be described as “coupled dissolution-reprecipitation reaction”. 
Hereby the dissolution of the parent mineral is the rate-limiting process to the precipitation 
rate of the product mineral phase. The replacement of the parent mineral by another can result 
in the formation of pseudomorphs of the parent phase whose external shape and volume is 
preserved (Putnis 2002, Putnis & Putnis 2007, Putnis 2009, Ruíz-Agudo et al. 2014). Two of 
the main characteristics of pseudomorphic replacement reactions are the preservation of the 
external dimensions and the development of porosity. The molar volume and the solubility of 
the secondary phase are lower than for the parent phase, this is compensated by the formation 
of numerous pores and/or cracks. The generation of porosity enables the fluid to react with the 
parent mineral interface (Fernández-Díaz et al. 2009, Xia et al. 2009a; b). The formed 
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porosity allows continuous access of the fluid to the reaction front and eventually the 
complete replacement of the parent phase by the product phase (Pedrosa et al. 2016). 
 
1.4 Author Contributions and Thematic Overview of Scientific Works 
This thesis is the detailed report of the author’s Ph.D. research work on crystal growth and 
mineral replacement reactions in biomimetic and biological calcium carbonate and calcium 
phosphate composites. 
Three chapters in the Results and Discussion section of this thesis are scientific research 
manuscripts which were published as journal articles (chapters 2.2, 2.5 and 2.6). Martina 
Greiner is the principal author of those three published manuscripts: 
Chapter 2.2 was published in Crystal Growth and Design. Martina Greiner and Florian 
Weitzel performed the experiments; M.G., Erika Griesshaber, Lurdes Fernández-Díaz and 
Sabino Veintemillas-Verdaguer analysed the data; Andreas Ziegler and Xiaofei Yin 
contributed to biochemical preparation, X.Y., E.G., L.F.-D., M.G., W.W.S. and S.V.-V. 
contributed to the discussion. L.F.-D., E.G. and M.G. wrote the paper. W.W.S. was the 
scientific supervisor. 
Chapter 2.5 was published in Journal of Archaeological Science: Reports. Katrin Mayer, 
Balazs Kocsis and Martina Greiner conceived and designed the experiments; M.G. and K.M. 
performed the experiments; M.G., Alejandro Rodríguez-Navarro and Mario F. Heinig 
analysed the data; Anita Toncala, B.K. and Andrea Göhring contributed to sample preparation 
and sample logistics; M.G., A.R.-N., A.T., A.G., Gisela Grupe and Wolfgang W. Schmahl 
contributed to the discussion; M.G. wrote the paper. W.W.S. and G.G. were the scientific 
supervisors. 
Chapter 2.6 was published in Minerals. Lurdes Fernández-Díaz, Sabino Veintemillas-
Verdaguer and Martina Greiner conceived and designed the experiments; M.G. performed the 
experiments; M.G. and Erika Griesshaber and Moritz N. Zenkert analysed the data; Andreas 
Ziegler and Xiaofei Yin contributed to biochemical preparation, S.V.-V. contributed to the 
discussion. Wolfgang W. Schmahl and S.V.-V. read the final version of the manuscript; L.F.-
D., E.G. and M.G. wrote the paper. 
Chapter 2.3 is a verification report written by Martina Greiner in the framework of the DFG 
research group FOR 1670. M.G. and Moritz N. Zenkert analysed the data; Simon Trixl 
collected and identified the samples; Ferdinand M. Neuberger, Andrea Grigat and Anita 
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Toncala contributed to sample preparation and sample logistics; M.G. and Wolfgang W. 
Schmahl contributed to the discussion; W.W.S. and Joris Peters were the scientific 
supervisors; M.G. wrote the paper. 
Chapters 2.1 and 2.2 of this thesis focus on the crystallization of apatite and calcium 
carbonate in hydrogel biomimetic counter-diffusion (double-diffusion) systems. Chapters 2.3 
and 2.5 of this thesis focus on the structural and chemical variations of bone mineral and 
compositional and structural changes of bone in consequence of heat-treatment. Chapter 2.4 
of this thesis is a short study on the decomposition of bovine bone under acidic conditions and 
investigates a possible phase transformation from bioapatite to brushite and/or monetite. 
Chapter 2.6 focuses on the dissolution-reprecipitation mechanism and reaction kinetics of 
biological aragonite with different microstructures substituted by apatite. 
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2. Results and Discussion 
2.1 Biomimetic Apatite-Hydrogel Composites 
2.1.1 Introduction 
The mineralization of dentine and bone is controlled by an organic matrix which contains 
about 90 wt% collagenous proteins. In contrast, the enamel extracellular matrix mainly 
consists of non-collagenous proteins (enamelins and amelogenins) (Goldberg et al. 1995, 
Elliott 2002). The protein amelotin (AMTN) has been recently discovered and influences 
directly the biomineralization process during dental enamel formation. It promotes apatite 
(AP) mineralization and regulates the enamel AP microstructure (Abbarin et al. 2015). The 
biomineralization process can be mimicked by a double-diffusion experimental setup (u-tube 
columns) with two reservoirs of two reagent solutions separated from each other by hydrogel 
(e.g. Kniep & Busch 1996, Busch et al. 1999, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2015). 
Aggregates which are formed in hydrogels incorporate the gel matrix, therefore those 
aggregates are mineral-polymer composites (e.g. Li & Estroff 2007; 2009, Li et al. 2011, 
Asenath-Smith et al. 2012, Greiner et al. 2018b). 
With this short study we aim to investigate the influence of the protein AMTN on the 
crystallization of AP composites in hydrogel matrices. The crystal aggregates are 
characterized by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD), Rietveld refinement (Rietveld 1969) and 
imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
 
2.1.2 Materials and Methods 
Crystallization experiments were carried out at room temperature using a double-diffusion 
column system of 95 mm in length and 9 mm in diameter consisting of a horizontal and two 
vertical branches. The horizontal branch was filled with agarose or gelatin hydrogel while the 
vertical branches were filled with 5 ml of reagent aqueous solutions: Gelatin from porcine 
skin (300 g bloom, Sigma Aldrich) and Agarose (type I-A, low EEO, Sigma Aldrich) were 
prepared by dissolving gelatin/ agarose in 1M Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Trizma 
base, ≥ 99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, HACH) buffer solution that was 
heated up to 60 °C (gelatin) and 80 °C (agarose) and adjusted to pH 7.2. Two different gelatin 
concentrations (2.5 wt% and 10 wt%) and two different agarose concentrations (0.5 wt% and 
2 wt%) were prepared. 
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For details about the AMTN protein expression the reader can refer to Abbarin et al. 2015. 
140 µg freeze-dried AMTN was dissolved in 1.4 ml Milli-Q water. 14 µl of 5 % w/v sodium 
azide solution NaN3) was added to the AMTN-solution and mixed thoroughly to avoid 
bacterial or fungal growth. Control columns without AMTN were prepared for comparison. 
Hydrogels were poured into the horizontal branch and 0.1 ml of the AMTN- NaN3 solution 
was injected into the hydrogel with a syringe. The hydrogels were kept at room temperature 
for gelation and left for 24 hours to settle. Aqueous reagent solutions were prepared using the 
Tris-HCl buffer solution and adjusted to pH 7.2: 0.6 M Diammoniumhydrogenphosphate 
(BioUltra, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma Aldrich) and 1 M calcium chloride (BioXtra, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma 
Aldrich). Reagent solutions were poured into the vertical branches of the column. All 
solutions were prepared using high purity deionized (Milli-Q) water (18.2 MΩ). Aggregates 
were extracted after six weeks by dissolving the gel in hot water. The precipitate was filtered 
through a 0.2 μm pore-sized membrane, and the aggregates were washed three times with hot 
Milli-Q water and air-dried at room temperature. 
X-ray diffractograms were measured on a General Electric 3003 powder diffractometer in 
Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Cu-Kα1 radiation was selected with a focusing 
monochromator in the primary beam. An exposure time of 500s on a 1D-Meteor detector was 
chosen, which resulted in a data collection time of 2.5 hours for a diffractogram from 10-110° 
2θ. 
The instrumental resolution function was experimentally determined with a NIST LaB6 
standard. For data evaluation and Rietveld refinement (Rietveld 1969) we applied the 
FULLPROF code (Rodríguez-Carvajal 1993, Rodríguez-Carvajal & Roisnel 2004) and chose 
a hexagonal symmetry model (Wilson et al. 2004) for refinement. 
For full profile analysis, we applied the Thompson-Cox-Hastings method for convolution of 
instrumental resolution (as determined with a NIST LaB6 standard) with anisotropic size and 
isotropic microstrain broadening (Thompson et al. 1987). 
 
2.1.3 Results and Discussion 
X-ray diffractograms of all aggregates harvested from the double-diffusion experiments only 
show reflections which can be assigned to apatite, no formation of further calcium phosphate 
phases could be observed. 
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Table 2.1-1. Overview of all experimental conditions conducted in this study, the crystalline phase identified 
by XRPD, and crystallite sizes calculated by Rietveld refinement. The estimated standard deviation for 
crystallite sizes is 5 %. 
hydrogel and conc. 
[wt%] 
AMTN conc. 
[mg/ml] 
phase 
crystallite size in 
a direction [Å] 
crystallite size in c 
direction [Å] 
gelatin 2.5 - AP 92 447 
gelatin 2.5 0.1 AP 95 500 
gelatin 10 - AP 89 420 
gelatin 10 0.1 AP 146 777 
agarose 0.5 - AP 113 472 
agarose 0.5 0.1 AP 129 579 
agarose 2 - AP 150 601 
agarose 2 0.1 AP 118 489 
 
Exemplary Rietveld refinements of apatite aggregates grown in 10 wt% gelatin are shown in 
Figure 2.1-1. The diffractogram of the aggregates grown with AMTN in Figure 2.1-1a shows 
sharper diffraction peaks than the diffractogram of the aggregates grown without AMTN in 
Figure 2.1-1b, especially the 211, 112 and 030 reflections from 31-33.5° 2 Theta. According 
to the refinements, crystallite size for apatites grown with AMTN is 777 Å in c- and 146 Å in 
a-direction; for apatites grown without AMTN the crystallite size is 420 Å in c- and 89 Å in 
a-direction (Table 2.1-1). However, for lighter gelatin concentrations (2.5 wt%) we can only 
observe slightly larger crystallite sizes for the aggregates grown with AMTN (Table 2.1-1). 
AP crystallites grown in light agarose hydrogel (0.5 wt%) display slightly larger crystallite 
sizes when AMTN is added to the experiment (Table 2.1-1). In comparison, we observe the 
opposite phenomenon for denser agarose gel (2 wt%) where apatite crystallites are smaller 
when AMTN is added (Table 2.1-1). 
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Figure 2.1-1. Rietveld refinement (15-42° 2θ) of a) apatite aggregates grown in 10 wt% gelatin with 0.1 
mg/ml AMTN b) apatite aggregates grown in 10 wt% gelatin without AMTN. Red dots: observed data points; 
black line: calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and calculated data; green 
vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of apatite. 
SEM imaging is rather difficult due to the nano-size of the apatite crystal aggregates, however 
crystallites grown in 0.5 wt% agarose without AMTN are shown in Figure 2.1-2. 
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Figure 2.1-2. BSE-SEM image of mineral precipitates (AP) grown in 0.5 wt% agarose (no AMTN). 
In conclusion, all apatite crystal aggregates which were grown with AMTN gave larger 
crystallites than the crystallites grown without AMTN, except the experiment with agarose 2 
wt%. However, experiments need to be repeated to ensure reproducibility of the obtained 
results. In addition, TEM (transmission electron microscope) imaging will give further 
information about the morphology of the nanocrystalline apatites. Moreover, further studies 
on the influence of different AMTN concentrations on apatite crystal growth need to be 
conducted. 
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2.2.1 Abstract 
We report results of CaCO3 crystallization experiments by counter diffusion in agar gel with 
two different solid contents (0.5 and 2 wt%) and two solute concentrations (0.1 M CaCl2, 0.1 
M Na2CO3; 0.5 M CaCl2, 0.5 M Na2CO3). Solute concentration and hydrogel strength 
influence the characteristics of the gel/mineral composite formation. 
High reagent solution concentrations give rise to high supersaturation and high growth rates. 
When combined with a light gel, single crystal composites form; in a dense gel the aggregates 
are mosaic crystal composites. Low reagent solution concentrations result in low 
supersaturation and low growth rates; when combined with a light gel, single crystal 
composites form; in a dense gel, the precipitate is a co-oriented polycrystal composite. 
Gel occlusion within the mineral increases with gel density. Gel distribution inside the 
mineral is homogenous for high growth rates. For low growth rates, the gel accumulates 
locally in the precipitates. Light gels are pushed ahead by the growing crystals and gel 
occlusion into the mineral is decreased; at low reagent solution concentrations slightly more 
gel gets occluded. 
In conclusion, agar gel solid content determines the amount of gel occlusion and calcite 
orientation organization; reagent solution concentration influences the mode of gel 
distribution inside the mineral/gel composite aggregates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key words: Biomimetic crystallization, double-diffusion, EBSD, hydrogel strength, low 
angle grain boundaries, gel occlusion, mosaic crystal 
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2.2.2 Introduction 
Hydrogels are popular platforms for biomimetic crystallization studies due to the numerous 
characteristics that these systems share with natural biomineralisation environments (Asenath-
Smith et al. 2012). Carbonate biominerals are mineral-biopolymer composites with enhanced 
mechanical properties compared to those of their inorganic counterparts (Goetz et al. 2011). 
The occlusion of a biopolymer network in biogenic crystals is associated with microstrain 
fluctuations and decreased grain sizes to the presence of occluded biopolymer network and it 
has been argued that a connection exists between these features and the exceptional 
mechanical performance of these materials (Pokroy et al. 2006a, b). Synthetic calcite crystals 
containing a variety of occluded polymers, micelles and/or metal oxide nanoparticles have 
been produced (Munoz-Espi et al. 2005, Kim et al. 2010; 2011; 2014). Recent biomimetic 
investigations (Li & Estroff 2009, Li et al. 2011, Nindiyasari et al. 2014a, b; 2015) have 
shown that calcite crystals grown in a variety of gels, such as silica, agar, agarose, and gelatin 
incorporate the gel matrix during growth and, consequently, can be described as mineral-gel 
composites. Their microstructural characteristics bear similarities to those of carbonate 
biominerals (Li & Estroff 2007; 2009, Huang et al. 2008, Simon et al. 2011, Asenath-Smith et 
al. 2012, Nindiyasari et al. 2014a, b; 2015). More recently, a direct relationship between 
increasing biopolymer content and increasing calcite (composite) hardness, which derives 
from the reduced mobility of dislocations due to the high density of dislocations generated by 
the biopolymer occlusion-related lattice strain, has been demonstrated for synthetic calcite-
amino acid composites (Kim et al. 2016). 
It has been proposed that gel matrix incorporation within a growing crystal is mainly 
controlled by two parameters: gel strength and the growth rate of the composite. The strength 
of a given gel can be modified by changing its solid content (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-
Smith et al. 2012). High values of both, gel strength and growth rate, result in occlusion of 
most of the gel within the crystal (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012). In contrast, 
a weak gel and a low growth rate leads to the formation of crystals that contain only small 
amounts of gel or are virtually gel-free (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012). The 
growth rate of a crystal depends on supersaturation (De Yoreo et al. 2003), which in a 
hydrogel system will vary as crystal growth proceeds according to the balance between mass 
transfer from the reagent deposits to the growing crystal location and the consumption of 
dissolved ions in the gel solution surrounding the growing crystal (Prieto et al. 1991, Sánchez-
Pastor et al. 2011). In order to guarantee that a significant supersaturation is achieved and 
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maintained during growth, the concentration of the reagents needs to be high. However, as 
mass transfer through a gel almost exclusively occurs by diffusion (Henisch 1988), any 
condition (e.g. gel density) that affects the characteristics of the gel pore network and 
diffusion properties of the gel will also play a key role in defining degrees of supersaturation 
and growth rate evolution. It stands to reason that mass transfer through less porous, thicker 
gels will occur at a slower rate, preventing that crystal growth proceeds at high 
supersaturation (Sancho-Tomás et al. 2014). 
In this study we discuss characteristics of gel occlusion into calcite together with calcite 
organization in agar gel-calcite composites grown in agar gels with two different solid 
contents and with two different reagent solution concentrations. We investigate four different 
growth scenarios defined by distinct gel strengths, supersaturation conditions and growth rate 
evolutions. We aim to understand (1) the combined influence of gel strength and growth rate 
on the amount of agar polymeric matrix occlusion into composite aggregates, (2) the 
characteristics of biopolymer distribution in the mineral component of the aggregate, (3) the 
influence of gel incorporation on internal microstructuring of the calcite, aggregate 
development and growth. We interpret our results considering observations obtained from 
other biomimetic systems as well as from carbonate biominerals. 
 
2.2.3 Experimental Procedures 
Table 2.2-1 summarizes experimental conditions in our four counter-diffusion crystal growth 
experiments. Crystallization experiments were carried out at 7 °C using a double-diffusion 
column system of 120 mm in length and 9 mm in diameter consisting of a horizontal and two 
vertical branches (Fig. 2.2-S1). The horizontal branch was filled with agar gel, while the 
vertical branches were filled with 5 ml of reagent aqueous solutions: calcium chloride (0.5 M 
or 0.1 M CaCl2, Sigma Aldrich) and sodium carbonate (0.5 M or 0.1 M Na2CO3, Sigma 
Aldrich). Agar hydrogel was prepared by dissolving agar (Sigma Aldrich, plant cell culture 
tested) in water that was heated up to 80°C. The gel was poured into the horizontal branch, 
kept at 7 ºC for the gelation to take place and left for 24 hours to settle. We prepared gels with 
two different agar solid contents: 0.5 wt% and 2 wt%. Subsequently the reagent solutions 
were poured into the vertical branches of the column (Fig. 2.2-S1). All solutions were 
prepared by using high purity deionized (Milli-Q) water (18.2 MΩ).  
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Table 2.2-1. Experimental conditions of experiments A to D conducted in this study. 
experiment agar wt% CaCl2 (M) Na2CO3 (M) phases 
A 0.5 0.5 0.5 calcite, vaterite ~ 9 wt% 
B 0.5 0.1 0.1 calcite 
C 2 0.5 0.5 calcite 
D 2 0.1 0.1 calcite 
 
Experiments A and C lasted for 11 weeks, while experiments B and D were conducted for 9 
weeks. Aggregates were extracted by dissolving the gel in hot water. The precipitate was 
filtered through a 0.2 μm pore-sized membrane, the aggregates were washed 3 times with hot 
(60 °C) Milli-Q water and air-dried at room temperature. 
Carbonate phase determination (Table 2.2-1) was performed with powder X-ray diffraction 
using a Bragg-Brentano type X-ray diffractometer (GE: XRD 3003 TT). XRD data were 
collected with a Cu Kα1- radiation and a 2θ angle range between 10°-110° with a step size of 
0.013°. Powder patterns were analysed with the Rietveld method (Rietveld 1969) using the 
program FullProf (Rodríguez-Carvajal 1993). The background was corrected by a 6-
coefficient polynomial function.  
Refinements were conducted using the structural model of calcite published by Maslen et al. 
(1993) and that of vaterite published by Kamhi (1963). 
All investigated aggregates are composites of calcite and agar hydrogel. For visualizing the 
gel and its fabric within the gel-mineral composites, microtome polished (Seidl & Ziegler 
2012) gel-mineral surfaces were etched for 90 seconds with a solution containing 0.1 M 
HEPES buffer at a pH of 6.5 and 2.5% glutaraldehyde for fixation. Etching was stopped by 
washing the samples 3 times for 10 minutes with 100% isopropanol. The mineral-hydrogel 
interface was exposed by etching the composite surface for 1 hour using 0.25 M HEPES 
buffer and 0.05 M EDTA (pH= 7.8) containing 2.5 % glutaraldehyde and 8 % 
paraformaldehyde as fixation solution. Subsequently the samples were washed 3 times with 
double distilled water for 10 minutes, and then dehydrated with an isopropanol series (30 %, 
50 %, 70 %, 90 %, 100 %). Both, etched and decalcified samples were critical point dried in a 
BAL-TEC CPD 030 (Liechtenstein) after the chemical treatments. Carbon coating was 
applied for SEM observation. 
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Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) measurements were performed on microtome cut 
and polished aggregate surfaces coated with 4-6 nm of carbon. Both, EBSD measurements as 
well as the visualization of aggregate morphologies and surfaces, were carried out with a field 
emission SEM, SU5000, equipped with a Nordlys II EBSD detector and AZTec and 
CHANNEL 5 HKL software. 
In this study, diffraction data gained from EBSD measurements are processed for the 
visualization of: 
(a) Crystal orientation patterns (shown with colour-coded orientation maps and corresponding 
pole figures). Contoured versions of the pole figures show the strength of the clustering of the 
poles. We use in this study the lowest possible degree for half width and cluster size 
parameters for contouring in the Oxford Instruments CHANNEL 5 EBSD software, a half 
width of five degrees and a cluster size of three degrees, respectively. The half width controls 
the extent of the spread of the poles over the surface of the project sphere. A cluster comprises 
data with the same orientation. Crystallographic axes co-orientation strength is derived from 
the maximum value of the pole density distribution and is expressed with the multiple of 
uniform (random) distribution (MUD) value, calculated with the Oxford Instruments 
CHANNEL 5 EBSD software. High MUD values indicate high crystal co-orientation, while 
low MUD values reflect a low to random co-orientation. 
(b) Local kernel misorientation maps, which show the deviation in orientation between 
neighbouring measurement points, calculated for 11x11 pixel clusters. This deviation 
corresponds to local internal strain. We attribute this strain to gel occlusion within the 
composite as this feature is not observable on calcite single-crystals grown from solution. 
(c) Misorientation maps, which show the angle of misorientation for all measurement points 
with respect to a chosen reference orientation. For a grain we choose the most frequent values 
of the three Euler angles among the data points within the grain. These maps depict 
information such as the deviation from the mean orientation of a grain. 
 (d) Point-to-origin misorientation profiles, which depict the angle of misorientation with 
respect to a chosen reference orientation for all measurements points along the trajectory of a 
line through a map. We use the orientation of the starting point of the line as reference 
orientation. Misorientation (in degrees) is plotted as a function of distance (in μm) from the 
reference point.  
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Figure 2.2-S2 shows processed EBSD data measured on a calcite single crystal grown from 
solution. We use this crystal as a reference to the investigated composite aggregates in this 
study, as this calcite single crystal does not contain any occluded gel. Figure 2.2-S2 visualizes 
local kernel misorientation calculated for a 3x3 (Fig. 2.2-S2a) and an 11x11 pixels cluster 
(Fig. 2.2-S2b), respectively. The misorientation map with the point-to-origin profile A to B is 
shown in Figure 2.2-S2c. 
Thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) of calcite-gel composites were conducted in a TA 
Instruments Q500 under a flowing-air atmosphere. The initial weight of composites used for 
TGA measurements varied between 9 and 17 mg and comprised all composites that were 
recovered from 6 gel columns used for each crystal growth experiment. A sample of optical 
quality calcite from Naica, Chihuahua (Mexico) was analysed under identical conditions and 
used as reference. All the samples were heated from ambient temperature to 850 °C at a rate 
of 5 ºC per minute. The weight loss trend of chosen samples as a function of temperature is 
depicted in Figure 2.2-S3. The gel content of the calcite-agar composites formed in each 
experiment was estimated by measuring their weight loss between 150 and 380 ºC and 
comparing it to the weight loss undergone by the reference sample in the same temperature 
range. This temperature range was defined based on the width of an exothermic peak in the 
differential thermal analyses (DTA) of the synthetic samples. 
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2.2.4 Results and Discussion 
Aggregate Morphologies and Mineral Organization in Agar Gel-mineral Composites 
 
Figure 2.2-1. FE-SEM images showing the variety of morphologies of calcite−agar aggregates that were 
obtained from crystallization experiments by using experimental conditions A−D. A: 0.5 wt % agar, 0.5 M 
reagent solution concentration; B: 0.5 wt % agar, 0.1 M reagent solution concentration; C: 2 wt % agar, 0.5 M 
reagent solution concentration; D: 2 wt % agar, 0.1 M reagent solution concentration. 
Figures 2.2-1, -2, -3 and appendix Figures 2.2-S4, -S5, -S6, -S7 visualize aggregate 
morphologies (Figs. 2.2-1, 2.2-S4), their surfaces (Figs. 2.2-2a, -2c, -S5, -3a, -3c, -S6) and 
patterns of mineral organization (Figs. 2.2-2b, -2d, -3b, -3d, -S7) in composites grown at 
experimental conditions A to D (Table 2.2-1). Calcite forms the major mineral in all 
precipitates. 
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However, for experimental setup A, Rietveld analyses document minor amounts of vaterite 
(which is spherically shaped, Fig. 2.2-S4a) in addition to calcite. Even though the majority of 
the calcite crystals show the typical, more or less distorted, rhombohedral habit (Fig. 2.2-1), at 
experimental conditions A, C, and D we also find radial aggregates of calcite. 
 
Figure 2.2-2. FE-SEM images of surfaces of calcite−agar aggregates obtained from experiments A and B (a,c). 
Two different edges are distinguishable on surfaces of aggregates grown at experimental condition A: slightly 
curved, roughly parallel to [010] (yellow arrows in a) and straight, parallel to the [4̅41] and [481̅] directions 
(white arrow in a). (b,d) Calcite orientation with colour-coded EBSD maps and corresponding pole figures. In 
both, aggregate crystal coorientation is high as indicated by the high MUD (multiple of random uniform 
distribution) values. 
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These form predominantly at experimental conditions C and D and consist of a multitude of 
rhombohedral subunits (Figs. 2.2-S4b, -S4c). 
The smoothness of calcite surfaces varies according to the used experimental conditions. 
Calcite surfaces that grew under experimental condition B are smooth (Fig. 2.2-2c), while 
surfaces of aggregates that formed at all other experimental conditions are rough, and are 
covered with growth steps (Figs. 2.2-2a, -3a, -3c, -S5, -S6). These steps are parallel to the 
 414  and  148  rhombohedral edges and to the [010] direction (Fig. 2.2-S5), thus, parallel to 
“periodic bond chains” (PBC) in the calcite structure (Heijnen 1985). For aggregates grown in 
experiment A (0.5 wt% agar, 0.5 M reagent solutions) steps bounded by straight  414  and 
 148  rhombohedral edges are clearly visible (white arrows in Figs. 2.2-2a, -S5a) next to 
rounded edges (yellow arrows in Figs. 2.2-2a, -S5a) that run roughly parallel to [010]. The 
surfaces of aggregates grown in experiment C show a much higher density of straight  414  
and  148  rhombohedral edges which correlates with a significant increase in surface 
roughness (Fig. 2.2-3a). In aggregates formed in experiment D we observe particularly rough 
curved surfaces covered by a high density of rounded steps, where small straight sections 
oriented roughly parallel to  414 ,  148  and [010] can be distinguished (Fig. 2.2-3a). The 
surfaces of all aggregates contain pores. In aggregates of experiments A and B (Figs. 2.2-S6a, 
-S6b) pores are, however, less abundant and appear to be aligned to edges roughly parallel to 
crystallographic directions. A significantly higher density of pores, which have less regular 
shapes, is observed on the surface of aggregates grown in experiment C (Figs. 2.2-S6c). 
Surfaces of aggregates formed in experiment D have the highest porosity and are covered by 
numerous, homogeneously distributed, approximately spherical pores (Fig. 2.2-S6d).  
Figures 2.2-2b, -2d, -3b, -3d and -S7 show patterns of calcite organization within the 
investigated aggregates in colour-coded EBSD maps and corresponding pole figures. The 
strength of crystal co-orientation is expressed with the MUD value for c-axes’ pole density 
distributions. The MUD value of an EBSD scan is high when crystal co-orientation is high 
(e.g. in the case of single crystals), it is low when crystal co-orientation is low (e.g. in the case 
of polycrystals). For calcite single crystals grown from solution the MUD value is 725 
(Nindiyasari et al. 2015). 
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Figure 2.2-3. FE-SEM images of surfaces of calcite−agar aggregates obtained from experiments B and C (a,c). 
Note the presence of numerous surface steps, which are rougher in the case of the composite obtained from 
experiments with 2 wt % agar and 0.1 M reagent solution concentration. (b,d) Calcite orientation with colour-
coded EBSD maps and corresponding pole figures. When a strong gel (2 wt % agar) is used, subunit formation 
takes place. In the aggregate shown in (b), the homogeneity of colour indicates that the subunits are only 
minutely misoriented relative to each other; accordingly, the aggregate has a high MUD (multiple of random 
uniform distribution) value. In contrast, the aggregate depicted in (d) comprises several subunits. As the 
decreased uniformity in colour of the aggregate and the lower MUD values show, tilt between the subunits is 
increased in the aggregate. 
All crystalline aggregates obtained in our experiments show an internal orientational spread 
(larger than that observed for the reference crystal, Fig. 2.2-S2), and in some of the aggregates 
this spread is related to clearly delimited slightly misoriented subunits. Such objects are 
referred to as mosaic crystals in the crystallographic literature (Darwin 1922, Hull 1975, 
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Wuttke 2014). Following Wuttke (2014) a mosaic crystal is an assembly of highly co-oriented 
crystalline blocks that are orientationally tilted relative to each other by a small angle. The 
individual subunits are separated by small angle grain boundaries (Hull 1975). These consist 
of an array of regularly spaced dislocations between which the lattice is coherently continuous 
across the small angle boundary. Increasing the "small" angle α the spacing D drops as D= 
B/tanα, where B is the length of the Burgers vector of the dislocations (Hull 1975). For the 
purpose of this article we arbitrarily define the upper limit of a "small" angle as the case when 
the spacing D drops below 10 times B (tanα= 0.1 → α= 5.7°), such that the disturbed 
structures around the dislocations overlap and the boundary becomes an incoherent large 
angle boundary (Hull 1975). Therefore, we consider boundaries with α > 5.7° as large angle 
boundaries. 
The aggregates or crystals, respectively, that formed in experiments described in this article 
fall in three categories: (i) single crystal composites where small angle grain boundaries may 
be present but are insignificant within the experimental resolution. (ii) mosaic crystal 
composites with clear small angle boundaries (α < 5.7°). (iii) Co-oriented polycrystal 
composites which are aggregates consisting of co-oriented subunits with large angle 
boundaries between them (α > 5.7°). 
Composites of experiment A show a high calcite crystal co-orientation (MUD value of 717, 
Fig. 2.2-2b) and no significant small or large angle grain boundaries. These are single crystal 
composites occluding minute amounts of biopolymers. 
Aggregates obtained from experiment B have also high MUD values (MUD: 665, Fig. 2.2-
2d). Relative to experimental condition A, a decrease in solution concentration from 0.5 to 0.1 
M induces a slight decrease in calcite co-orientation strength. However, the aggregate can still 
be regarded as a single crystal composite as it does not seem to have any subunits (Fig. 2.2-
2d). Thus, the concentration of reagent solutions does not influence the pattern and strength of 
calcite organization to a high degree. 
Calcite organization within the aggregates is mainly influenced by the solid content of the gel 
(experiments C and D, Figs. 2.2-3b, -3d), such that an increase in gel solid content induces the 
formation of crystal subunits. 
If the concentration of reagent solutions is high (experiment C, Figs. 2.2-3b, -S7), few 
subunits develop with misorientation angles well below 5.7°. Calcite co-orientation strength 
within the aggregate is still high (MUD: 624). This aggregate is a mosaic crystal composite. 
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A pronounced decrease in calcite co-orientation strength occurs when experiments are 
conducted with a high agar gel solid content and at low reagent solution concentrations 
(experiment D, Fig. 2.2-3d), as indicated by the low MUD value of 316 for the composite. 
Aggregates that form at these conditions are composed of several crystals or subunits which 
are misoriented relative to each other by more than 5.7°. These aggregates are co-oriented 
polycrystal composites. 
Calcite co-orientation is highest for aggregates obtained at experiment A, thus, where the 
experiment was conducted with 0.5 wt% agar solid content and 0.5 M reagent solution 
concentrations (Fig. 2.2-2b). In contrast, the co-orientation of calcite is lowest for aggregates 
obtained from experiment D, thus, where agar solid content was 2 wt% and reagent solution 
concentrations were 0.1 M (Fig. 2.2-3d). 
 
Characteristics of the Occluded Agar Polymeric Matrices  
Figures 2.2-4 and 2.2-5 depict characteristics of gel occlusion within the aggregates, 
variations of the occluded hydrogel fabrics after composite formation, and hydrogel 
interlinkage with the mineral. Composites grown in light gels (0.5 wt % agar, experiments A 
and B) incorporate very low amounts of gel, more or less regardless of the concentration of 
the used counter-diffusing reagents (Fig. 2.2-S3). However, at close inspection, we find slight 
differences in the mode of gel occlusion, even in the case of light gels. The gel is more 
homogeneously distributed in composites that grow in the presence of highly concentrated 
(0.5 M) reagent solutions (experiment A, Fig. 2.2-4a). In calcite-gel composites that form 
from less concentrated (0.1 M) reagent solutions, we find that thin gel membranes develop 
(see Fig. 2.2-4b and red arrows in Fig. 2.2-5a and b) and compartmentalise space (experiment 
B). Calcite-gel composites formed in heavier hydrogels (2 wt % agar, experiments C and D) 
incorporate significantly higher amounts of gel polymeric matrices (Fig. 2.2-S3). Similar to 
the composites obtained in experiments A and B, the organization of the occluded matrix 
within the composite differs depending on the concentration of the counter-diffusing reagents 
when a strong gel is used. In composites that are obtained in experiments with highly 
concentrated (0.5 M) reagent solutions, the gel is more evenly distributed over the volume of 
the composite (experiment C, Fig. 2.2-4c) relative to aggregates that grow in the presence of 
low (0.1 M) reagent solution concentrations (experiment D, Fig. 2.2-4d). In the latter, in 
addition to gel membranes that encase the subunits, further membranous gel accumulations 
form and are distributed throughout the aggregate. Space in these aggregates is even more 
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compartmentalised. We further observed that in composites obtained in experiments B and D 
the distribution of the occluded gel matrix is also determined by differences in gel density. 
 
Figure 2.2-4. Cross sections of calcite−agar gel composites etched for 90 s with a solution containing 0.1 M 
HEPES buffer at a pH of 6.5 and 2.5% glutaraldehyde for fixation. (a) Composite formed in experiment A. This 
aggregate contains only minor amounts (0.3 wt % according to TG) of gel that appear homogeneously 
distributed within the mineral fraction of the composite. (b) Composite formed in experiment B. Gel occlusion 
(less than 0.1 wt % according to TG) is well observable, even though the gel network is thin and resides in a 
(most probably) 3D scaffold of mineral (white stars in b). (c) Composite formed in experiment C. A significant 
amount of occluded gel matrix (1.4 wt % according to TG) appears to be homogeneously distributed within the 
calcite. Undisturbed blocks of calcite (red arrows in c) extend over a few tens of nanometres. (d) Composite 
formed in experiment D. This composite contains a high amount of gel (0.9 wt % according to TG), partly 
inhomogeneously distributed within the aggregate: red stars in (c) point to regions where gel contents are 
decreased; higher accumulation of gel within the aggregate is indicated with yellow dashed lines. 
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Figure 2.2-5. FE-SEM micrographs of cross sections of calcite−agar gel composites decalcified for 1 h with a 
solution containing 0.25 M HEPES buffer and 0.05 M EDTA at a pH of 7.8 and 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 8% 
paraformaldehyde for fixation. Patterns that show the differences in the amount of occluded gel throughout the 
calcite−gel composites arise after dissolution of the mineral component. (a,b) Composite formed in experiment 
B. (a) Fine boundary between sections of the composite with different amount of gel occluded is indicated by red 
arrows. (b) Close-up of the contact between sections (red arrows). (c,d) Composite formed in experiment B. (c) 
Composite contains concentric variations in the gel to mineral ratio according to which three large regions (I, II, 
and III; indicated with white segments) can be distinguished from rim to core. (d) Close-up of region II, where 
further variations in the amount of gel occluded are visible (yellow arrows). These variations are arranged as 
sequence of 1−2 μm wide “furrows”, defining an oscillatory pattern. 
Gel occlusion occurs to defined modes, e.g. sectorial patterns and concentric patterns, as 
evidenced by FE-SEM observations on cross sections of the decalcified calcite-gel 
composites shown in Figure 2.2-5. Details of a sectorial pattern of gel occlusion in composites 
formed in experiment B are depicted in Figures 2.2-5a and -5b, where red arrows highlight a 
fine boundary between sections of the composite that show different densities of occluded gel. 
A concentric pattern of gel distribution in a composite formed in experiment D is well visible 
in Figure 2.2-5c, where three regions, marked by the segments I, II and III, can be 
distinguished from the rim to the core of the composite. The boundaries between regions are 
defined as a combination of straight lines parallel to two of the external edges of the calcite 
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crystal, namely [441] and [481] directions, and a curved line. The latter is approximately 
parallel to the curved edge that, together with [441] and [481] edges, bounds faces in the 
aggregates grown in experiment D (Fig. 2.2-1d). This strongly suggests that the concentric 
pattern of gel distribution is growth-related. A closer observation of features of the cross-
section of the decalcified composite reveals a sequence of ⁓ 1-2 micrometre wide grooves 
(highlighted with yellow arrows in Fig. 2.2-5d) which reflect variations throughout the 
composite in the mineral to gel ratio. These variations clearly show an oscillatory nature at 
least in the region II of the composite (Figs. 2.2-5c and 5-d). 
Gel-mineral interlinkage in aggregates of all four experiments is presented in Figure 2.2-4. As 
the SEM image of Figure 2.2-4a shows, very little gel is occluded into aggregates grown in 
experiment A. This low-density gel is homogenously distributed within the aggregate volume. 
In contrast, in aggregates obtained from experiments B, C and D the gel within the aggregate 
is prominently visible (Fig. 2.2-4b-d). Composites obtained from experiment B show a 
network of micron sized calcite entities (white stars in Fig. 2.2-4b) that appear gel-free. The 
occluded gel is interspersed in 1 µm sized pores inside a skeletal mineral growth structure. In 
contrast, as agar solid content of the gel used in experiments C and D is high, aggregates 
grown in latter experiments are characterized by dense gel occlusions with the mineral 
growing through the gel network (Figs. 2.2-4c and -4d).  In the case of aggregates grown at 
experimental conditions C individual mineral unit dimensions are only a few hundred 
nanometres (red arrows in Fig. 2.2-4c) and are significantly smaller than those in aggregates 
grown in the weaker gel (Fig. 2.2-4b). In the latter (aggregate grown at experiment C, Fig. 
2.2-4c) the density of mineral and gel seems to be homogeneous over the volume of calcite-
gel composite. In contrast, in aggregates obtained from experiment D, formed from low 
concentrated reagents and strong gels, we find crystalline portions which appear to be almost 
devoid of gel (red stars in Fig. 2.2-4d), next to regions characterized by a high accumulation 
of gel (encircled with yellow dashed lines in Fig. 2.2-4d). 
TG analyses of gel content correlate well with our SEM observations of gel occlusion (Fig. 
2.2-S3). We find 1.4 wt% of occluded gel in aggregates obtained in experiment C, followed 
by 0.9 wt% in experiment D; in contrast, aggregates grown in experiments carried out with 
weak gels contain 0.3 wt% (experiment A) and less than 0.1 wt% (experiment B) gel in the 
aggregates, respectively. 
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From our observations on occluded gel organization and gel-mineral interlinkage we conclude 
that aggregates with an even distribution of gel form, when highly concentrated reagents are 
used, regardless of the concentration of the solid content of the gel. Furthermore, we conclude 
that the combination of highly concentrated reagents and gels with low solid content results in 
composites with the larger mineral portions devoid of gel. Finally, we observe that by 
combining thick gels and low concentrated reagents, composites with an inhomogeneous 
mineral-gel distribution are obtained. 
 
Calcite Texture Triggered by Gel Occlusion 
Figures 2.2-6 to -12 visualize the influence of gel occlusion on the mode of calcite 
organization within the aggregates with colour-coded local kernel misorientation maps, 
colour-coded misorientation maps and misorientation versus distance diagrams. We present 
all colour-coded maps enlarged in appendix Figures 2.2-S8 to -S10 and -S12 to -S13; subunits 
of the aggregate that grew at experiment D are also shown enlarged in Figs. 2.2-S14 and -S15. 
Figures 2.2-6a to -9a show variations in local kernel misorientation (misorientation between a 
measurement point and its neighbouring points) on the EBSD map. In addition, these 
misorientation data are plotted in Figures 2.2-10 and -S11 as relative frequency vs. local 
kernel misorientation diagrams. Figures 2.2-6b to -9b show crystallite misorientation in the 
EBSD scanned field relative to the average orientation value of the scanned area. The degree 
of local kernel misorientation reflects aggregate regions with an increased local strain due to 
gel occlusion (Figs. 2.2-6a to -9a, Fig. 2.2-10), while misorientation relative to the average 
orientation of a scan field highlights aggregate regions where, as a consequence of gel 
occlusion, grain boundaries develop (Figs. 2.2-6b to -9b). The amount of occluded gel 
unambiguously influences the degree of crystal co- or misorientation in the aggregate. In the 
presence of a low amount of occluded gel the degree of misorientation between crystallites is 
low, while, when gel accumulation is increased, misorientation between crystallites also 
increases. 
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Figure 2.2-6. Colour-coded EBSD maps of (a) local kernel misorientation depicting increased local strain and 
therefore the distribution and amount of hydrogel occlusion into the composite, (b) misorientation in a scan field 
relative to the average orientation of that part of the aggregate, and (c) point-to-origin misorientation along 
profile lines. Corresponding legends are given below the misorientation maps. Gel incorporation into aggregates 
grown at experimental condition A is very minor. The gel is inhomogeneously distributed in the aggregate; the 
aggregate contains portions that are almost devoid of gel (deep blue colours in a, the region with a high MUD 
value in b) next to areas where a slightly increased amount of gel is present (yellow colours along the rim of the 
aggregate in a, green to yellow regions and white stars in b). In areas that are almost devoid of gel point-to-origin 
misorientation is low and scatters between 0.2 to 0.3 degrees (profile A to B in c), hardly exceeding the angular 
experimental resolution, while at aggregate portions with higher gel accumulations it reaches 1° (profile C to D 
in c). 
Differences in Occluded Gel Concentrations 
As it is well visible in Figures 2.2-6a and -S8a, even though the experiment was carried out 
with a weak gel, the gel network is present almost everywhere in the aggregate. A slight 
inhomogeneity in gel occlusion is observable as we find regions devoid (or almost devoid) of 
gel (deep blue areas in the map of Figs. 2.2-6a, -S8a) next to portions with some gel 
accumulation (green coloured regions at the aggregate’s margins in the map of Figs. 2.2-6a, 
S8a). The distribution of green colours in the local kernel misorientation map of Figures 2.2-
6a, -S8a is diffuse, thus, membrane formation has not taken place at experiment conditions A. 
As the legend in Figure 2.2-6a shows, maximum local kernel misorientation is 0.9 degrees 
(black arrow in the legend of Fig. 2.2-6a), thus, the degree of calcite co-orientation is almost 
undisturbed by gel occlusion. Slightly more gel is occluded in aggregates that grew in 
experiment B (Figs. 2.2-7a, -S8b) where we have a higher growth rate compared to 
experimental conditions A. In these aggregates, gel-free regions are rare (the base colour is 
green to yellow in the map in Figures 2.2-7a, -S8b). In addition, clear-cut gel accumulations 
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appear, indicated by light yellow colours in the local kernel misorientation map (white arrows 
in the map of Fig. 2.2-7a). These hint to the existence of thin gel membranes, separating 
minutely misoriented subregions from each other (see white arrows and black arrow pointing 
to low angle grain boundaries in Fig. 2.2-7b). Similar to the aggregate grown in experiment 
A, the maximum value of local misorientation is 0.9 degrees (black arrow in the legend to the 
local kernel misorientation map in Fig. 2.2-7a) in aggregate of experiment B. Gel occlusion is 
increased in the aggregate of experiment B relative to that in the aggregate of experiment A. 
This can be seen by comparing the relative frequency of local kernel misorientation as found 
for the aggregate grown in experiment A (black curve in Fig. 2.2-10a) - with that of the 
aggregate grown in experiment B (red curve in Fig. 2.2-10). 
 
Figure 2.2-7. Colour-coded EBSD maps of (a) local kernel misorientation depicting increased local strain and 
therefore the distribution and amount of hydrogel occlusion into the composite, (b) misorientation in a scan field 
relative to the average orientation of that aggregate portion, and (c) point-to-origin misorientation along a profile 
line. Corresponding legends are given below the misorientation maps. Gel incorporation into aggregates grown 
at experimental conditions B is pervasive (see the uniformly distributed yellow to green colours in a). In these 
regions, point-to-origin misorientation along a profile line scatters between 0.2 to 0.4°. Membrane formation 
takes place at experimental conditions B (white and black arrows in a and b) causing the slight tilt of about 1° 
between neighbouring portions of the aggregate (black arrow in b and in the corresponding profile C to D in c). 
Figures 2.2-8a and -9a, -S9, -S10 give local kernel misorientation maps for aggregates grown 
in dense gels and clearly highlight the occlusion of a high amount of gel (bright yellow and 
green colours in Figs. 2.2-8a, -9a, -S9a; local kernel misorientation going up to two degrees 
(see legends to Fig. 2.2-8a, Fig. 2.2-10b). Thus, a mosaic structure is induced. Thus, subunit 
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formation is induced (Fig. 2.2-9b) and occlusion of gel streaks within the aggregate (white 
arrows in Fig. 2.2-9a).  
 
Figure 2.2-8. Colour-coded EBSD maps of (a) local kernel misorientation depicting increased local strain and 
therefore the distribution and amount of hydrogel occlusion into the composite, (b) misorientation in a scan field 
relative to the average orientation of that aggregate portion, and (c) point-to-origin misorientation along a profile 
line. Corresponding legends are given below the misorientation maps. Gel incorporation into aggregates grown 
at experimental conditions C is highest for all experimental conditions investigated in this study (well visible by 
the bright yellow to red colours in a). Accordingly, a higher amount of strain is present within the aggregate (see 
the green-yellow and red areas in b), maximum misorientation is increased to 5° (legend to b) as well as 
misorientation along selected profiles (c). However, the gel distribution is strongly inhomogeneous within the 
aggregate (note difference in colours in a and b, and variation in maximum misorientation values (c) in 
misorientation vs distance diagrams). White stars in (a,b) indicate the high correspondence of aggregate portions 
with increased local strain and distinct amounts of gel occlusions. 
The distribution of green and yellow colours in Fig. 2.2-8a shows that gel occlusion is 
inhomogeneous in aggregates grown in experiment C, it appears that the formation of mosaic 
blocks takes place, and these are also characterized by different amounts of occluded gel. As 
gel occlusion is high in aggregate C, the maximum local kernel misorientation value is almost 
2 degrees (Fig. 2.2-8, Fig. 2.2-10b) with a broad peak in local kernel misorientation at 0.6 
degrees, ranging from 0.3 and 0.9 degrees (legend to Fig. 2.2-8a). 
Experimental conditions D (dense gel connected to low reagent solution concentration) yield 
aggregates that are more like polycrystals with co-oriented subunits (Fig. 2.2-3d). At this 
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experimental setup, gel incorporation into the aggregate induces the following microstructural 
characteristics: 
(a) With respect to gel incorporation we can distinguish two main parts of the aggregate (Figs. 
2.2-9a, -S10), subunit I containing a high amount of incorporated gel (see black arrow in the 
legend of Fig. 2.2-S10a), and subunit II showing a smaller amount of gel occlusion (see black 
arrow in the legend of Fig. 2.2-S10b). 
(b) Clear-cut gel membranes (black arrows in Fig. 2.2-9b) that separate subunits 1 to 6 (Figs. 
2.2-3d) from each other. 
(c) Very prominent are broad curved diffuse bands of gel within the entire aggregate (white 
arrows in Fig. 2.2-9a. These are structured into hierarchical subunits on at least 3 levels. 
Thus, the use of a strong agar gel with low reagent solution concentration provokes the 
formation of a microstructural hierarchy. 
 
Consequences of Gel Occlusion 
Figures 2.2-6b to -9b, Fig. 2.2-11, Fig. 2.2-S12, 2.2-S13 show the deviation in orientation for 
each crystallite within the scanned area from the average orientation value of the scanned 
field. The non-uniformity in colours in all misorientation maps (Figs. 2.2-6b to 2.2-9b) 
visualizes low angle grain boundaries within all four aggregates. The aggregate shown in Fig. 
2.2-6b represents, however, a special case, as large parts of the aggregate are undisturbed by 
gel occlusion. These regions are (almost) single-crystalline as they contain only insignificant 
amounts of gel (the dark blue region in the overall misorientation map encircled with a white 
dashed line in Fig. 2.2-6b). The MUD value of this portion of the aggregate is 721, a value 
very similar to that of calcite single crystals grown from solution (MUD of 725) (Nindiyasari 
et al. 2015). However, the corresponding legend to the misorientation map highlights that 
misorientation of the entire aggregate is slightly increased as it is above one degree. 
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Figure 2.2-9. Colour-coded EBSD maps of (a) local kernel misorientation depicting increased local strain and 
therefore the distribution and amount of hydrogel occlusion into the composite, (b) misorientation in a scan field 
relative to the average orientation of that aggregate portion, and (c) point-to-origin misorientation along a profile 
line. Corresponding legends are given below the misorientation maps. The legend shown in (a) holds for the 
entire aggregate; see Figure 2.2-S14 for detailed information on individual subunits and the corresponding 
legends. Gel incorporation into aggregates grown at experimental conditions D is high (in comparison to that 
into aggregates grown at experimental conditions A and B); however, it is less than that of the composite formed 
at conditions C. The decrease in reagent solution concentration induces mainly a different mode (compared to 
conditions C) of gel occlusions: clear-cut gel membrane formation (black arrows in b) that induces subunit 
formation with distinct orientations (b,c) and hierarchy due to inhomogeneity in gel incorporation: the two major 
subunits I and II in (a) and diffuse gel streaks incorporated in most of the subunits (white arrows in a). The 
aggregate that grew at experimental conditions D is a polycrystal with co-oriented subunits (see the different 
peaks as an indication for subunits in the legend to b); note the similarity in colours depicting calcite orientation, 
and the legend for orientation is given in Figure 2.2-2c. The tilt at gel membranes and between two neighbouring 
subunits scatters between 2 and 10° (misorientation vs distance profiles A to B and C to D in c). 
This is caused by those parts of the aggregate where slightly higher amounts of gel are 
occluded (white stars in Fig. 2.2-6b, regions encircled in yellow). 
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Accordingly, MUD values of these parts of the composite are below 700, point-to-origin 
misorientation along profile C to D reaches 1 degree (Figs. 2.2-6b, -6c) in contrast to the 
point-to-origin misorientation that scatters between 0.2 to 0.3 degrees (profile A to B in Figs. 
2.2-6b, -6c) for those aggregate portions that are almost devoid of gel. Gel entrapment into 
aggregates that grew under experimental conditions B (0.5 wt% agar and 0.1 M reagent 
solutions concentration) is pervasive within the entire aggregate. Thus, compared to a single 
crystal grown from solution, local strain is present everywhere in the aggregate. Maximum 
misorientation reaches almost 2 degrees (see black arrow in the legend in Fig. 7b), point-to-
origin misorientation along selected profiles scatters between 0.1 to 0.5 degrees (profile A to 
B in Fig. 7c) for those regions that contain a low amount of gel. 
 
Figure 2.2-10. Relative frequency versus local kernel misorientation data for aggregates obtained at experiments 
A to D. (a) Comparison of aggregates obtained in the presence of weak gels, (b) comparison of aggregates 
obtained in the presence of strong gels, (c) comparison of aggregates obtained in the presence of low reagent 
solution concentrations, and (d) comparison of aggregates obtained in the presence of high reagent solution 
concentrations. Note that for strong gels local kernel misorientation reaches 2°. See also Figure 2.2-S11, where 
results for all aggregates are plotted into one diagram. 
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Few short-ranged gel membranes are present in this aggregate (white arrows in Fig. 2.2-7a 
and -7b) that induce a tilt between neighbouring aggregate portions of about 1 degree (black 
arrows indicating low angle grain boundaries in Fig. 2.2-7b and profile C to D in Fig. 2.2-7c). 
 
Figure 2.2-11. Misorientation maps with corresponding legends and point-to-origin misorientation vs distance 
diagrams for subunit 1 (a), subunit 2 (b), and subunit 4 (c) of the aggregate obtained at experimental condition D. 
Gel incorporation is strongly inhomogeneous within the aggregate. While it is low in subunit 1, it is significantly 
increased in subunits 2 and 4, where it is also quite inhomogeneously distributed. For subunits 2 and 4, we show 
a misorientation vs distance diagram within a subunit where gel is more homogeneously incorporated (profiles C 
to D, profiles shown in black in b,c). In both cases, point to point misorientation scatters between 0.15 and 0.3°. 
In addition, we show for both subunits (2 and 4) a misorientation vs distance diagram along a profile that crosses 
a boundary formed by a diffuse incorporation of gel (profiles A to B, profile lines shown in red in b,c). In both 
subunits, these boundaries are diffuse gel incorporations. As the corresponding legends show, for both subunits, 
tilt between neighbouring entities is about 0.5 to 0.6°, see black arrows in profiles A to B as well as in the 
misorientation maps in b,c. 
Distribution patterns of local strain induced by gel occlusion at experimental conditions with 
a dense gel (experiments C and D) are shown in Figs. 2.2-8a, -9a, -S9, -S10, -S14. As higher 
amounts of gel are incorporated during growth, the aggregates become internally structured, 
and subunits, distinguished from each other by distinct tilts, develop. (in Figs. 
2.2-8b, -9b, -11, -S7, -S13, -S15). At experimental conditions where agar solid content is 2 
wt% and reagent solution concentrations are 0.5 M, misorientation of crystallites relative to 
the average orientation of the scanned area reaches almost 5 degrees (legend in Fig. 2.2-8b) as 
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gel incorporation is high and induces high local strains in the aggregate. Also, point-to-origin 
misorientation along selected profiles is often as high as 3 degrees (profiles A to B, C to D in 
Fig. 2.2-8c). Gel occlusion in these aggregates is inhomogeneous, we do find aggregate 
portions where a small amount of gel is incorporated during growth and where local strain 
induced by gel occlusion is almost negligible (see corresponding regions in Figs. 2.2-8a 
and -8b indicated by white stars). Here, the degree of misorientation between neighbouring 
points is low (profile E to F in Fig. 2.2-8c) and extends only up to 1.5 degrees. 
At experimental conditions with an increased agar solid content (2 wt%) and low reagent 
solution concentrations (0.1 M, experiment D, Figs. 2.2-9b, -S13b, -S15), subunit formation 
starts as gel membranes form within the aggregate (Figs. 2.2-3d, -9a, -9b). Here, we find low 
and high angle grain boundaries with a tilt up to 10 degrees (misorientation versus distance 
diagrams along profiles A to B and C to D in Fig. 2.2-9c). Thus, the aggregate can be 
regarded as a polycrystal with co-oriented subunits.  
However, the degree of gel occlusion and local strain within the aggregate varies from subunit 
to subunit. We observe almost single-crystalline subunits (subunit 1, Figs. 2.2-11a, -S15) with 
a degree of misorientation mainly up to 0.4 to 0.5 degrees and a point-to-origin misorientation 
between 0.1 and 0.2 degrees (profile A to B in Fig. 2.2-11a). In contrast, the aggregate also 
contains subunits where gel incorporation is not only increased but is also inhomogeneously 
distributed within the subunit (e.g. subunits 2 and 4, Fig. 2.2-S14). Accordingly, 
misorientation within these subunits reaches 1 degree (black arrows in legend to subunits 2 
and 4 in Figs. 2.2-11b, -11c). In addition, these subunits are structured further and clearly 
show the presence of hierarchical subunits on at least 3 levels. Misorientation versus distance 
profiles A to B in Figures 2.2-11b, -11c demonstrate that tilt between these domains is 
between 0.5 and 0.8 degrees. Thus, high agar gel solid contents in combination with low 
reagent solution concentrations enable the growth of hierarchical composite agar gel-calcite 
aggregates. 
 
What Exerts a More Profound Influence on Mineral Texture and Composite Aggregate 
Formation: Gel Strength or Reagent Concentration? 
The occlusion of gel polymeric matrix within calcite crystals influences microstructural 
characteristics of the aggregate: the pattern and strength of crystal co-orientation as well as 
the presence or lack of subunits in the mineral–gel composite, as previous studies (Prieto et al. 
1991, De Yoreo et al. 2003, Nindiyasari et al. 2015) showed. The magnitude of control is 
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given by mainly two factors: the amount of polymeric matrix that becomes incorporated into 
the mineral and the fabric and pattern of distribution of the gel matrix relative to the volume 
of crystal. 
 
Figure 12. Relative frequency statistics for misorientation in aggregates grown from experimental conditions 
A−D (a−d), as well as for subunits 1 and 4 of the aggregate grown in experimental conditions D (e,f). MUD 
values give differences in the strength of calcite co-orientation related to differences in gel solid content and 
reagent solution concentrations. Well visible is the combined influence of agar gel solid content and the 
concentration of the counter-diffusing reagent solutions. The smallest amount of gel is included into aggregates 
that formed in the presence of weak gels and high reagent solution concentrations (a). The highest amount of gel 
gets incorporated into an agar gel calcite composite when a strong gel is used in the presence of high reagent 
solution concentrations (c). While gel solid content influences the amount of incorporated gel, the concentration 
of reagent solutions regulates the pattern of gel distribution within the aggregate. In the presence of a strong gel 
and a low reagent solution concentration, gel membranes form that divide differently oriented subunits from 
each other (see individual peaks in d). Furthermore, gel incorporation is highly inhomogeneous (e,f) and a 
further hierarchical level develops, as is the case in subunit 4 (f). 
Work by Estroff’s group (Simon et al. 2011, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012) demonstrated that the 
amount of gel that is occluded within mineral-gel-aggregates during growth is mainly 
determined by the two parameters: hydrogel strength and aggregate growth rate. In physical 
gels, like agar or gelatin gels, gel strength increases with their solid content (Asenath-Smith et 
al. 2012). Composite growth rate depends on the supersaturation, which in turn, is directly 
linked to the concentration of the reagent solutions. Thus, an increased gel strength connected 
to an increased growth rate induces that a high amount of gel is incorporated into the 
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aggregate, while the combination of a weak gel and slow growth rates leads to the formation 
of almost gel-free composites (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012). 
Calcite-agar gel composites that we obtained in our experiments correspond to four different 
growth scenarios (Table 2.2-1), defined by the combination of two different gel solid contents 
and two different concentrations of counter-diffusing reagents. A major focus of this study is 
to investigate and to assess which of the two parameters, gel strength or growth rate, exerts a 
more profound influence on gel occlusion into the composite and mineral organization in the 
aggregate. In a second step we address the feed-back signal of the mineral component in the 
composite to changes of gel strength and growth rate. Gel strength increases with the gel solid 
content and the reagent concentration determines the supersaturation that can be attained 
when crystallization starts and be maintained as growth proceeds. It can be expected that the 
amount of occluded gel and its distribution and organization in the composites formed at 
experimental conditions A-D will show distinct characteristics depending on the different 
weights that these two main parameters have in each case. A summary of observations and 
effects is given in Figure 2.2-12 and Table 2.2-2. 
As expected, we find a high amount of occluded gel in calcite-gel composites that formed in 
experiment C (Table 2.2-1), where more concentrated (0.5 M) counter-diffusing reagents and 
a gel prepared with a higher solid content (2 wt% agar) were used (Figs. 
2.2-4c, -8, -S9a, -S13a). This result supports the interpretation that high gel strengths and high 
growth rates promote the incorporation of a basically undisrupted gel network into calcite. 
Misorientation of calcite in composites that formed at these experimental conditions is 5 
degrees (Fig. 2.2-8b), and is significantly higher than that in composites that grew under 
conditions with a low gel strength. Calcite-gel composites formed in lighter gels (experiments 
A and B, Table 2.2-1, Figs. 2.2-4a, -4b, -6, -7, -S8, -S12) incorporate smaller amounts of 
occluded gel. This is in agreement with the lower density of the gel network and, in the case 
of aggregates formed in experiment B, where less concentrated counter-diffusing reagents 
(0.1 M) were used, it is consistent with the effect of growth at slow rate under moderate to 
low supersaturation on gel occlusion, according to the model proposed by Estroff’s group (Li 
& Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012). The presence of gel accumulations in these 
composites (Fig. 2.2-7b) suggests that the fibres of the weak gel are pushed ahead by the 
growing crystal, or occasionally the fibres are even pushed together by abutting crystals, 
forming thin membranes (Fig. 2.2-7b) between them. This leads to local increases in gel 
density. As there is a correlation between gel density and gel strength, the gel would locally 
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become stiffer and, thus, it is more likely to become occluded. The direct consequence is a 
certain degree of inhomogeneity in the distribution of the occluded gel within the composite, 
which is higher in composites grown under lower supersaturation, from less concentrated 
reagents. Inhomogeneity in gel distribution connected to local gel accumulations could 
explain the relatively large maximum misorientation of 2 degrees in composites grown in 
experiment B (Fig. 2.2-8) compared to those formed in experiment A (maximum 
misorientation around 1°) as well as their slightly higher local kernel misorientation (Fig. 2.2-
10), even though both types of composites formed in the weak gel. 
Our TG (Fig. 2.2-S3) and SEM (Fig. 2.2-4) results demonstrate that the amount of occluded 
gel in composites formed in experiment A (Fig. 2.2-4a), conducted with a light gel (0.5 wt% 
agar) and a high concentration of counter-diffusing reagents (0.5 M), is lowest compared to 
gel contents of all other aggregates (Fig. 2.2-4b to -4d). Maximum misorientation in 
composites formed in experiment A is slightly above 1 degree, the lowest compared to 
maximum misorientation in all other composites. A lower incorporation of gel in composites 
from experiment A (light gel, high reagent concentration) compared to those from experiment 
B (light gel, low reagent concentration), is in clear contradiction with expectations from 
Estroff’s model (Li & Estroff 2009, Asenath-Smith et al. 2012). Indeed, the significantly 
higher concentration of the reagents used in experiment A should guarantee that crystal 
growth occurred under higher supersaturation and, consequently, at a faster rate than in 
experiment B, thereby, promoting the occlusion of a higher amount of gel. This appears to be 
supported by our TG analyses, which yield a higher gel content for composites grown in 
experiment A. But the expectations are not corroborated by our SEM observations. A possible 
explanation for this discrepancy is the inhomogeneous distribution of the gel within the 
aggregate. Indeed, misorientation analyses in composites formed in experiment A indicate a 
remarkably inhomogeneous distribution of gel, with a large central region almost devoid of 
gel and some regions at the rim containing some gel. This suggests that the high 
crystallization pressures associated with crystal growth under high supersaturations can break 
and push away the weak gel. This enables the formation of gel-free (or almost gel-free), 
highly co-oriented aggregates with very little gel in their central parts and a higher gel density 
as well as lower crystal co-orientation in their periphery (Fig. 2.2-6). Gel accumulations in the 
peripheral regions of an aggregate grown under experimental conditions A are highlighted by 
white stars in Figure 2.2-6b. 
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The similar amount of occluded gel, according to both, TG measurements and SEM image 
(Figs. 2.2-4c, -4d), into composites grown in experiment D, using a heavier gel and low 
concentrated counter-diffusing reagents, as well as in experiment C, carried out also with a 
heavier gel but highly concentrated reagents, indicates that gel strength exerts a higher 
influence on the incorporation of the total amount of gel into the aggregate compared to the 
influence of the growth rate. Thus, even though the low concentration of the reagents in 
experiment D prevents that the crystal growth process occurs at fast rates and at high 
supersaturation conditions (as in experiment C), the occlusion of a high amount of polymeric 
matrix will be facilitated by the high gel strength. The growth rate exerts control on the 
pattern of gel occlusion distribution within the composite, which will be more homogeneous 
when growth proceeds at a higher rate, leading to higher MUD values (MUD of 624 in 
aggregates grown in experiment C compared to 316 in aggregates formed in experiment D, 
Fig. 2.2-3). Thus, in aggregates grown in experiment D, where both, the low concentration of 
the reagents and the low porosity of the heavier gel prevents growth at high rates under high 
supersaturations, we find the highest inhomogeneity in occluded gel distribution. These 
aggregates show clear-cut subunits which are divided from each other by gel membranes; and 
the tilt at these membranes between neighbouring subunits reaches up to 10 degrees (Fig. 2.2-
9c). Moreover, next to almost single-crystalline subunits with an internal misorientation of 
less than 1 degree (Fig. 2.2-11a), further subunits are present that contain more occluded gel 
and, thus, show a higher internal misorientation (up to 2 degrees, Figs. 2.2-11b, -11c). These 
are structured further and contain small angle boundaries. Furthermore, these aggregates show 
gel occlusions that define concentric oscillatory patterns (Figs. 2.2-5c, -5d). Growth-related 
concentric oscillatory patterns involving compositional changes are well known to form 
during the growth of different solid solution crystals in gels (Putnis et al. 1992, Prieto et al. 
1997, Prieto et al. 2013). For example, concentric oscillatory compositional zoning was first 
observed in gel-grown crystals of the (Ba,Sr)SO4 solid solution and has later been found in 
gel-grown crystals of a variety of calcite type (Ca,M)CO3 crystals involving the substitution 
of Ca by divalent metals in solid solution (M= Cd, Mn, Co, Mg, etc.) (Putnis et al. 1992, 
Fernández-Díaz et al. 1996, Prieto et al. 1997, Fernández-González et al. 1999, Katsikopoulos 
et al. 2008; 2009, Prieto et al. 2013). Cellular automaton simulations have recently 
demonstrated that such concentric oscillatory compositional zoning resulted from the 
interplay between the difference of the solubilities of the CaCO3-MCO3 end-members and the 
threshold supersaturation for their nucleation (Gonçalves et al. 2014). A similar explanation 
could be proposed to explain the development of concentric oscillations in gel incorporation. 
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It has been demonstrated that the threshold supersaturation for nucleation is higher in less 
porous, heavier gels than in lighter gels (Nindiyasari et al. 2014a). This means that the very 
early stage of crystallization in experiment D will occur under higher supersaturation than in 
experiment B and, most likely, an initial period of fast growth will take place. However, this 
rapid growth will also lead to a fast depletion of ions in the gel around the growing crystal. 
This depletion cannot be balanced by mass transfer from the reagent deposits due to both, the 
low concentration of the reagents and the low porosity of the heavy gel. As a consequence, 
the crystal growth rate will drop eventually down to zero. This stop will, however, be 
temporary because, as mass transfer progresses, supersaturation will slowly build up. Once a 
supersaturation barrier is overcome, crystal growth will restart. The progressive growth rate 
decrease during a growth cycle appears to be recorded within the calcite-gel composite in the 
form of changes in the density of the incorporated gel polymer matrix, with sequences of 
growth cycles resulting in concentric oscillatory patterns of occluded gel. 
 
2.2.5 Conclusions 
With this work we extend our studies of carbonate crystallization in hydrogel matrices and 
discuss the combined influence of hydrogel strength and counter-diffusing reagent solution 
concentration on mineral formation and aggregate growth. Hydrogel incorporation into 
carbonate mineral highly influences the pattern of crystal growth and determines 
morphological, microstructural and material properties of the composite aggregates (Prieto et 
al. 1991, De Yoreo et al. 2003, Nindiyasari et al. 2015). Several characteristics play an 
important role: The amount of incorporated gel, its fabric when it is incorporated and its 
pattern of distribution within the mineral. From our study we deduce the following 
conclusions (Table 2.2-2):  
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Table 2.2-2. The combined effect of agar gel solid content and reagent solution concentrations on mineral 
organization and aggregate formation in agar gel–calcite composites. 
 
high reactant solution 
concentration 
low reactant solution 
concentration 
light 
gel 
supersaturation high low 
growth rate high low 
amount of occluded 
gel 
almost no gel occluded 
low amount of gel 
occluded 
aggregate texture single crystal composite single crystal composite 
homogeneity of 
occluded gel 
- high 
dense 
gel 
supersaturation high low 
growth rate high low 
amount of occluded 
gel 
highest of all four 
samples 
high 
aggregate texture mosaic crystal composite 
co-oriented polycrystal 
composite 
homogeneity of 
occluded gel 
high local accumulations 
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1. High reagent solution concentrations give rise to high supersaturation and high growth 
rates that, when combined with a light gel, cause the formation of single crystal composites, 
while, in the case of a dense gel, the aggregate is a mosaic crystal composite. 
2. Low reagent solution concentrations effect low supersaturation and low growth rates, 
that, in combination with a light gel, facilitate the growth of single crystal composites. When 
low reagent solution concentration is combined with a dense gel, the composite that forms is a 
co-oriented polycrystal composite.  
3. Agar gel solid content determines the pattern of crystal organization within the 
composite aggregate. Gel incorporation into the mineral is highest when a gel with a high 
solid content is used. 
4. The reagent solution concentration mainly determines the distribution pattern of gel 
within the aggregate. Gel distribution is homogenous for high reagent solution concentrations. 
For low reagent solution concentrations, the gel accumulates locally within the aggregates. 
5. Hydrogel accumulations often occur according to defined patterns, such as 
oscillations. 
6. Light gels can locally be pushed ahead during crystal growth, and resulting volumes of 
mineral can be devoid or almost devoid of gel. The occlusion of strong gels becomes 
increased when highly concentrated counter- diffusion solutions are used. 
7. A deeper understanding of the combined effect of gel strength and growth rate 
evolution, which is complex and influenced by both, the concentration of the reagent 
solutions and the diffusion within the gel, permits the synthesis of biomimetic composites 
with unique microstructures and enhanced, finely-tuned mechanical properties. 
In our assessment of the influence of the counter- diffusing reagent solution concentration on 
gel occlusion and aggregate organization we followed the qualitative approach of Estroff and 
collaborators. Improving this assessment will require quantitative information on the 
supersaturation evolution in the system. The application of the mass transfer modelling to 
silica gel has proved useful to quantitatively estimate the supersaturation at early stages of the 
crystallization (Katsikopoulos et al. 2008; 2009, Sánchez-Pastor et al. 2011). Extending these 
calculations in future to other types of hydrogels, such as agar hydrogel, will require to 
determine the relationship between the solid content in the hydrogel and its transport 
properties. 
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2.2.7 Supporting Information 
Supporting information is available (Figures 2.2-S1-S15): Sketch of experimental setup, local 
kernel misorientation and misorientation maps of a calcite single crystal grown from solution, 
TGA curves of calcite composites, additional morphologies of calcite aggregates obtained in 
the experiments, SEM images of calcite composite surfaces, enlarged images of colour-coded 
EBSD maps and corresponding pole figures, enlarged images of local kernel misorientation 
and misorientation maps for all aggregates and subunits of aggregate D, and the relative 
frequency of local kernel misorientations of all four aggregates plotted in one graph. 
 
 
Figure 2.2-S1. Schematic sketch of the experimental setup (double-diffusion system). 
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Figure 2.2-S2. (a) Local kernel misorientation maps of a calcite single crystal grown from solution 
calculated for 3x3 pixels cluster and (b) 11x11 pixels cluster. (c) Misorientation map with corresponding 
legend and point-to-origin misorientation vs. distance profiles for a calcite single crystal grown from 
solution. (d) Misorientation map with corresponding legend for a calcite single crystal grown from solution. 
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Figure 2.2-S3. TGA results for aggregates grown at experimental conditions C and D (the aggregates that 
incorporated the highest amount of gel) relative to a reference: calcite grown from solution. 
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Figure 2.2-S4. Additional morphologies of aggregates obtained at experimental setups A, C and D. 
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Figure 2.2-S5. (a) Distribution pattern of rounded (yellow arrows) and rhombohedral (white arrows) edges 
bounding terraces in aggregates grown at experiment conditions A. (b) Rough curved edges bounding narrow 
terraces on the surface of an aggregate grown under experimental conditions A. 
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Figure 2.2-S6. Difference in surface roughness/smoothness of aggregates grown from experimental conditions 
A to D. Note the different characteristics of porosity on the surface of aggregates grown under different 
experimental conditions. More pores are visible in aggregates grown from less concentrated aqueous solutions 
(experimental conditions B and D; images b, d). Pores are bounded by straight lines parallel to crystallographic 
directions in aggregates grown in lighter gels (experimental conditions A and B; images a,b), while they show 
irregular morphologies to spherical morphologies in aggregates grown in heavier gels (experimental conditions 
C and D; images c,d). 
 
 
Figure 2.2-S7. Membrane formation (white arrows) that separates subunits (subunit 1 and subunit 2) from each 
other. The membrane is thin, very little visible and causes only a very minor tilt (below 1 degrees) between the 
neighbouring subunits. 
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Figure 2.2-S8. Enlargement of local kernel misorientation maps shown in Figs. 2.2-6a and -7a for a better 
visualization of the distribution of blue, green and yellow colours. 
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Figure 2.2-S9. Enlargement of local kernel misorientation maps shown in Figs. 2.2-8a and -9a for a better 
visualization of the distribution of blue, green and yellow colours. 
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Figure 2.2-S10. Local kernel misorientation map and corresponding pole figures visualizing gel occlusion in the 
two major subunits I and II of the aggregate that grew at experiment conditions D. Note difference in maximum 
misorientation value (black arrows in the legends to S8a and S8b). 
 
 
Figure 2.2-S11. Compilation of relative frequency vs. local kernel misorientation data for aggregates obtained at 
experiments A to D. For further details see Fig. 2.2-10. 
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Figure 2.2-S12. Enlargement of misorientation maps shown in Figs. 2.2-6b and -7b for a better visualization of 
the distribution of blue, green and yellow colours. 
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Figure 2.2-S13. Enlargement of misorientation maps shown in Figs. 2.2-8b and -9b for a better visualization of 
the distribution of blue, green and yellow colours. 
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Figure 2.2-S14. Enlargement of internal kernel misorientation maps and corresponding legends for sub-sub-
subsets 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the aggregate that grew at experiment conditions D for visualization of differences in gel 
occlusion within the different aggregates. 
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Figure 2.2-S15. Misorientation map and corresponding legends for sub-sub-subsets 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the 
aggregate that grew at experiment conditions D. Corresponding to the distribution pattern of the gel shown in 
Fig. 2.2-S12 internal strains develop, e.g. in subunits 2, 3 and 4. 
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2.3.1 Introduction 
Human migration, trade and culture transfer from pre-Roman times until the 1st century AD 
is subject of FOR 1670. This study on a particular subproject of FOR 1670 aims the creation 
of a map of isotope signatures of Celtic and Rhaetian archaeological bone finds excavated in 
the Rhaetian Alps and the alpine foreland – with focus on finds from the late Latène period 
(150 to 15 BC) and the Roman Imperial Age (15 BC to 450 AD). Both, cremated and non-
cremated human remains and livestock bone finds are geochemically investigated and will 
contribute to the map of isotope signatures created in the context of FOR 1670. 
Bone is a hierarchically structured composite with mineral and collagen being the main 
components. Mammal bone mineral is constituted of carbonated apatite (bioapatite) 
nanocrystals mineralizing mainly type I collagen microfibrils (Wagner & Weiner 1992, 
Glimcher 1998, Fratzl et al. 2004). If the composite structure remains intact, both the 
inorganic and organic compounds are protected from biochemical and chemical attack 
(Gernaey et al. 2001, Turner-Walker 2008). 
Compared to the geologic mineral hydroxyapatite Ca5(PO4)3(OH), bioapatite is chemically 
more complex with carbonate (4-8 wt %) being an essential component. In general, the apatite 
(AP) structure is very accommodating to chemical substitutions which may provoke coupled 
ionic substitutions to maintain charge balance (Wopenka & Pasteris 2005). Chemically, the 
composition of bioapatite can be approximated as (Ca,Mg,Na, vacancy)5 (PO4, HPO4, CO3)3 
(CO3, H2O, OH, F, Cl etc.) (Montel et al. 1981, Elliott 1994, Wilson et al. 1999, Elliott 2002, 
Pan & Fleet 2002). As well, trace elements such as Sr
2+
, Pb
2+
 and Ba
2+
 can be substituted on 
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the Ca
2+
 cation position (Elliott 2002, Turner-Walker 2008). However, such substitutions can 
induce structural disorder within the AP crystal lattice (Elliott 2002). The decomposition of 
bone organic components which constitute about 20-28% (Lim 1975, LeGeros 1991, Elliott 
2002), generates a high porosity and internal surface in the bone remains. Both, the structural 
misfits within the AP lattice and the newly created high surface area increase the free energy 
of the bioapatite which in consequence increases its solubility compared to stoichiometric 
hydroxyapatite (Epple 2003, Schmahl 2017). Thus, bone mineral in skeletal remains is prone 
to chemical and structural alterations. These diagenetically induced changes in bioapatite are 
likely to obscure the biological stable isotopic signatures of a bone find, therefore a careful 
validation of the samples conceived for the isotope map in the course of the DFG research 
group FOR 1670 is essential (Grupe et al. 2017). 
To verify that the analysed material is original and uncontaminated (e.g.  contamination with 
soil particles or chemical and structural alterations of the bioapatite after death), 
archaeological bones were investigated by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) as this method 
is highly suitable to identify extrinsic mineral phases and structural variations within the bone 
mineral itself. Selected samples (e.g. which showed further crystalline phases besides 
bioapatite or visibly bad preserved bones) were additionally analysed by Fourier-Transform-
Spectroscopy (FTIR) as a complementary method to XRPD. 
 
2.3.2 Materials and Methods 
Among the archaeological animal bone samples considered for isotope studies in FOR 1670 
(see Introduction), 65 random samples were selected for screening by X-ray Powder 
Diffraction. As already described in the Introduction, bone finds were dated to the Latène 
period (150 to 15 BC) and the Roman Imperial Age (15 BC to 450 AD). Among these, three 
samples with a bad state of conservation (based on their physical appearance) were analysed. 
Surfaces of skeletal elements were mechanically removed with a scalpel to avoid 
contamination by soil. Finally, the bones were homogenized to a fine powder and passed 
through a sieve with a mesh size of 100 µm. 
X-ray diffractograms were measured on a General Electric 3003 powder diffractometer in 
Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Cu-Kα1 radiation was selected with a focusing 
monochromator in the primary beam. An exposure time of 1000s on a 1D-Meteor detector 
was chosen, which resulted in a data collection time of 5 hours for a diffractogram from 10-
110° 2θ. 
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The instrumental resolution function was experimentally determined with a NIST LaB6 
standard. For data evaluation and Rietveld refinement (Rietveld 1969) we applied the 
FULLPROF code (Rodríguez-Carvajal 1993, Rodríguez-Carvajal & Roisnel 2004) and chose 
a hexagonal symmetry model (Wilson et al. 2004) for refinement. 
For full profile analysis, we applied the Thompson-Cox-Hastings method for convolution of 
instrumental resolution (as determined with a NIST LaB6 standard) with anisotropic size and 
isotropic microstrain broadening (Thompson et al. 1987). However, crystallite size in c-
direction was determined by a precise fit of the profile of the 002 reflection only, following 
the same Thompson-Cox-Hastings convolution procedures in FullProf as described for the 
full profile analysis. 
Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin-Elmer ATR-FTIR Spectrum two instrument with 
a resolution of 4 cm
-1
 with 128 scans. 
 
2.3.3 Results and Discussion 
X-ray Powder Diffraction 
The majority of the analysed bone mineral samples exhibit similar or slightly larger lattice 
parameters to those of modern bovine bone (red and blue squares with black frame in Figure 
2.3-1a). In comparison, mineralogical investigations on older archaeological bone finds dated 
to 5600-15 BC predominantly displayed bioapatite lattice parameters which are smaller than 
those of modern bovine bone and larger than those of hydroxyapatite (Schmahl et al 2017). 
However, we also observe a rather constant c-axis of the bioapatite while the a-axis varies 
across a broad range such that a pseudo-linear trend exists between unit cell volume and a-
axis length (Figure 2.3-1a). As discussed by Schmahl et al. (2017) the unit cell volume V 
scales with the lattice parameters a and c as V = a²c sin 120°). Crystallite sizes in a-direction 
are between 59-140 Å; in c-direction, the crystallites are significantly larger (165-348 Å) 
(Figure 2.3-1b, -1c). There is only a vague correlation of crystallite sizes in a-direction 
slightly increasing with the crystallite size in c-direction  
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Figure 2.3-1. (a) Lattice parameters (unit cell axes) a (blue symbols) and c (red symbols) and unit cell volume of 
the 53 random archaeological samples according to Rietveld refinements. Triangles with black frame: Holly 
Springs Hydroxyapatite (Sudarsanan & Young 1969). Squares with black frame: Modern bovine femur. (b) 
Crystallite size in a-direction a vs. crystallite size in c-direction. The estimated standard deviation for crystallite 
sizes is 5 %. (c) Crystallite size in a- direction vs. unit cell volume (green circles) and crystallite size in c- 
direction vs. unit cell volume (purple circles). Yellow-filled circles are samples with a bad state of conservation 
(based on their physical appearance). 
(Figure 2.3-1b), however there is only few data points diverging from the general trend. 
Crystallite sizes of two out of three badly preserved bones (yellow-filled circles in Figure 2.3-
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1b) plot within the data cloud of the well preserved ones, the outlier displays a larger size in 
c-direction (287 Å) with respect to a relatively small size in a-direction (59 Å). However, also 
one of the well preserved samples shows this feature with 321 Å in c- and 44 Å in a-direction 
(Figure 2.3-1b). 
We observe no correlation of crystallite size and unit cell volume regardless of conservation 
status (Figure 2.3-1c). As displayed in Figure 2.3-1a, hydroxyapatite lattice parameters 
(triangles with black frame in 2.3-1a) are smaller compared to those of bioapatite/ bone 
mineral. In former studies on bone cremation, it has been shown that there is a correlation 
between carbonate content and lattice parameters (and therefore the unit cell volume) as both 
decreased in consequence of thermal treatment (Greiner et al. 2018a). When bone mineral is 
treated at high temperatures it reacts to hydroxyapatite (Greiner et al. 2018a). Schmahl et al. 
(2017) inferred that bone mineral undergoes a chemical alteration while buried in the ground. 
Hereby, carbonate is exchanged with hydroxyl and fluorine which leads to the assumptions 
that i) carbonate content in younger archaeological bone finds is higher than in older 
archaeological bone finds and ii) unit cells are larger in younger bone finds than in older 
archaeological bone finds. This has to be investigated in further studies as this study only 
focuses on the mineralogical variety within archaeological bone finds of the same epoch. 
It has been shown that crystallite size, inhomogeneity in chemical composition, and lattice 
defects (often summarized by the term “crystallinity”) are primarily a function of “crystal 
age” which means that the characteristics of bone apatite crystals are mostly affected by the 
time between their formation and their resorption (bone turnover) from the tissue (Glimcher 
2006). As we investigated non-cremated bone samples from the same age and same 
geographical area (therefore similar soil conditions), the variations we see in crystallographic 
parameters are most probable due to anatomical variations in bone mineral in general. 
According to Rietveld refinements, nine out of 65 analysed archaeological samples exhibited 
a quartz mineral fraction of 0.1-3 wt%, whereas in only two samples more than 0.7 wt% 
quartz were detected. Only one sample displayed around 3 wt% calcite. Exemplary Rietveld 
refinement plots (10-60° 2 Theta) of bone samples containing calcite and quartz are shown in 
Figure 2.3-2. Quartz is a typical soil mineral and its detection  
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Figure 2.3-2. Rietveld refinement (10-60° 2θ) of archaeological bones a) horse Tibia, bioapatite with 3 wt% 
calcite. b) the 002 bioapatite reflection of the horse tibia (25.5-26.3° 2θ) c) human rib with 1.7 wt% calcite and 
d) the 002 bioapatite reflection of the human rib (25.5-26.3° 2θ). Red dots: observed data points; black line: 
calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and calculated data; blue vertical bars: 
positions of diffraction peaks of bone apatite; red vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of calcite (in a) or 
quartz (in c). 
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indicates that the sample cleaning procedure was not entirely effective. Soil mineral particles 
may have intruded into bone pores during burial and were not removed completely in the 
course of the cleaning process, most likely because the bones were not washed with distilled 
water and only the contaminated surface was removed. Contrary to expectations, the badly 
preserved samples displayed pure bioapatite and no foreign phases. Furthermore, their 
crystallographic parameters, such as unit cell volume and crystallite size (yellow-filled circles 
in Figure 2.3-1a) follow the same trend as the well preserved samples. 
 
Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
All archaeological bone spectra show characteristic phosphate group vibrational bands which 
can be attributed to AP at 470-480 cm
-1 (ν2PO4
3-
), 500-750 cm
-1 (ν4PO4
3-
), ~962 cm
-1 (ν1PO4
3-
) 
and 980-1120 cm
-1
 (ν3PO4
3-
) identified according to Raynaud et al. (2002) and Destainville et 
al. (2003). Positions of the OH
-
 libration band at ~632 cm
-1
 (Destainville et al. 2003) and the 
OH
-
 stretch absorption band at 3570 cm
-1
 (González-Díaz & Hidalgo 1976, González-Díaz & 
Santos 1977, Vandecandelaere et al. 2012) are indicated in Figure 2.3-3a and b but are absent 
in all spectra. Moreover, characteristic absorption bands at 870-880 cm
-1
 and 1400-1458 cm
-1
 
were attributed to ν2CO3
2- and ν3CO3
2- 
(Rey et al. 1989, Rey et al. 1990, Fleet 2009, 
Grunenwald et al. 2014). Thus, the archaeological bone mineral is not hydroxyapatite but 
carbonated apatite. Two distinguishable peaks can be observed for ν2CO3
2- 
which can be 
attributed to type B substitution (PO4
3-
 site) at ~ 873 cm
-1
 and type A substitution (OH
-
 site) at 
878 cm
-1
 (LeGeros et al. 1969, Rey et al. 1989). Organic compounds like amids (1250 cm
-1 
and ~1540-1750 cm
-1
) show high peak intensities in all archaeological bone spectra (Figure 
2.3-3). The modern bovine femur spectrum shows broad but more profound H2O absorption 
bands from ~3000-3600 cm
-1 
(Brubach et al. 2005) compared to the archaeological bone 
spectra (Figure 2.3-3b). In addition, the modern bovine femur spectrum displays a broader 
shoulder than the archaeological bone spectra at ~1100 cm
-1
 which can be attributed to the 
antisymmetric stretching of HPO4
2-
 and PO4
3-
 (Frost et al. 2013). 
Si-O-Si symmetrical stretching vibrations of quartz at 780 and 800 cm
-1
 (Simon & McMahon 
1953) are observable in the IR spectra of the human rib (1.7 wt% quartz according to Rietveld 
refinements). Further characteristic quartz absorption bands at 1079 and 1057 cm
-1
 overlap 
with the v3PO4
3-
 bands of apatite (Figure 2.3-2). 
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Figure 2.3-3. Infrared absorbance spectra from 450-1800 cm
-1
 of a modern bovine femur and archaeological 
animal and human bone finds dated to 15 BC - 450 AD (Roman Imperial Age) from a) 450-1800 cm
-1
 and b) 
from 2200-4000 cm
-1
. 
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2.3.4 Concluding Summary 
65 archaeological bone samples dated to 150 BC - 450 AD from the Rhaetian Alps and the 
alpine foreland were investigated by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) and in part by Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Additional mineral phases besides bioapatite were 
calcite (one sample) and quartz (nine samples). We attribute the presence of quartz to an 
insufficient cleaning procedure as quartz is a typical soil mineral, hence soil residuals were 
not removed entirely from the samples. Moreover, we ascribe deviations between 
crystallographic parameters among the analysed 65 specimens primarily to structural and 
chemical variations within the bone mineral itself (“crystal age”, species and type of bone), 
possible secondary aspects are archaeological age (≙ burial time) and soil conditions (e.g. pH, 
acidity, humidity) during burial which requires further study. 
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2.4 pH-dependent Decomposition of Bone 
2.4.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a short study on the decomposition of bone under acidic conditions. The 
mineral brushite (CaHPO4 ∙ 2H2O, a monoclinic calcium phosphate) has been found on 
archaeological bone samples and appeared as white crystallites on the bone surface 
(Herrmann & Newesely 1982, Verhoff et al. 2004). After Elliott (2002) and Epple (2003), the 
calcium phosphate phase brushite is stable at pH values below 5 (Figure 2.4-1). To study the 
influence of time and the kinetics of a possible apatite to brushite transformation in bone we 
characterized the calcium phosphate phases of bovine bone with XRPD after four and eight 
weeks in citric acid with pH values 4, 4.5 and 5. 
 
Figure 2.4-1. Solubility isotherms of calcium phosphate phases in the system Ca(OH)2 ∙ H3PO4 ∙ H2O at 37 °C 
modified after Elliott (2002). Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) is brushite, dicalcium phosphate 
anhydrous (DCPA) is monetite, octacalcium phosphate (OCP), β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) and 
hydroxyapatite (HAP). 
2.4.2 Experimental 
1 mM citric acid was prepared with Milli- Q water and the pH was adjusted with NaOH to 4, 
4.5 and 5, respectively. 7x7x7 mm sized pieces of a bovine femur were cut and placed in 
vessels with 5 ml citric acid each, the solution was changed once a week. After four/eight 
weeks bone pieces were washed with Milli-Q water and powderized in a mortar and 
subsequently measured with XRPD.  
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X-ray diffractograms were measured on a General Electric 3003 powder diffractometer in 
Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Cu-Kα1 radiation was selected with a focusing 
monochromator in the primary beam. An exposure time of 1000s on a 1D-Meteor detector 
was chosen, which resulted in a data collection time of 5 hours for a diffractogram from 10-
110° 2θ. 
The instrumental resolution function was experimentally determined with a NIST LaB6 
standard. For data evaluation and Rietveld refinement (Rietveld 1969) we applied the 
FULLPROF code (Rodríguez-Carvajal 1993, Rodríguez-Carvajal & Roisnel 2004) and chose 
a hexagonal symmetry model (Wilson et al. 2004) for refinement. 
For full profile analysis, we applied the Thompson-Cox-Hastings method for convolution of 
instrumental resolution (as determined with a NIST LaB6 standard) with anisotropic size and 
isotropic microstrain broadening (Thompson et al. 1987). However, crystallite size in c-
direction was determined by a precise fit of the profile of the 002 reflection only, following 
the same Thompson-Cox-Hastings convolution procedures in FullProf as described for the 
full profile analysis. 
 
2.4.3 Results and Discussion 
X-ray diffractograms of acid-treated bone do not show any reflections which can be assigned 
to other calcium phosphate phases beside apatite (Figure 2.4-2). Therefore, there has not been 
any phase transformation from apatite to a low pH acid stable calcium phosphate phase (e.g. 
monetite, brushite). Crystallographic parameters such as crystallite size and lattice defects are 
primarily a function of “crystal age” which means that the characteristics of bone apatite 
crystals are mostly affected by the time between their formation and their resorption (bone 
turnover) from the tissue (Glimcher 2006). Hence, the variations we see in crystallographic 
parameters (Table 2.4-1) are most probable due to anatomical variations in bone mineral in 
general and are not a consequence of the acid treatment. We could not observe any brushite 
formation within the experimental period of eight weeks. A possible reason for this is that the 
organic components of the bone might still be intact and protect the apatite crystallites from 
the acid solution. 
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Figure 2.4-2. X-ray diffractograms (10-45° 2 Theta) of untreated bovine bone and bone after treatment with 
citric acid (pH 4, 4.5 and 5) for four or eight weeks, respectively. All peaks can be assigned to apatite (AP). 
Peaks which are not visible in the diffractogram of untreated bone but appear in acid-treated bone (black arrows) 
can also be assigned to AP. 
Table 2.4-1. Crystallographic parameters according to Rietveld Refinements for bovine bone (untreated, for four 
or eight weeks treated with citric acid with pH 4, 4.5 and 5). The estimated standard deviation for crystallite 
sizes is 5 %. 
 lattice 
parameter a 
[Å] 
lattice 
parameter c 
[Å] 
crystallite size 
in a direction 
[Å] 
crystallite size 
in c direction 
[Å] 
pristine bone 9.4376 (5) 6.8847(5) 65 174 
4 weeks, pH 4 9.435(2) 6.890(1) 64 203 
4 weeks, pH 4.5 9.437(2) 6.889(1) 63 216 
4 weeks, pH 5 9.433(2) 6.896(1) 66 200 
8 weeks, pH 4 9.436(1) 6.882(1) 70 217 
8 weeks, pH 4.5 9.436(2) 6.894(2) 64 not determined 
8 weeks, pH 5 9.439(2) 6.889(2) 72 177 
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2.5.1 Abstract 
Unheated and heat-treated bovine bone material with differing heating times and heat-treated 
in increments from 100 °C to 1000 °C were analysed to study the crystallographic change of 
fresh biological bone mineral occurring during incineration. We combine several 
complementary analytical methods applied to the same unheated and heat treated material to 
ensure data consistency in order to establish a comprehensive study on heat-induced changes 
in bone. We applied quantitative powder X-ray diffraction, Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy (FTIR), and Infrared-coupled Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA-FTIR), and 
we correlated the analytical results with empirical indicators such as crystallinity indices (CI 
and IRSF) and bone colour changes after burning. At temperatures from 700 °C onwards after 
30 minutes of heating, a considerable recrystallization reaction from bioapatite to 
hydroxyapatite occurred. FTIR revealed that there are no or only minor amounts of hydroxyl-
ions in original bone mineral which in consequence should be referred to “carbonate-hydro-
apatite” rather than hydroxyapatite. Thermal treatment induced a pronounced increase of 
crystallite size and an increase of hydroxyl groups in the apatite lattice accompanied by a 
depletion of water and reduction of carbonate contents during incineration. Thus, the heat 
treatment at temperatures ≥ 700 °C leads to the recrystallization of bioapatite to 
hydroxyapatite. Above 800 °C buchwaldite is formed from the Na component within the bone 
mineral. Moreover, we found that the transformation reaction involving crystallite growth 
mainly sets in after organic matrix compounds and their residues have been combusted and 
the apatite grains get into direct contact. The information in this work, obtained by a 
combination of analytical methods which are typically applied and approved to determine 
bone cremation temperatures, can help to better understand changes in complex biomaterials 
during heating. In particular, the knowledge from this study can be applied to assess the 
cremation conditions of archaeological bone finds. As changes in the bone mineral state are 
not only dependent on temperature but also on time, care must be taken to deduce a defined 
temperature which cremated bone finds were exposed to. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Bioapatite, Carbonated Apatite, Rietveld method, Calcination, Forensic Science, 
Crystallinity Index, Bioarchaeology  
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2.5.2 Introduction 
From the late Bronze Age to Imperial Roman Times, the preferred manner of human burial in 
some parts of Europe was to cremate the bodies (Grupe et al. 2015). Structural and chemical 
analyses revealed that archaeological cremated bone remains from the Bronze Age (Urnfield 
Culture) in southern Bavaria were exposed to temperatures estimated from 700 °C to 1000 °C 
(Grupe et al. 2017). In archaeology, a first estimation of the heating temperature is usually 
based on the colour of the bone finds. Burn colour codes defined for example by Wahl (1982) 
or Stiner et al. (1995) are used to categorise heat exposure based on bone macroscopic 
appearance and colour. Since the colour of burnt bones is not only a consequence of 
temperature and the duration of heat-exposure (e.g. Herrmann 1977, Shipman et al. 1984, Von 
Endt and Ortner 1984, Nicholson 1993, Sillen and Hoering 1993, Bennett 1999, Thompson 
2005, Thompson et al. 2016) but also dependent on the availability of oxygen (Walker et al. 
2008) or influenced by inclusions of exogenous elements within the bone mineral such as 
copper (Dunlop 1978), it takes additional analytical methods to define the temperature which 
bone finds were exposed to. 
Over the last years there’s been various research on quantitative analytical methods such as 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, KBr-method) 
analysis to understand heat-induced changes in bone in forensic, archaeological and 
anthropological contexts (e.g. Shipman et al. 1984, Rogers & Daniels 2002, Hiller et al. 2003, 
Enzo et al. 2007, Thompson & Chudek 2007, Munro et al. 2007; 2008, Lebon et al. 2008, 
Piga et al. 2008; 2009, Thompson et al. 2009, Snoeck et al. 2014, Mamede et al. 2018, Piga et 
al. 2018). XRD and full pattern analysis like the Rietveld method (Rietveld 1969) are suitable 
methods for the calibration of the temperature bones were exposed to (Holden et al. 1995, 
Person et al. 1996, Harbeck et al. 2011, Galeano & García-Lorenzo 2014). FTIR provides 
complementary detailed information about the chemical composition and structure of the 
main components of the bone material and their changes in consequence of thermal treatment 
(e.g. Weiner et al. 1993, Thompson et al. 2009). The thermal decomposition behaviour of 
bone has been thoroughly studied by e.g. Bonucci & Graziani (1974) and Ellingham et al. 
(2015) by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA).  
However, some incommensurabilities remain and a direct comparison of the results reported 
by the mentioned authors is not feasible as different starting materials were investigated. In 
order to gain a deeper understanding about bone alteration by cremation, we study the 
evolution of bovine bone structure and chemistry as a function of heating temperature and 
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time. Specifically, we apply all above mentioned analytical methods to the same unheated and 
heated bone material to allow a direct comparison of the obtained results. Furthermore, we 
analyse the gaseous reaction products during bone decomposition by combining 
Thermogravimetric Analysis with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (TGA-FTIR). 
Bone is a hierarchically structured composite material constituted of carbonated apatite 
nanocrystals mineralizing collagen (type I) microfibrils (Weiner et al. 1999, Fratzl et al. 
2004). Secondary organic components are non-collagenous proteins such as phosphoproteins, 
which are considered to play an important role in bone mineralization (Rho et al. 1998, Olszta 
et al. 2007). Analyses on human bone revealed that it contains about 20-28% organics and 
about 8% water (bound to both, collagen and mineral) (Lim 1975, LeGeros 1991, Elliott 
2002). Biological apatite composition is chemically more complex than stoichiometric 
hydroxyapatite Ca5(PO4)3(OH) and can be approximated as (Ca,Mg,Na, vacancy)5 (PO4, 
HPO4, CO3)3 (CO3, H2O, OH, F, Cl etc.) (Montel et al. 1981, Elliott 1994, Wilson et al. 1999, 
Elliott 2002, Pan & Fleet 2002). Moreover, the chemical composition changes with both 
species and type of bone and is influenced by diet, physical activity and age (Biltz & 
Pellegrino 1983, Driessens & Verbeeck 1990, Rodríguez-Navarro et al. 2018). Carbonate 
content in bone mineral was determined between 5 and 8 wt% and either substitutes in the 
OH- channel site (A-type substitution) or substitutes a tetrahedral PO4
3- group (B-type 
substitution) of the apatite structure (LeGeros et al. 1969, Rey et al. 1990, Wopenka & 
Pasteris 2005, Yi et al. 2013). In bone apatite, most of the carbonate substitutes are located at 
the phosphate-site rather than in the c-axis channel-site (Elliott 2002). In this study we refer to 
bone mineral as “bioapatite”. 
As previous studies showed, heating at low temperatures from 100 °C already induces small 
changes of the bioapatite structure (Harbeck et al. 2011). After Piga et al. (2009), Schmahl et 
al. (2017), and Greiner et al. (2018a) recrystallization of the bioapatite and crystallite growth 
notably sets in from 600 °C onwards. In this study, we aim to narrow both, the temperature 
range and the role of heating time in order to specify the conditions where hydroxyapatite 
crystallization sets in. Moreover, we aim to gain a deeper knowledge on the decomposition 
process as well as structural and chemical changes in bone during thermal heat treatment.  
2.5.3 Materials and Methods 
Pieces of compact bone were cut from the diaphysis of a fresh bovine femur and residuals of 
flesh, bone marrow and cancellous bone were mechanically removed. Subsequently, the 
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bones were defatted for five days with diethylether in a Soxhlet extractor which facilitates the 
grinding process. Fat residues on the bone surface were mechanically removed afterwards. 
All heating experiments were carried out in a muffle furnace under oxidising conditions.  Ten 
bone pieces were heated at temperatures ranging from 100 °C to 1000 °C (steps of 100 °C) for 
150 minutes. In addition, six bone pieces were incinerated at 650 °C and six bone pieces at 
700 °C for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes each. After incineration, the samples were 
finally homogenized to a fine powder and passed through a sieve with a mesh size of 100 µm 
to obtain a smooth sample surface for X-ray measurements. 
X-ray diffractograms were measured on a General Electric 3003 powder diffractometer in 
Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Cu-Kα1 radiation was selected with a focusing 
monochromator in the primary beam. An exposure time of 1000s on a 1D-Meteor detector 
was chosen, which resulted in a data collection time of 5 hours for a diffractogram from 10-
110° 2θ. 
All samples were mixed with NIST 660b LaB6 as an internal standard between 2 and 5 wt% 
depending on the sample. The instrumental resolution function was experimentally 
determined using the internal standard. For data evaluation and Rietveld refinement (Rietveld 
1969) the FULLPROF code (Rodríguez-Carvajal 1993, Rodríguez-Carvajal & Roisnel 2004) 
was applied and we chose a hexagonal symmetry model of carbonated apatite (Wilson et al. 
2004) for refinement. In the literature bone apatite is frequently sketched as platelet-shaped 
(e.g. Etok et al. 2007, Landis & Jacquet 2013) due to the hexagonal or near-hexagonal (e.g. 
Ikoma & Yamazaki 1999, Enzo et al. 2007, Tonegawa et al. 2010) metrics of the unit cell. The 
a- and b-axis cannot be distinguished in powder diffraction as the corresponding peaks 
exactly overlap. Therefore, crystallite size analysis by X-ray diffraction obtains only an 
average size for the directions perpendicular to the c-axis. 
We used the Thompson-Cox-Hastings method for convolution of instrumental resolution with 
anisotropic size and isotropic microstrain broadening (Thompson et al. 1987). The low-angle 
part (10-12°) was excluded due to difficulties in describing small angle scattering 
contributions, such that the 010 reflection was not included in the refinement. We encountered 
persistent problems in modelling anisotropic line broadening in full-profile Rietveld 
refinement. Therefore, we finally determined the crystallite size in c-direction independently 
by a precise fit of the profile of the 002 reflection only, following the same Thompson-Cox-
Hastings convolution procedures in FullProf as described for the full profile analysis. 
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Infrared spectra of the original and heat-treated bone mineral were measured on a Bruker 
Equinox FTIR instrument with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and with 128 scans, resulting in a 2 
minutes acquisition time per sample. 1.4 mg of sample powder were mixed with 200 mg of 
KBr in a mortar, pressed to a pellet and subsequently measured. An analysis of the spectral 
decomposition in the range from 450-750 cm-1 was performed that resulted in seven bands. 
Every bandshape was fitted with a combination of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian sum function 
for peak height and width, centre position and peak area. 
To study its thermal decomposition, we heat-treated the bone material in air and nitrogen 
atmosphere, respectively, by using a Shimadzu TGA-50H thermogravimetric analyzer 
equipped with a Mettler-Toledo AX26 Delta Range microbalance. The temperature was raised 
from 25 up to 950 °C at a heating rate of 20°C/minute. FTIR data from the gaseous reaction 
products were collected at regular time intervals of one minute. 
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2.5.4 Results 
Bone Colour 
The colour of bone changes in the course of thermal exposition. It was monitored by eye for a 
comparison with previously published observations and with the XRD and FTIR data. 
Unheated bone appears in a white-beige colour. At a temperature of about 300 °C bone colour 
changes to brown, appears grey-white at around 600 °C, and remains white at temperatures 
above 700 °C (Table 2.5-1). 
Table 2.5-1. Bone colour observed for unheated bone and heat-treated bone for 150 minutes from 100-1000 °C 
under oxidising conditions. 
temperature 
(°C) 
untreated 100 200 300 400 500 
colour 
white-
beige 
white-
beige 
grey-
brown 
brown 
grey-
beige 
light grey 
 
 
 
 
      
temperature 
(°C) 
600 700 800 900 1000  
colour 
grey-
white 
white white white white  
 
     
 
 Bone colour also changed dependent on the heating time periods. At 650 °C, the colour 
remains e.g. black after 10 minutes, and grey after 60 minutes incineration. In comparison, at 
700 °C bone colour appeared black after 10 minutes heating, whereas it appears light grey 
after 60 minutes (Table 2.5-2). 
 
Table 2.5-2. Bone colour observed for heat-treated bone at 650 and 700 °C from 10-60 minutes under oxidising 
conditions. 
 10 min 20 min 30 min 40 min 50 min 60 min 
650 °C black black black black-grey black-grey grey 
700 °C black black black-grey grey light grey light grey 
 
X-ray Diffraction 
Figure 2.5-1a shows a selected section of the X-ray powder diffraction patterns (24-36° 2θ 
range) of unheated bone and bones heated at different temperatures (100, 200, …. 1000 °C) 
for 150 minutes. The untreated bone mineral displays extremely broadened diffraction peaks 
due to its nanocrystalline nature. With increasing temperature up to 600 °C only a slight 
sharpening of the overlapping 121, 112 and 030 reflections can be observed while the 002 
reflection, corresponding to the crystallographic c-axis of the crystallites, displays fairly the 
same broadening as for untreated bone or bone treated at lower temperatures. The diffraction 
pattern sharpens considerably from 700 °C upwards. The region of 31.5-33° 2θ showing 
overlapping peaks below 700 °C reveals clearly distinct 121, 112 and 030 reflections after 
treatment at temperatures of 700 °C or higher. 
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Figure 2.5-1. (a) Sections of X-ray diffraction patterns (24-36° 2θ) of unheated and heat-treated bone from 100-
1000 °C; (b) XRD diffractograms (30-40° 2θ) of bone heat-treated at 700, 800, 900 and 1000 °C. Corresponding 
phases are indicated, the position expected for the most prominent peak of CaO (200) is also pointed out. Note 
the emerging buchwaldite peaks from 800 °C (indicated with black rectangels). 
From 800 °C onwards, an additional mineral phase, which could be identified as buchwaldite, 
CaNaPO4, (Ben Amara et al. 1983, Piga et al. 2018), appears (Figure 2.5-2b). According to 
the Rietveld refinement the bovine bone heat-treated at 1000 °C contains around 3 wt% of 
buchwaldite (Figure 2.5-2). No lime (CaO) (Smith & Leider 1968) could be detected in our 
analyses (Figure 2.5-1b). 
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Figure 2.5-2. Rietveld refinement (30-40° 2θ) of bovine bone heat-treated at 1000 °C, 150 minutes heating. Red 
dots: observed data points; black line: calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and 
calculated data; green vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of buchwaldite; red vertical bars: positions of 
diffraction peaks of LaB6 standard, blue vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of bone apatite. 
Our Rietveld refinements of unheated and heat-treated bone show a good agreement between 
observed and calculated diffraction profiles (see selected sections from 24-40° 2θ in Figure 
2.5-3). Whole powder pattern refinements are shown in Figure 2.5-A1. The evolution of the 
lattice parameters a (=b) and c as measured at room temperature after thermal treatment for 
2.5 h at each temperature is displayed in Figure 2.5-4a. The lattice parameter c considerably 
increases with treatment from 100-200 °C, then decreases when heat-treated at 300-700 °C. 
From 700 to 1000 °C lattice parameters slightly increase but vary by only six Rietveld 
refinement standard deviations. Crystallite size increases only slightly up to 600 °C and rises 
dramatically at 700 °C (Figure 2.5-4b). 
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Figure 2.5-3. Rietveld refinement of (a) unheated bovine bone (24-40° 2θ), (b) the 002 reflection of unheated 
bovine bone (25.3-26.5° 2θ) and (c) bone heat-treated at 1000 °C for 150 minutes (24-40° 2θ). Red dots: 
observed data points; black line: calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and calculated 
data; red vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of LaB6 standard, blue vertical bars: positions of diffraction 
peaks of bone apatite. 
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Figure 2.5-4. (a) Lattice parameters a (=b) (solid line) and c (dashed line) of bone mineral, untreated and heat-
treated from 100-1000 °C for 150 minutes; (b) Crystallite sizes in a-direction (dotted line) and c-direction 
(dashed line) and unit cell volume (solid line) of bone mineral heat-treated from 100-1000 °C for 150 minutes. 
The standard deviation for crystallite sizes is estimated as 5 %. 
Unit cell volume increases with heating at 200 °C, steadily decreases at 300-700 °C and 
slightly increases again from 700 °C along with the marked increase in crystallite size (Figure 
2.5-4b). 
Since we could observe a significant structural change in bone mineral between 600 and 700 
°C we focussed on this temperature range and shortened the heating periods to study not only 
the temperature- but also the time-dependence of bone crystallinity during incineration. 
The X-ray diffractograms (only 24-36° 2θ range shown in Fig. 2.5-5a) of bovine bone 
incinerated at 650 °C for 10-60 minutes depict a steady narrowing of the 121, 112, 030 and 
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022 reflections with increasing heating time; even though, a still broad peak shape is observed 
after 60 minutes heating (Figure 2.5-5a).  
X-ray diffractograms of bovine bone heat-treated at 700 °C from 10-60 minutes show broad 
diffraction peaks from 10 to 30 min heating time, whereas reflections in the 31.5-33° 2θ range 
become considerably better defined after 30 minutes heating when compared to 650 °C 
(Figure 2.5-5a,b). Diffraction peaks of bone mineral after 40-60 minutes heating are 
dramatically sharper than peaks after 30 minutes heating at 700 °C (Figure 2.5-5b). 
 
Figure 2.5-5. X-ray diffraction patterns from the 24-36° 2θ range of unheated and heat-treated bone from 10-60 
minutes (a) at 650 °C and (b) at 700 °C. 
Rietveld refinement results display more clearly the differences in crystallite size evolution 
when comparing 650 and 700 °C (Figure 2.5-6a,b). At 650 °C, lattice parameters a and c 
decrease steadily with progressing heating time, therefore the unit cell volume decreases as 
well (Figure 2.5-6a,b). Crystallite sizes in a- and c-direction increase steadily with elapsed 
heating time, after 60 minutes heating at 650 °C apatite crystallites display a size of 251 Å in 
c- and 187 Å in a-direction (Figure 2.5-6b). A standard deviation of 5 % for calculated 
crystallite sizes is generated according to multiple refinements with different initial values. 
Bovine bone heat-treated at 700 °C shows a constant increase of the crystallite size in a- and 
c-direction up to 30 minutes incineration. With 40 minutes heating, we observe a relatively 
sudden and dramatic increase of crystallite size from 134 Å to 266 Å in a- and 205 Å to 392 
Å in c-direction (Figure 2.5-6d). Furthermore, lattice parameters decrease (Figure 2.5-6c) with 
heating time up to 30 minutes (a-axis) and 40 minutes (c-axis) which in consequence leads to 
a shrinkage of the unit cell (Figure 2.5-6d). After 40 minutes heating the c-axis remains 
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constant, whereas the a-axis increases again from 30 to 40 minutes and remains stable until 60 
minutes heating (Figure 2.5-6d). After 60 minutes heat-treated at 700 °C apatite crystallites 
have a size of 467 Å in c- and 389 Å in a-direction (Figure 2.5-6d). 
 
Figure 2.5-6. (a) Lattice parameters a (=b) (solid line), and c (dashed line) of bone mineral, unheated and heat-
treated at 650 °C for 10-60 minutes; (b) Crystallite sizes in a-direction (dotted line), and c-direction (dashed line) 
as well as unit cell volume (solid line) of bone mineral heat-treated at 650 °C for 10-60 minutes; (c) Lattice 
parameters a (=b) (solid line), and c (dashed line) of bone mineral, unheated and heat-treated at 700 °C for 10-60 
minutes; (d) Crystallite sizes in a-direction (dotted line) and c-direction (dashed line) and unit cell volume (solid 
line) of bone mineral heat-treated at 700 °C for 10-60 minutes. The estimated standard deviation for crystallite 
sizes is 5 %. 
FTIR 
A comparison of IR spectra of untreated bone and bone heat-treated at different temperatures 
is shown in Figure 2.5-7. Characteristic phosphate group vibrational bands at 470-480 cm
-1 
(ν2PO4
3-
), 500-750 cm
-1 (ν4PO4
3-
), ~ 962 cm
-1 (ν1PO4
3-
) and 980-1120 cm
-1
 (ν3PO4
3-
) could be 
identified according to Raynaud et al. (2002) and Destainville et al. (2003). Characteristic 
absorption bands at 873-879 cm
-1
 (shifting to higher wavenumbers with heat treatment) and 
1400-1458 cm
-1
 were attributed to ν2CO3
2- and ν3CO3
2- 
(Rey et al. 1989, Rey et al. 1990, Fleet 
2009, Grunenwald et al. 2014). Carbonate band intensity begins to decrease continuously 
from 400 °C with increasing temperatures, and the carbonate bands disappear almost 
completely when bone is incinerated at 1000 °C. The untreated bovine bone spectrum shows 
broad H2O absorption bands from ~3000-3600 cm
-1 
(Brubach et al. 2005). With heat 
treatment, these peaks lose intensity and disappear in the spectra of bone treated at 700 °C and 
higher. 
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Figure 2.5-7. Infrared absorbance spectra from 400-1800 cm
-1
 (left side), and from 2500-3700 cm
-1 
(right side) 
of untreated bone as well as of bone heat-treated for 200, 400, 600, 700, 900 and 1000 °C. 
At 200 °C heating, a subtle shoulder at 3570 cm-1 appears which can be attributed to the OH- 
stretching mode (González-Díaz & Hidalgo 1976, González-Díaz & Santos 1977, 
Vandecandelaere et al. 2012), whereas the OH- libration mode at ~632 cm-1 (Destainville et al. 
2003) only becomes visible as a small shoulder at 400 °C heating (Figure 2.5-7). However, 
both OH- signals just emerge when bone gets heat-treated and they are absent in the spectra of 
unheated bone. For samples treated at 700 °C or higher the OH- signals increase pronouncedly 
and become well-differentiated. Organic compounds like amids (~1540-1750 cm-1) show high 
peak intensities in the spectra of unheated bone and are barely visible in the sample treated at 
400 °C; they diminish completely above 400 °C (Figure 2.5-7). 
FTIR spectral decomposition in the 450-750 cm-1 range was based on seven peaks (ν2PO4
3-, 
HPO4
2-, PO4
3-, PO4
3-, PO4
3-, OH-, H2O) (Vandecandelaere et al. 2012) for both, unheated and 
heat-treated bone (Figure 2.5-8a,b). The application of a protocol based on nine peaks for 
unheated bone to distinguish HPO4
2- and PO4
3- apatitic and non-apatitic evironments did not 
converge to a reliable fit. 
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Figure 2.5-8. Spectral decomposition of the FTIR signal of the ν2PO4
3-
 and ν4PO4
3-
 vibration bands of (a) 
unheated bone, and (b) bone heat-treated at 1000 °C for 150 minutes. 
The ν2PO4
3- and ν4PO4
3-
 bands of unheated bone mineral show poor development of their 
spectral features and a large peak overlap, they become narrower with increasing 
temperature (Figure 2.5-8a,b). The hydroxyl-libration peak at ~632 cm
-1 
appears well-
differentiated in heat-treated bone at 1000 °C, whereas it only exhibits a faint band in the 
spectral decomposition of unheated bovine bone (~621 cm
-1
). The HPO4
2-
 band shifts to 
higher wavenumbers with heat treatment (538 to 554 cm
-1
) and the peak area decreases 
(Figure 2.5-8a,b). 
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Empirical Crystallinity Indices from XRD and FTIR Data 
For comparison with existing literature and to compare crystallinity indices obtained from 
different analytical methods, we provide popular empirical parameters such as the 
Crystallinity Index (CI) and the Infrared Splitting Factor (IRSF). The crystallinity index is a 
simple empirical measure of the degree of crystal organisation within bone mineral and 
involves a mathematical calculation using either XRD, Raman or FTIR data (e.g. Bonar et 
al. 1983, Shemesh 1990, Weiner & Bar-Yosef 1990, Person et al. 1995, Berna et al. 2004, 
Pucéat et al. 2004, Thompson et al. 2011). We calculated a CI (Table 2.5-3) from our XRD 
data according to Person et al. (1995): a baseline was taken between 24 and 38° 2θ (Cu-Kα1 
radiation) and the height (H) was measured between the average value at the top of a peak 
and the value of the valley separating it from the following peak (Person et al. 1995). These 
values of the 202, the 300 and the 112 reflection are added and divided by the height of the 
highest peak 211: 
CI = ⅀{H[202], H[300], H[112]}/ H[211] (Eq. 2.5-1) 
We calculated the IRSF (Table 3) measure of crystallinity from our FTIR data according to 
Weiner & Bar-Yosef (1990) by adopting the following equation: 
IRSF = {A565 + A603}/ A595 (Eq. 2.5-2) 
with Ax being the absorbance corresponding to ν4PO4, the two anti-symmetric bending 
vibration bands of phosphate at 565 and 603 cm
-1
, and the valley between them at 595 cm
-1 
(Lebon et al. 2010). A baseline was drawn between 495 and 750 cm
-1 
(Weiner & Bar-Yosef 
1990). 
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Table 2.5-3. Incineration temperature (time = 150 minutes), Crystallinity index calculated from XRD (CI) and 
FTIR (IRSF) data, respectively, and crystallite size in a- and c-direction (estimated standard deviation 5 %.) 
according to Rietveld refinements (see also Figure 2.5-2b). 
Temperature [°C] CI IRSF a-size [Å] c-size [Å] 
unheated 0.11 2.43 65 174 
100 0.14 2.67 68 180 
200 0.16 2.81 52 155 
300 0.17 2.97 64 154 
400 0.19 3.12 73 162 
500 0.24 3.56 103 177 
600 0.35 4.26 114 211 
700 1.23 6.17 1236 1351 
800 1.31 6.32 1413 1630 
900 1.28 6.29 1384 1612 
1000 1.30 6.96 1320 1628 
 
TGA-FTIR 
The thermogram bovine bone heat-treated under air and its first derivative is shown in Figure 
2.5-9a. We observe four distinct stages of weight loss for bovine bone heat-treated under 
oxidising conditions, the weight loss for different temperature ranges is: 7.27 % at 20-250 °C, 
16.15 % at 250-375 °C, 7.67 % at 375-650 °C, and 2.01 % at 650-950 °C. The first derivative 
of the TGA curve (∆mass/∆temp) was calculated to determine the precise temperature ranges of 
bone weight loss. We found well-defined peaks for bovine bone heat-treated in air at around 
113, 352, 466, 770 and 812 °C. The most prominent peak and therefore the largest weight loss 
occurs between 300 and 400 °C. Selected FTIR spectra of the gaseous reaction products of 
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bovine bone heat-treated under air atmosphere are shown in Figure 2.5-10. Distinct H2O and 
CO2 peaks emerge in the spectra at 122 °C and can still be observed in the spectra measured 
at 979 °C. CO bands at 2116 and 2177 cm
-1
 emerge from about 300 °C and disappear around 
550 °C. N2O bands appear around 490 °C, show less intensity at 653 °C and disappear 
completely at higher temperatures. NH3 absorption bands appear first in the spectra measured 
at 367 °C, show highest intensity from 400-450 °C and show less intensity in the spectra 
taken at temperatures higher than 653 °C. These bands are produced by gases evolving from 
the thermal decomposition (pyrolysis) of the organic components of bone (mainly collagen 
and non-collagenous proteins). 
 
Figure 2.5-9. TGA thermogram of bone heat-treated in atmosphere (black line) and its first derivative (blue 
line). 
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Figure 2.5-10. FTIR spectra of gaseous reaction products of bone during TGA measurements in air (oxidising 
conditions). 
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2.5.5 Discussion 
Crystalline By-products During Heat Treatment 
For heating at very high temperatures, lime (CaO) is a likely decomposition product of 
bioapatite, and it was indeed reported by Piga et al (2008, 2009). They detected around 3 wt% 
calcite in archaeological human bone finds and CaO after thermal treatment at 775 °C 
onwards (Piga et al. 2008), and explained it with the chemical reaction of carbonate thermal 
decomposition CaCO3  CaO + CO2 in consequence of thermal treatment. In our 
diffractograms we found no evidence for CaO. However, we identified another crystalline 
phase: Buchwaldite (CaNaPO4), occurring from 800 °C and at higher temperatures as 
carbonate-free hydroxyapatite grows due to decomposition of the bioapatite. This can be 
explained with cortical bovine bone mineral containing about 1 wt% Na (Elliott 2002). 
CaNaPO4 was also detected in a similar study by Etok et al. (2007) who investigated meat and 
bone meal (MBM), a product produced from wastes of the meat industry. In heat-treated 
MBM, however, CaNaPO4 was already discernible at 500 °C. These authors also report the 
presence of KCl and NaCl from 500 °C and β-TCP occurring at 900 °C. These non-
conformances may be due to differences in the materials (Na, K, and Cl contents, species, 
initial composition of the bioapatite) and/or the heating process. 
 
Bone Mineral is not Hydroxyapatite 
Original, untreated bone XRD patterns show broad diffraction peaks (Figure 2.5-1a) due to 
the nanometric size of the apatite crystallites. The original bone apatite is clearly no 
hydroxylapatite as proven by the lack of OH
-
 bands (Figures 2.5-7 and -8a). The high 
intensity of the carbonate and H2O vibration bands clearly indicate that bone apatite instead is 
a carbonate-hydro-apatite (Figure 2.5-7). Similar conclusions were made by Pasteris et al. 
(2004) using raman spectroscopy, Rey et al. (1989, 1995) and Mkukuma et al. (2003) using 
infrared spectroscopy, Rey et al. (1995) using solid state NMR and Loong et al. (2000) using 
inelastic neutron scattering. 
Following Fleet (2009) and Rey and co-workers (Rey et al. 1989, 1990; El Feki et al. 1991, 
Vandecandelaere et al. 2012), the position of the ν2CO3
2- 
peak at ~873 cm
-1
 of unheated and 
heat-treated bone samples up to 600 °C can be attributed to the B-type substitution, from 700 
°C onwards we locate this peak at 878 cm
-1
 which is attributed to the A-type substitution. 
Following the previously mentioned authors, the shift of the HPO4
2-
 band can be attributed to 
“non-apatitic HPO4
2-“ and “apatitic HPO4
2-“ at 538 cm-1 and 554 cm-1, respectively. 
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With extended heating treatment (temperature and time) under oxidising conditions, the 
diffraction peaks of the bioapatite get sharper. At the same time, the intensity of the carbonate 
infrared signals decrease while the intensity of the OH
-
 infrared signals increase, most 
pronounced between 600 and 700 °C (Figure 2.5-7). As temperatures rise, the OH
-
 stretching 
occurs from 200 °C and increases with higher temperatures (Figure 2.5-7). This leads to the 
conclusion that the carbonate-hydro-apatite reacts to hydroxyapatite with heat treatment 
according to the formula [CO3]
2-
 + H2O → CO2↑+ 2 OH
-
. This was also observed by Cho et 
al. (2013) and Ooi et al. (2007) investigating bovine bone xenografts and Holcomb & Young 
(1980) studying the thermal decomposition of human tooth enamel. As the material 
approaches stoichiometric chemistry, the loss of carbonate and water and their replacement by 
OH
-
 in the structure lead to a decrease of unit cell parameters (Figures 2.5-4b, -6d). This 
reaction is correlated with a growth of the crystallites, which is even more pronounced at 
temperatures starting from 700 °C (Figure 2.5-4b). We attribute the weight loss at 650 °C and 
higher temperatures to the decomposition of the carbonate (Figure 2.5-9), which results in a 
carbonate content of around 4 wt% for the original bioapatite in a bovine femur. 
 
Combustion of Organic Components in Bone Leads to Enhanced Crystallite Growth 
If we assumed that the observed acceleration of crystallite growth at high temperatures is 
simply a thermally activated process, we would expect the crystallite growth rate r to follow a 
Boltzmann law as 
r = r0 exp - 
EA
kBT
  (Eq. 2.5-3) 
where EA is the activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 
Crystallite size K after time t is 
K = r t = t r0 exp - 
EA
kBT
  (Eq. 2.5-4) 
Thus, for the isochronic experiment (t = 150 minutes) an Arrhenius law 
ln(K) = ln(t) + ln(r0) - (
EA
kB
) (
1
T
)  (Eq. 2.5-5) 
would result (if the heating and cooling periods can be neglected). Figure 2.5-11 plots ln(K) 
vs. 1/T. In a simple thermally activated process a straight line would be expected. It can be 
clearly seen, that, instead, a large discontinuity occurs between 600 and 700 °C, i.e. the 
temperature where the combustion of the organic material is complete. 
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Figure 2.5-11. Arrhenius graph of the crystallite size in a- and c-direction. 
Considering the stages of weight loss, we attribute the first stage from 20 to around 250 °C 
with the most prominent peak reaction rate at ~113 °C (Figure 2.5-9c) to the evaporation of 
water. Decomposition of the collagen molecules and non-collageneous proteins mainly occurs 
from about 300 °C (see considerable weight loss between 300-400 °C in Figure 2.5-9 and 
emerging CO2, N2O, and NH3 absorption bands in the gaseous products spectra from 367 °C 
in Figure 2.5-10). HCN, HNCO and NH3 are main pyrolysis products of proteins. CO, CO2, 
H2O and N2O are their secondary reaction products due to combustion and reaction with air 
(Wargadalam et al. 2000, Hansson et al. 2004). For temperatures higher than about 650 °C, 
CO and N2O signals disappear and NH3 bands are less intense in the FTIR spectra (Figure 
2.5-10). This leads to the conclusion that the majority of proteinous components (collagen and 
non-collageneous proteins) had been removed from the bone when this temperature was 
reached. Holden et al. (1995) investigating heat-treated human bones by electron microscopy 
imaging also reported the complete removal of organic compounds in the bone tissue at 
temperatures around 600 °C. If the enhanced crystallite growth was simply driven by T as a 
thermally-activated process, the Arrhenius graph of crystallite sizes and temperature would 
show a linear behaviour (Figure 2.5-11). Hence, we conclude that the noticeable acceleration 
of crystallite growth which we observed for samples heat-treated at 700 °C for 30 minutes and 
after (Figures 2.5-4b and -6d) takes place because the crystallites are no longer protected by 
organic residues coating so they can grow unhindered. 
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Concluding from Bone Colour and Crystallite Size to Cremation Temperature is not 
Trivial 
The fact that the bone reaction process is not only temperature- but also time-dependent 
complicates the assignment of a cremation temperature to changes observed in bone 
characteristics (i.e. colour). There are visible changes of bone colour with progressing heating 
time: at 700 °C we observe black-coloured samples for 10 minutes, black-grey for 30, grey 
for 40 and light grey for 50 and 60 minutes. After 150 minutes heating at 700 °C, the bone 
material appears white. Samples heat-treated at 650 °C appear black from 10-30 minutes 
heating time, black-grey for 40 and 50 minutes, and remain grey after 60 minutes heating 
time. After Wahl (1982), bone remains grey at incineration temperatures around 550 °C, 
milky-white from 650-700 °C and white above 800 °C. After Harbeck et al. (2011), bones that 
were exposed to temperatures between 500-600 °C show a black-grey colour and remain 
white when burnt at 700 °C or higher. In conclusion, we show that an estimation of cremation 
temperature from the colour of archaeological incinerated bone finds is not straight forward at 
all, as bones incinerated at 700 °C for 30 minutes have quite the same colour as bones burnt 
for 40 and 50 minutes at 650 °C and as bones heat-treated between 500-600 °C. 
In the same manner, one needs to be careful when estimating cremation temperature from 
bone crystallite size data. Our results show that bone heat-treated at 100 °C for 150 minutes 
displays similar crystallite sizes (68 Å in a- and 180 Å in c- direction) as bone treated at 650 
°C for 10 minutes (80 Å in a- and 165 Å in c-size). 
By comparing 650 °C and 700 °C, the same trend for lattice parameters and – in consequence 
- unit cell parameters is observable. Lattice parameters a and c decrease, therefore the unit cell 
shrinks which is coupled with an increase of the crystallite size (Figure 2.5-6). However, after 
30 minutes heating the 50 °C temperature difference and the removal of the organic 
components or their residues, respectively, shows its impact as crystallites grow distinctively 
faster at 700 °C after 30 minutes heating which we ascribe to a progressive recrystallization 
reaction of bioapatite to hydroxyapatite. 
After 30 minutes heating at 700 °C, decomposition products (essentially carbon, which is 
responsible for the black colour of samples incinerated for shorter times) of organics such as 
collagen, have almost disappeared and the apatite crystallites can grow without being 
hindered by organic compounds or their residues which separate and coat the crystallites. 
In conclusion, there are well-defined changes in bone chemistry, structure and crystallinity 
during thermal treatment. The bone bioapatite unit cell shrinks with increasing temperature 
and the crystallite size increases dramatically after organic matter is lost. The original bone 
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mineral is carbonated apatite and it reacts/recrystallizes to hydroxyapatite in consequence of 
heat treatment. Moreover, an additional phase (buchwaldite, NaCaPO4) forms from 800 °C 
onwards. 
Our study assesses the results obtained from a combination of analytical methods which are 
typically applied and approved to determine bone cremation temperatures. This combination 
gives a more complete understanding of the complex processes taking place during bone 
cremation. The described changes in the state of the bone mineral are not only dependent of 
temperature but also on time. Thus, care must be taken when deducing the defined 
temperature cremated bone finds were exposed to. 
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2.5.7 Appendix 
 
Figure 2.5-A1. Rietveld refinement (10-110° 2θ) of (a) untreated bovine bone; (b) bone heat-treated at 500 °C 
for 150 minutes; (c) bone heat-treated at 700 °C for 150 minutes; bone heat-treated at 1000 °C for 150 minutes. 
Red dots: observed data points; black line: calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and 
calculated data; green vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of buchwaldite; red vertical bars: positions of 
diffraction peaks of LaB6 standard, blue vertical bars: positions of diffraction peaks of bone apatite. 
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2.6.1 Abstract 
We present results of bioaragonite to apatite conversion in bivalve, coral and cuttlebone 
skeletons, biological hard materials distinguished by specific microstructures, skeletal 
densities, original porosities and biopolymer contents. The most profound conversion occurs 
in the cuttlebone of the cephalopod Sepia officinalis; the least effect is observed for the 
nacreous shell portion of the bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii. The shell of the bivalve Arctica 
islandica consists of cross-lamellar aragonite, is dense at its innermost and porous at the 
seaward pointing shell layers. Increased porosity facilitates infiltration of the reaction fluid 
and renders large surface areas for the dissolution of aragonite and conversion to apatite. 
Skeletal microstructures of the coral Porites sp. and prismatic H. cumingii allow considerable 
conversion to apatite. Even though the surface area in Porites sp. is significantly larger in 
comparison to that of prismatic H. cumingii, the coral skeleton consists of clusters of dense, 
acicular aragonite. Conversion in the latter is sluggish at first as most apatite precipitates only 
onto its surface area. However, the process is accelerated when, in addition, fluids enter the 
hard tissue at centres of calcification. The prismatic shell portion of H. cumingii is readily 
transformed to apatite as we find here an increased porosity between prisms as well as within 
the membranes encasing the prisms. In conclusion, we observe distinct differences in 
bioaragonite to apatite conversion rates and kinetics depending on the feasibility of the 
reaction fluid to access aragonite crystallites. The latter is dependent on the content of 
biopolymers within the hard tissue, their feasibility to be decomposed, the extent of newly 
formed mineral surface area and the specific biogenic ultra- and microstructures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: bioaragonite, apatite, microstructure, dissolution-reprecipitation, mineral 
replacement 
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2.6.2 Introduction 
Research of the last decades has shown that carbonate biological hard tissues of marine and 
terrestrial organisms are highly valuable for their use in medical applications (e.g. Bohner 
2010a, b; Zhang & Vecchio 2013, Clarke et al. 2016, Habraken et al. 2016, Rousseau 2018) 
e.g. as bone implant and bone graft materials. This is called forth not only by their 
biocompatibility, biodegradability and osteoconductive capabilities but also by their unique 
architectures: their specific shapes, varying porosities and thus compactness as well as pore 
size distributions. Many carbonate biological hard tissues were tested for their applicability 
for medical tasks (e.g. sponges, corals, coralline algae, cuttlefish bone, echinoderms, marine 
and terrestrial bivalves (e.g. Clarke et al. 2016). Two of these emerged as being highly 
valuable: bivalve shell nacreous and coral skeleton aragonite (White et al. 1972, Roy et al. 
1974, Silve et al. 1992, Westbroek & Marin 1998, Berland et al. 2005, Fu et al. 2013, Clarke 
et al. 2016, Pountos & Giannoudis 2016, Green et al. 2017, Zhang et al. 2017). The ideal 
material for bone tissue engineering has to provide initial mechanical strength for support as 
well as the ability of gradual resorption for the replacement with newly synthesized tissue. 
The first materials that were used for bone graft substitutes were dense materials in granule or 
particulate form (e.g. Clarke et al. 2016). However, as these were only partially resorbable, 
replacement by new bone was often incomplete. The desire to mimic the natural structure of 
bone more closely led to the use of porous biological and biomimetic hard tissues, as these 
allow an improved interdigitation with the host bone and promote fluid exchange. This led to 
the search of naturally occurring scaffolds with bone like structures, e.g., coral skeletons. For 
this purpose, several colonial coral species were studied (e.g., Porites sp., Goniopora sp., 
Acropora sp., Lophelia sp., Madropora sp.) (Clarke et al. 2016), some having skeletal 
architectures (e.g. that of Porites sp.) resembling spongy cancellous bone and, others with a 
dense skeleton (e.g. Acropora sp., Madropora sp.), mimicking cortical bone. However, 
clinical tests showed that when too much stimulus is applied, pure coral scaffolds resorb too 
rapidly during the process of new bone formation. Hence, for use in medical applications, 
coral aragonite had to be functionalized into a, for the medical task, more appropriate 
material. Prior to use as a bone graft material, coral aragonite has to be transformed 
hydrothermally to apatite (AP). The conversion is performed only partially, such that an inner 
bioaragonite core is covered with an outer AP-coating. As aragonite is more soluble than 
apatite, the controlled conversion of bioaragonite to AP ensures a guided biodegradation rate 
that, if necessary, can be modified and tuned to local medical requirements (Zhang & Vecchio 
2013, Green et al. 2017). The partial conversion of coral aragonite into AP ensures that the 
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obtained bone graft material retains its porous structure and remains biocompatible, but has 
also improved biodegradation properties that suit better bone remodelling and turnover. 
Conditioning of sepia cuttlebone and coral aragonite, echinoderm carapace and sea urchin 
spine calcite via hydrothermal conversion to AP has shown that in all cases porosity 
characteristics (pore abundance, size and distribution) of the AP product were ideal for their 
use in medical applications. However, conversion times to AP were highly variable and 
depended on both, the chosen experimental conditions and the specific biological hard tissue. 
In the present manuscript we investigate the impact of different biocarbonate hard materials 
on the rate and kinetics of bioaragonite to AP conversion. We use an open system set up, thus 
we allow under boiling conditions the continuous re-equilibration with atmosphere (see also 
Reinares-Fisac et al. 2017). We discuss major factors that lead to the differential reactivity of 
the biocarbonate hard tissue when transformed to AP, with the main focus being centred 
around the impact of distinct bioaragonite microstructures: that being present in the shell of 
the fresh water bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii, in the shell of the deep water, marine bivalve 
Arctica islandica, the microstructure that forms the skeleton of the warm water scleractinian 
coral Porites sp. and that, that comprises the lightweight structure of the cuttlebone of the 
cephalopod Sepia officinalis. We discuss results of conversion experiments that lasted up to 
14 days and explore the role and effect of mineral organization, skeleton density, skeletal 
primary porosity and biopolymer content, fabric and distribution in the hard tissue for the 
kinetics of bioaragonite to AP conversion. 
 
2.6.3 Materials and Methods 
Test Materials 
The warm-water coral Porites sp. was collected in Moorea, French Polynesia. Arctica 
islandica shell samples were collected in Loch Etive waters in Scotland. Hyriopsis cumingii 
samples were collected from Gaobao lake in China. Sepia officinalis cuttlebone was collected 
close to Elba in the Mediterranean Sea. The geological aragonite comes from Molina de 
Aragon in Spain. 
 
Experimental Setup 
Mineral conversion reactions were performed in a 2000 mL round flask filled with 1500 mL 1 
M (NH4)2HPO4 solution (Figure 2.6-A1a). The diammonium hydrogen phosphate (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) solution was prepared with high purity deionized water (18.2 
MΩ). The system was heated with a heating mantle and kept at a constant temperature of 
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about 99 °C that guaranteed that the aqueous solution was permanently boiling. A reflux 
condenser with constant flow of cold water was used to avoid water evaporation during the 
experiments. However, this reflux condenser did not prevent the escape of gases (e.g. CO2) to 
the atmosphere. Similarly sized fragments of the hard tissues were immersed in the boiling 
solution. In the case of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone the investigated samples were 15 mm 
sided cubes, while in the case of Porites sp. we used cylindrically shaped sample pieces (12 x 
8 mm). 20 x 10 mm thick fragments were used for Arctica islandica and Hyriopsis cumingii. 
Initial sample weights ranged between 0.3 and 1.2 g. As the aqueous solution volume to 
biomineral weight was very high, the small initial differences in sample weights are 
irrelevant. The samples were recovered from the solution after specific conversion reaction 
times (Figure 2.6-A1b), were washed with distilled water and were stored in isopropanol. 
CaCO3 biominerals interacted with the phosphate-bearing boiling solution in an open system. 
Hence, our experimental setup, shown in Figure 2.6-A1a, allowed for a continuous re-
equilibration with atmosphere. 
 
Organic Matrix Preparation by Selective Etching 
In order to image the organic matrix, sample pieces were mounted on 3 mm thick cylindrical 
aluminium rods using super glue. The samples were first cut using a Leica Ultracut 
ultramicrotome with glass knifes to obtain plane surfaces. The cut pieces were then polished 
with a diamond knife by stepwise removal of material in a series of 20 sections with 
successively decreasing thicknesses (90 nm, 70 nm, 50 nm). The polished samples were 
etched for 180 s using 0.1 M HEPES (pH = 6.5) containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde as a fixation 
solution. The etching procedure was followed by dehydration in 100% isopropanol three 
times for 10 min each, before specimens were critical point dried. The dried samples were 
rotary coated with 4 nm platinum and imaged using a Hitachi S5200 Field Emission-Scanning 
Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) at 4 kV. 
 
Characterization Methods 
X-ray patterns of all samples were collected on a Bragg-Brentano type X-ray diffractometer 
(XRD 3003 TT, GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies, Hürth, Germany) with Cu-Kα1-
radiation and a 2θ angle from 10°–110° with a step size of 0.013°. Rietveld refinement was 
performed with the program FullProf (Rodríguez-Carvajal & Roisnel 2004) on all samples 
containing more than 5 wt % AP. Refinements were conducted using the structural model of 
aragonite published by Jarosch and Heger (1986) and the model of AP published by Kay et al. 
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(1964). For samples with an AP content lower than 5 wt % a semi-quantitative percentage 
estimation was performed using the Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) method (Dinnebier & 
Billinge 2008) using the structural phase models mentioned before. For the calculation of 
crystallite sizes, the pristine aragonitic sample was mixed with an internal standard (LaB6, 10 
wt %) to determine the instrumental resolution function. Thereafter the Thompson-Cox-
Hastings method (Thompson et al. 1987) for convolution of instrumental resolution and 
isotropic microstrain broadening was applied on the XRD pattern of the pristine sample. 
Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin–Elmer (Waltham, MA, USA) ATR-FTIR 
Spectrum two instrument with a resolution of 4 cm
-1
 with 128 scans. The samples were 
rotary-coated with 5 nm of platinum-palladium and imaged using a Hitachi SU5000 field 
emission-scanning electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan). 
 
2.6.3 Results 
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 
XRD measurements confirm that all investigated hard tissues consist of aragonite and 
evidence that their conversion into AP does not involve any intermediate calcium phosphate. 
All refinements give a good agreement between observed and calculated profile (Chi
2
 < 2.8, 
an exemplary Rietveld fit is shown in Figure 2.6-A2). All obtained XRD patterns are shown 
in the Supplementary section of this manuscript. Table 2.6-1 and Figure 2.6-1 provide the 
percentage of aragonite to AP conversion as a function of conversion time, calculated from 
Rietveld analyses. We find a significant difference in newly formed AP between the studied 
biological hard tissues, not only between themselves but also between the biogenic samples 
and geological aragonite. The latter appears to be highly unreactive compared to most 
biogenic aragonites (Table 2.6-1). 
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Figure 2.6-1. Newly formed apatite content of all samples relative to conversion time according to Rietveld 
analyses of the XRD measurements (a) 14 days H. cumingii nacre (brown line) and prismatic aragonite layer 
(black line), A. islandica outer (green line) and inner layer (blue line), geologic aragonite (violet data points) and 
Porites sp. (red line); (b) Sepia officinalis, conversion time 1–24 h. Error for H. cumingii nacre and Sepia 
officinalis is within the size of the corresponding data points. 
Results of Rietveld refinements of XRD patterns of the aragonitic biogenic precursors versus 
time are shown in Figure 2.6-1. These as well highlight the striking differences in reactivity 
between the investigated samples. The highest reactivity is observed in Sepia officinalis 
cuttlebone, which consists of more than 60 wt % AP after only 5 h of conversion with the 
phosphate-bearing boiling solution. After 24 h, the conversion of the bioaragonite into AP is 
almost complete (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-1). These results are in good agreement with those 
reported by Reinares-Fisac et al. (2017). All other investigated biological hard tissues 
transform at a much slower rate. Out of these we find the fastest conversion kinetics for the 
skeleton of Porites sp. The conversion trend is characterized by an initial rapid conversion 
speed, reaching 12 wt % AP after 4 days of reaction. With proceeding time, conversion does 
not progress further for the following 5 days. However, subsequently conversion kinetics 
accelerates again such that at 14 days of conversion 38 wt % AP is formed in the skeleton of 
Porites sp. (Figure 2.6-1). The shells of the bivalves, Arctica islandica and Hyriopsis 
cumingii react differently to conversion. Rietveld refinements of the XRD patterns of the shell 
of Arctica islandica show a similar conversion trend for both, the inner (shell portion next to 
the soft tissue of the animal) and the outer (seaward pointing) shell layer. Conversion starts 
first at a slow rate (~2 wt % of newly formed AP after 7 days of reaction), while after 9 days 
of reaction (~9.5 wt % of newly formed AP) it speeds up. 
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Alteration for the last five days is differently realized in the different shell portions of Arctica 
islandica. A fairly high conversion rate is observed for the seaward pointing shell part, while 
aragonite forming inner shell portions next to the soft tissue of the animal appears to be 
almost resistant to dissolution of aragonite and, hence, conversion to AP (Figure 2.6-1, Table 
2.6-1). 
Table 2.6-1. Samples used for conversion experiments, experiment time periods and apatite contents obtained 
for specific conversion times. 
 
AP content 
(wt%) after 4 
days 
AP content (wt%) 
after 7 days 
AP content (wt%) after 
9 days 
AP content 
(wt%) after 
14 days 
Porites sp. 12.0(4) 13.8(3) 12.7(3) 38(1) 
Hyriopsis cumingii 
(nacre) 
< 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 
Hyriopsis cumingii 
(prismatic 
aragonite) 
7.2(4) 16.4(8) 24.8(9) 25.8(9) 
Arctica islandica 
(shell layer next to 
seawater) 
1.9 2.1 9.5(4) 17.6(5) 
Arctica islandica 
(shell layer next to 
soft tissue) 
2.5 2.4 9.6(7) 11.4(4) 
geologic aragonite 
(single crystal) 
not determined 1.4 not determined 3.1 
 
AP content 
(wt%) after 1 
hour 
AP content 
(wt%) after 
3 hours 
AP content 
(wt%) after 
5 hours 
AP content 
(wt%) after 8 
hours 
AP content 
(wt%) after 
24 hours 
Sepia officinalis 29.9(7) 58.2(8) 64.4(7) 74.5(8) 99(1) 
 
Most striking is the very different conversion behaviour of nacreous aragonite (next to the soft 
tissue of the animal) and the prismatic shell portion (seawater pointing shell layer) of 
Hyriopsis cumingii (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-1). All diffraction peaks in XRD patterns of the 
nacre sample can be assigned to aragonite, regardless the time of interaction with the 
phosphate-bearing aqueous solution. This evidences that the nacre did not undergo any 
conversion to AP during the time span of our experiments (Figure 2.6-A3). In contrast, the 
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prismatic shell portion of Hyriopsis cumingii is readily transformed to AP. We see a steady 
increase in conversion rate up to 9 days of alteration (Figure 2.6-1); about 25 wt % AP was 
found in the prismatic hard tissue of Hyriopsis cumingii after this alteration time. However, 
for the subsequent 5 days only minute amounts of bioaragonite transformed to AP in the 
prismatic shell portion of Hyriopsis cumingii (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-1). In order to 
investigate the influence of the aragonite crystallite sizes on the reactivity, we calculated the 
crystallite size of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone and Hyriopsis cumingii nacreous aragonite by 
Rietveld refinement. The average size of nacreous aragonite crystals in H. cumingii is 504 Å; 
for Sepia officinalis the average granular aragonite crystallite size is 486 Å. 
 
FTIR-Spectroscopy 
IR-spectra of the four biological hard tissues being in contact with the phosphate-bearing 
solution for 14 days are shown in Figure 2.6-2. Absorption bands that can be assigned to the 
carbonate group vibrations in the structure of aragonite are present in all samples, with the 
exception of the completely reacted Sepia officinalis cuttlebone. The bands appear at 700 and 
713 cm
-1
 (ν4CO3
2-
), 855–858 cm-1 (ν2CO3
2-), 1083 (ν1CO3
2-
) and 1450–1475 cm-1 (ν3CO3
2-
) 
(Meejoo et al. 2006, Kannan et al. 2007, Kasioptas et al. 2010) and show variable intensities 
depending on the specific hard tissue. They are sharp in the spectrum of Hyriopsis cumingii 
nacre, are intense and clearly visible in the spectra of both, the outer and inner shell layers of 
Arctica islandica, are weaker and broader in the spectra gained from the skeleton of Porites 
sp. and for prismatic aragonite in the shell of the bivalve H. cumingii. 
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Figure 2.6-2. Infrared-spectra (450–1600 cm−1 and 3000–3800 cm−1) for Sepia officinalis cuttlebone 
transformed for 24 h together with IR-spectra for Porites sp. coral aragonite, H. cumingii prismatic aragonite, A. 
islandica outer and inner shell layer aragonite and H. cumingii nacreous aragonite. Spectra are arranged 
according to AP content (wt %) determined with XRD and Rietveld analyses. AP content increases from bottom 
to top spectra. 
Absorption bands that can be assigned to vibrations of the phosphate group in the structure of 
AP are clearly distinguishable at ~470 cm
−1
 (ν2PO4
3−
), 560–602 cm−1 (ν4PO4
3−
), ~960 cm
−1
 
(ν1PO4
3−
) and at 1020–1100 cm−1 (ν3PO4
3−
) in the spectra of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone, 
Porites sp. skeleton, outer and inner shell layers of Arctica islandica and in prismatic 
aragonite in the shell of H. cumingii (Raynaud et al. 2002, Destainville et al. 2003, Han & 
Song 2006). The intensity and definition of these bands is highly variable depending on the 
hard tissue. Thus, the ν2 phosphate vibration is visible as a broad, weak band in the spectra of 
H. cumingii prismatic aragonite and the skeleton of Porites sp. This band is sharp and appears 
well-defined in the spectrum of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone. The Sepia officinalis spectrum 
also shows well-defined ν4 and ν1 phosphate bands. In contrast, the bands are broad and weak 
in the spectra of the Porites sp. skeleton, outer and inner shell layers of Arctica islandica and 
these prismatic aragonite of H. cumingii. Finally, a broad ν3 phosphate band is detectable in 
all spectra shown in Figure 2.6-2, including H. cumingii nacre. 
The observed variation in intensity and definition of the absorption bands assigned to the 
carbonate and phosphate groups is in good agreement with the different degrees of conversion 
of the studied hard tissues as deduced from Rietveld refinements of XRD patterns. H. 
cumingii nacre constitutes an exception. According to XRD analysis H. cumingii nacre does 
not undergo any conversion to AP, even after 14 days of interaction with the phosphate-
bearing solution. However, the presence of very weak and broad phosphate-bands (ν3 and ν4) 
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in the IR spectrum of H. cumingii nacre that was altered for 14 days supports that a minor 
amount of conversion to AP has taken place. 
It is worthwhile to note that the IR spectrum of Sepia officinalis aragonite altered for 24 h 
shows bands that are not found in the spectra of the other altered samples. One of these bands 
appears at 873 cm
−1
 and can be assigned to vibrational frequencies of carbonate ions that 
substitute into OH
−
 sites in the apatite structure (A-type substitution). Further two bands, 
those that appear at 1405 and 1450 cm
−1
, can be interpreted as corresponding to carbonate 
ions substituted into the phosphate site in apatite structure (B-type substitution) (Ratner et al. 
2004, Meejoo et al. 2006). Moreover, the spectrum of Sepia officinalis hard tissue 
transformed for 24 h also shows a broad band at ~633 cm
−1
 which can be interpreted as the 
OH
−
 libration band (Raynaud et al. 2002), and a poorly developed shoulder appears at 3570 
cm
−1
. This can be attributed to the OH
−
 stretching mode (González-Díaz & Hidalgo 1976, 
González-Díaz & Santos 1977, Vandecandelaere et al. 2012). 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Figures 2.6-3–10 present FE-SEM images showing crystallite and mineral unit arrangement 
preservation together with the distribution pattern of newly formed apatite (AP) for the 
investigated altered biogenic skeletons. As reference materials we used pristine equivalents of 
the geologic aragonite (Figure 2.6-A4) and the altered skeletons (Figures 2.6-A5–A16). 
Figure 2.6-A4 shows structural features of a geologic aragonite single crystal that was altered 
for 14 days. We find that a thin layer of newly formed apatite has replaced the aragonite and 
covers the external surface of the crystal (Figure 2.6-A4b). The apatite layer shows a 
multitude of cracks (Figure 2.6-A4a) that most likely developed due to contraction when the 
sample was taken out of the boiling solution. 
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Figure 2.6-3. FE-SEM images of Hyriopsis cumingii nacre after (a,b) 4 days of conversion and (c) 14 days of 
conversion. Very little conversion to AP has taken place, the original arrangement of nacre tablets is well 
preserved (c). Even though, slight dissolution of aragonite induced that the surface of the nacreous shell layer 
became encrusted with a thin layer of newly formed AP crystals (a,b). 
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The shell of the bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii consists of aragonite that occurs in two distinct 
microstructures, nacreous aragonite next to the soft tissue of the animal and prismatic 
aragonite along the shell rim pointing to the seawater. The basic mineral units, prisms and 
tablets are encased by biopolymer membranes. Nacre tablets in the shell of the bivalve H. 
cumingii are arranged in a brick wall arrangement. As our XRD results (Figure 2.6-A3) and 
the comparison between the pristine (Figure 2.6-A5) and the 14 days altered (Figure 2.6-3c) 
shell portions show, the microstructure that was least transformed in the course of our 
experiments is nacreous aragonite. Nacre tablets as well as their microstructural arrangement 
remained well preserved even in the most altered sample (Figure 2.6-3). Even though, slight 
dissolution and reprecipitation has occurred as the surface of the 4 days altered and the nacre 
sample is covered with a layer of newly formed apatite crystals (Figure 2.6-3a,b). The weak 
and broad bands in the IR spectrum can be assigned to phosphate (ν3 and ν4). We identify 
them as AP, even though peaks that could be assigned to apatite were not found in the XRD 
pattern (Figure 2.6-A3). 
 
Figure 2.6-4. FE-SEM images of aragonite crystallite morphology and assembly after (a) 4 and (b) 14 days of 
conversion. We do not observe any major changes in crystallite morphology and size relative to that present in 
the pristine shell (compare Figure 2.6-4 to Figure 2.6-A6a). 
The microstructure of the shell of the bivalve Arctica islandica is also highly resistant to the 
formation of new apatite (compare images in Figure 2.6-4a,b to Figure 2.6-A6a). The shell of 
pristine Arctica islandica (Figures 2.6-A6 and 2.6-A7) consists of densely packed and 
irregularly shaped mineral units (yellow stars in Figures 2.6-A6b,c and -A7) that are 
embedded into a network of biopolymer fibrils (Figure 2.6-A6b,c and Casella et al. 2017). 
Mineral unit size, porosity and density of aragonite crystal packing are unevenly distributed 
within the shell (Figures 2.6-A7 and -A8), such that, relative to inner shell portions, mineral 
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unit and pore sizes along the shell rim pointing to seawater, are increased. Mineral unit 
organization in the shell of Arctica islandica is little structured, especially in shell portions 
along the seawater pointing shell rim (Figure 2.6-A8b). However, aragonite that constitutes 
inner shell layers is present in a crossed-lamellar microstructural arrangement (Figure 2.6-
A8a), especially that next to the soft tissue of the animal. Growth lines are frequent and are 
easily observable (white stars in Figure 2.6-A7a,c), as, at these, biopolymer contents and 
mineral unit sizes are increased. The shell of Arctica islandica can be addressed as consisting 
of densely packed aragonite. However, it shows primary porosity (Figure 2.6-A8), with the 
porosity being unevenly distributed. Along the seaward pointing shell portion, pores are 
abundant and large, while at shell parts that are inward and closer to the soft tissue of the 
animal, pores are small and significantly less frequent. 
The shell of the bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii consists of aragonite that occurs in two distinct 
microstructures, nacreous aragonite next to the soft tissue of the animal and prismatic 
aragonite along the shell rim pointing to the seawater. The basic mineral units, prisms and 
tablets are encased by biopolymer membranes. Nacre tablets in the shell of the bivalve H. 
cumingii are arranged in a brick wall arrangement. 
As our XRD results (Figure 2.6-A3) and the comparison between the pristine (Figure 2.6-A5) 
and the 14 days altered (Figures 2.6-3c) shell portions show, the microstructure that was least 
transformed in the course of our experiments is nacreous aragonite. Nacre tablets as well as 
their microstructural arrangement remained well preserved even in the most altered sample 
(Figure 2.6-3). Even though, slight dissolution and reprecipitation has occurred as the surface 
of the 4 days altered and the nacre sample is covered with a layer of newly formed apatite 
crystals (Figure 2.6-3a,b). The weak and broad bands in the IR spectrum can be assigned to 
phosphate (ν3 and ν4). We identify them as AP, even though peaks that could be assigned to 
apatite were not found in the XRD pattern (Figure 2.6-A3). 
As Figure 2.6-1 highlights, up to 7 days of alteration the Arctica islandica microstructure is 
highly resistant to conversion of bioaragonite to apatite, the morphology of crystallites and 
mineral units remains well preserved and only a negligible amount of apatite formation takes 
place. Alteration becomes more marked from nine days onwards, when we find occasional 
occurrences of AP in pores and cavities that develop when the organic material within the 
shell becomes decomposed. 
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As the macroarchitecture of the skeleton of the scleractinian coral Porites sp. consists of a 
multitude of vertical and transverse elements (e.g., septa, columns, pali, theca, trabercular 
units), the bulk 2D appearance of the coral sample is characterized by many voids, gaps and 
recesses (Figure 2.6-A9a) and effects that the skeleton has a high surface area. 
However, the basic mineral units of scleractinian coral skeletons are differently sized. 
Oriented clusters (white stars in Figure 2.6-A9b) of densely packed aragonitic needles and 
acicles nucleate at and grow outward from cavities within the coral skeleton, the centres of 
calcification (white arrows in Figure 2.6-A9c). The shape of basic mineral units in 
scleractinian coral skeletons can be addressed as partial or even as full spherulites. Already at 
4 days of conversion a noticeable amount of AP forms and covers the surface of the coral 
skeleton (Figure 2.6-5a,b). At 14 days of conversion the AP cover increases in denseness 
(Figure 2.6-5c,d). In addition, we also observe some conversion to AP within the skeleton. 
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Figure 2.6-5. FE-SEM images depicting the coral skeleton Porites sp. after (a) 4 and (b) 14 days of conversion. 
Newly formed AP crystals cover the surface of the hard tissue already at 4 days of conversion. The compactness 
of the AP cover increases significantly with conversion time. SEM images shown in (b,d) depict AP crystal 
morphologies that form with different conversion times. 
 
In contrast to the nacreous shell portion, prismatic aragonite in the shell of Hyriopsis cumingii 
is readily attacked. Aragonite prisms in modern H. cumingii (Figure 2.6-A10a) are large units 
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encased by thick biopolymer membranes (Figure 2.6-A10d,e) consisting of aragonite 
crystallites (Figure 2.6-A10b,c) placed within a network of organic fibrils (Figure 2.6-A10f). 
Conversion from biogenic aragonite to apatite starts instantly and increases steadily with 
alteration time. At 14 days of alteration more than 25 wt % of prismatic aragonite of H. 
cumingii is transformed to AP, while the nacreous aragonite within the shell remains almost 
totally unaffected (Figure 2.6-1). At 4 of days of conversion we find that a layer of AP covers 
the prisms. When altered for 14 days, conversion affects both, the surface of the prisms (the 
cover with AP becomes thicker) and the aragonite crystallites within the prisms (Figure 2.6-
6b–d). 
 
Figure 2.6-6. FE-SEM images showing Hyriopsis cumingii aragonite prisms altered for (a) 4 and (b–d) 14 days. 
Overall prism morphology does not change with alteration time. A layer of newly formed AP crystals covers the 
surface of the prisms already at 4 days of conversion. It increases in denseness with conversion time. Crystal 
morphologies in (d) clearly show that the aragonite within the prisms becomes converted to apatite at 14 days of 
alteration. 
The most rapid and profound conversion takes place in the cuttlebone of the cephalopod Sepia 
officinalis (this study and Reinares-Fisac et al. 2017). The macrostructure of the cuttlebone 
resembles a carpark structure and consists of regularly spaced platforms that are 
interconnected by curved walls forming differently sized compartments within the cuttlebone 
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(Figure 2.6-A11). Nanoparticulate aragonite (Figure 2.6-A11a,b) with sizes between 400 to 
600 nm constitute all skeletal elements, the platforms and the walls. 
 
Figure 2.6-7. FE-SEM images showing Sepia officinalis cuttlebone altered for (a) 1 h and (b–d) 5 h. Even as 
early as 1 h of alteration of the cuttlebone, aragonite within skeletal elements starts to be converted to AP (white 
arrows in (a)), in addition to some newly formed crystals (black arrows in (a)) that precipitate onto skeletal 
element surfaces. At 5 h of conversion of aragonite to AP, AP formation within skeletal elements proceeds 
rapidly further (white arrows in (d)). In addition, newly formed AP starts to cover the surface of skeletal 
elements (white arrows in (c). Yellow stars in (d) point to the biopolymer lining that covers the surface of a 
skeletal element, in this case, a wall. 
For the walls, we do not find a specific arrangement of the nanoparticulate aragonite, 
contrasting to the platforms that comprise different layers (white, yellow and blues stars in 
Figure 2.6-A1d), consisting of differently oriented stacks of aragonite rods (Figure 2.6-A12, 
white stars in Figure 2.6-A12a), with rods being composed of nanoparticulate aragonite 
embedded into a biopolymer matrix (Figure 2.6-A12b, yellow arrows in Figure 2.6-A12c). 
Etching of the cuttlebone for 180 s exhibits the biopolymer fraction within the skeleton 
(Figures 2.6-A15 and -A16). The high amount of biopolymers present in the cuttlebone is 
well observable as well as the large variety of organic fabrics. For all biological hard tissues 
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that we investigated in this study, the highest organic content is present in Sepia officinalis 
cuttlebone. This yields a huge interface area between the mineral and the biopolymer. 
 
Figure 2.6-8. (a–d) FE-SEM images of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone after 24 h of conversion. Outer surfaces of 
skeletal elements (e.g., a chamber (a)) within the skeleton are covered with AP crystals. These become dense 
(white star in (d)), often fuse (white arrows in b,c) and finally encase the outer surface of the skeletal element 
(white star in (a)), conserving its outer morphology. 
The aragonite within the cuttlebone is attacked instantly with the onset of the conversion 
process. Conversion for an hour already yields the formation of AP crystals within skeletal 
elements (white arrows in Figures 2.6-7a and -1b). At conversion for 5 h the original carpark 
structure of the cuttlebone is still preserved (Figures 2.6-7b), even though about 60 wt % of 
the aragonite is converted to AP. Up to this stage AP formation takes mainly place within 
skeletal elements (Figure 2.6-7d), while AP growth onto outer surfaces, e.g. the walls of 
compartments (white arrows in Figure 2.6-7c) occurs to a lesser degree. 
We find that AP growth onto surfaces is highly increased during late stages of the reaction 
process (Figures 2.6-8 and 2.6-9): AP crystals merge (Figure 2.6-9) and form larger units 
(white arrows in Figure 2.6-8b,c). This creates a dense and solid layer of AP crystals that 
reproduces the external shape of cuttlebone elements (Figure 2.6-8a). Figure 2.6-10 shows the 
macrostructure of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone that was exposed to the reaction with the 
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phosphate-bearing solution for 3 days. Some ultrastructural features of the skeleton are still 
observable even though broken and deformed. The biopolymer membrane lining of the 
chambers is still present (yellow arrows in Figure 2.6-10d), however, now detached from the 
mineral. 
 
Figure 2.6-9. FE-SEM images showing the change in AP crystal morphology with progressive conversion of 
Sepia officinalis cuttlebone aragonite. (a) Conversion for 1 h; (b,c) conversion for 5 h and fusion of individual 
crystals; (d) fusion of some AP crystals and densification of the AP cover. 
 
Even though the carpark structure of the skeleton is still preserved to some degree, the entire 
structure loses its cohesion as the walls detach from the platforms and the compartments 
become overgrown with newly formed precipitates. 
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Figure 2.6-10. (a–d) FE-SEM images showing the Sepia officinalis cuttlebone ultrastucture when altered for 3 
days. The original ultrastructure (yellow stars in (a)) is highly ruptured up to complete distortion (white star in 
(a)). Biopolymer membranes lining the chambers are not entirely decomposed yet (yellow arrows in (d)). 
However, they become detached from the surface of the skeletal element. 
2.6.4 Discussion 
The Phase Conversion Mechanism 
The conversion of the studied aragonitic biominerals and that of geologic aragonite into AP 
occurs with the preservation of morphologies and some microstructural features. 
Pseudomorphic conversion of biocarbonate in contact with phosphate-bearing solutions takes 
place via interface coupled dissolution-recrystallization (Kasioptas et al. 2010; 2011, 
Schlosser et al. 2012, Reinares-Fisac et al. 2017). The conversion mechanism involves the 
dissolution of primary aragonite and the precipitation of secondary AP (Putnis 2002; 2009, 
Putnis & Putnis 2007, Pollok et al. 2011, Putnis & Fernández-Díaz 2011, Ruiz-Agudo et al. 
2014). The preservation of external morphologies and microstructural features requires that 
the dissolution and the crystallization reactions are temporarily and spatially coupled (Putnis 
2002; 2009, Putnis & Putnis 2007, Kasioptas et al. 2010, Pollok et al. 2011, Putnis & 
Fernández-Díaz 2011, Ruiz-Agudo et al. 2014) and that the dissolution of aragonite is the 
conversion rate-controlling step (Putnis 2002; 2009, Putnis & Putnis 2007, Fernández-Díaz et 
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al. 2009, Xia et al. 2009a, b; Kasioptas et al. 2010, Pollok et al. 2011, Putnis & Diaz 2011, 
Ruiz-Agudo et al. 2014, Putnis 2015). 
 
The Conversion of Geologic Aragonite 
At 14 days of reaction we observe only a thin cover and a thin rim (~ 100 microns) of AP that 
replaces the outer surface of the aragonite crystal (Figure 2.6-A4b). The transformed rim 
accurately reproduces the external shape of the aragonite crystal. The network of cracks 
within the newly formed AP layer covering the surface of the aragonite crystal (Figure 2.6-
A4a) is due to rapid cooling-related shrinkage and is most likely generated when the crystal is 
extracted from the boiling solution. The very limited conversion of geologic aragonite to AP 
is most probably not due to early surface passivation. 
Surface passivation during pseudomorphic mineral replacement occurs when (a) the structures 
of the parent and product phases show similarities that facilitate epitactic growth onto each 
other, and/or (b) the molar volume change associated with the conversion is positive (Putnis 
2015). Previous studies of the conversion of aragonite to AP under hydrothermal conditions 
demonstrated that AP grows oriented onto the aragonite surface (Eysel & Roy 1975). Some 
authors interpreted this feature as evidence that the conversion is topotactic. However, strong 
arguments (Kasioptas et al. 2011) support the notion that AP oriented growth develops with 
the advancement of the replacement front due to competitive growth. Hence, in those cases 
where an epitactic layer of the product phase forms, it often consists of an aggregate of 
crystals where several epitactic orientations coexist (Roncal-Herrero et al. 2017, Cuesta 
Mayorga et al. 2018). Consequently, the newly formed product layer commonly contains a 
certain amount of intrinsic intergranular porosity and does not seal completely the parent 
phase from further interaction with the solution (Roncal-Herrero et al. 2017, Cuesta Mayorga 
et al. 2018). In addition, the molar volume change associated with the aragonite—AP 
conversion is negative (~6%) (Kasioptas et al. 2010, Schlosser et al. 2012, Reinares-Fisac et 
al. 2017). As the external shape of the sample is preserved during conversion, porosity has to 
be generated to compensate the molar volume loss (Putnis 2002; 2009, Putnis & Putnis 2007, 
Pollok et al. 2011, Putnis & Fernández-Díaz 2011, Ruiz-Agudo et al. 2014). In addition, 
further porosity is generated due to the difference in solubility between the original and the 
product phases, e.g., AP is many orders of magnitude more soluble than geologic aragonite 
(Putnis & Putnis 2007, Pollok et al. 2011). Hence, in the case of aragonite to apatite 
conversion, much porosity is generated, through which the fluid can communicate with the 
parent phase. In the case of geological aragonite, we must conclude that the negligible degree 
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of conversion is not a consequence of lack of communication between the interface and the 
reaction fluid, where the dissolution-recrystallization reaction takes place. It is the 
consequence of a very slow dissolution rate of geologic aragonite under the experimental 
conditions used in this study. The slow dissolution of the geologic aragonite sample can be 
attributed to its low reactivity, to which its single crystallinity and its low surface area extent 
only adds up. 
 
The Conversion of Biologic Aragonites 
With the exception of H. cumingii nacre, which undergoes almost no phase change up to 14 
days of alteration, all other biological hard tissues that were investigated in this study 
transform to AP at a much faster rate than geologic aragonite (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-1). One 
difference that explains the higher rates of conversion is given by the fact that the biologic 
hard materials consist of nanometre-to micrometre sized biocrystals, while the geologic 
aragonite is a macroscopic single crystal. 
Hence, the surface area where the phosphate-bearing boiling solution can interact with the 
biogenic mineral is significantly higher in comparison to that of geologic aragonite. The direct 
consequence is a much faster dissolution of biogenic aragonite, and also a faster conversion to 
AP, as aragonite dissolution is the limiting step. In addition, the biogenic aragonite is more 
soluble than geological aragonite (Ortoleva 1982, Baig et al. 1999) since solubility is size-
related and increases as the crystal size decreases—this also favours the faster conversion of 
biologic aragonite into AP. Another major factor that plays a role in accelerating the 
conversion of biogenic aragonite to apatite relates to the composite nature of the biologic hard 
material. All extracellularly formed biological hard tissues contain occluded biopolymers 
(Levi-Kalisman et al. 2001, Gaspard et al. 2008, Heinemann et al. 2011, Checa et al. 2016), 
these being developed as organic membranes, fibres or networks. The steadily advancing 
degradation of the organic component effects that the biologic aragonite becomes 
progressively more porous, thus channels are formed, through which the solution can reach 
inner sample regions. This creates an additional increase in mineral surface area that is 
exposed to the fluid, and herewith contributes to a faster conversion kinetics. However, it 
should be kept in mind that this porosity is inherent to biological hard tissues and is 
independent of that, that develops due to the aragonite to AP conversion process itself. 
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Sepia officinalis Cuttlebone Aragonite 
Most interesting is the very different conversion kinetics of the investigated biogenic 
aragonite samples (a) from geologic aragonite and (b) between the biological materials 
themselves (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-1). This is called forth by an interplay between specific 
microstructure, inherent (original) porosity, biopolymer content, fabric, pattern of organics 
distribution and the extent of mineral surface that can interact with the reaction fluid. 
Sepia officinalis cuttlebone is the biomaterial that shows the highest reactivity. This highest 
reactivity compared to other biominerals cannot be attributed to differences in average 
crystallite size, since differences in this parameter are negligible (504 Å for H. cumingii and 
486 Å for Sepia officinalis, the slowest and the fastest transforming biomaterial, respectively). 
Of the investigated hard tissues the cuttlebone has the most lightweight skeleton with the 
aragonite being well protected by various biopolymers: (a) a thick outer organic membrane 
shielding the outermost surface of the entire cuttlebone, (b) resistant biopolymer linings 
occluded within the cuttlebone covering the outer surfaces of all building elements (walls, 
platforms) (Figures 2.6-A13a, -A14a and -A16), and (c) biopolymer films and networks 
occluded within the building elements and in between the aragonite crystallites (Figures 2.6-
A12b,c, -A13b and -A14, especially Figures 2.6-A15 and -A16). Reaction, especially at the 
very beginning of the conversion process (up to three hours of reaction), takes place at an 
extremely fast rate and is facilitated by the very large surface area of the mineral that becomes 
exposed to interaction with the aqueous solution. The large surface area exposure is given by 
(a) the highly permeable carpark structure of the cuttlebone (Figure 2.6-A11c), (b) the 
nanoparticulate nature of the biologic aragonite (Figure 2.6-A11a), (c) the very delicate fabric 
(Figures 2.6-A13b, -A15 and -A16) and (d) the rapid decomposition of organic material 
occluded within the building elements. Especially the latter contributes to an increase in 
porosity and escalates the conversion process. 
The shape of the conversion curve for Sepia officinalis in our experiment very closely 
resemble that obtained by Kasioptas et al. (2010) at similar temperature under hydrothermal 
conditions. These authors found that their experimental data fitted well the Avrami function. 
The profile of a curve that is given by the Avrami equation for phase transformation at 
constant temperature indicates that, subsequent to nucleation and initial rapid reaction, the 
transformation to a new phase steadily slows down as little unreacted material is left for the 
production of a new phase (Avrami 1939; 1940; 1941). This is what we see for Sepia 
officinalis (Figure 2.6-1b). We find that two sections of the conversion curve can be 
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distinguished according to different conversion rates (Figure 2.6-1b). Up to three hours of 
reaction the conversion rate of bioaragonite to AP is incredibly high. This is the time period 
where the minute aragonite crystallites within the structural elements of the hard tissue are 
transformed to AP (white arrows in Figure 2.6-7d). The reaction is driven by the fast 
decomposition of occluded organics (characterized by their delicate fabric) within the major 
structural elements. However, as it is well visible in Figure 2.6-7c,d, the membrane linings 
that protect the outer surfaces of structural elements remain unaffected up to that point 
(yellow stars in Figure 2.6-7d). Conversion slows significantly down after three hours of 
reaction (Figure 2.6-1b). This is the time period where the protecting biopolymer membrane 
linings start to become attacked as well. This facilitates AP nucleation onto the outer surfaces 
of the walls and the platforms (Figure 2.6-7c); progressive conversion induces their complete 
coverage with AP (Figure 2.6-8). When altered for a few days the compartments of Sepia 
officinalis are not just filled up with AP, as the conversion of bioaragonite to AP is complete 
in 24 h, thus there is no parent aragonite left to be transformed to AP. 
With ongoing conversion for a few days, we find that structural elements become highly 
deformed and the carpark structure becomes ruptured (Figure 2.6-10). 
 
Porites sp. Acicular and Hyriopsis cumingii Prismatic Aragonite 
Porites sp. and Hyriopsis cumingii prismatic aragonite are the biomaterials that reach the next 
highest degree of conversion to AP after Sepia officinalis cuttlebone (Figure 2.6-1, Table 2.6-
1). Nonetheless, conversion kinetics is significantly different of that of the cephalopod 
cuttlebone. While in the cuttlebone replacement rates shoot up first and slow down at the end 
of the process, for Porites sp. aragonite and Hyriopsis cumingii prismatic aragonite we find at 
first (up to 4 days) a slow but steadily increasing dissolution of biological aragonite and 
precipitation of apatite (Figure 2.6-1a). Even though in Porites sp. and Hyriopsis cumingii 
prisms newly formed AP contents are high, the speed of conversion is not at all comparable to 
that of Sepia officinalis cuttlebone. In 14 days of alteration 25 and 38 wt % AP content is 
detected in H. cumingii prismatic shell layer and the Porites sp. skeleton, respectively. 
With progressive reaction time, between 4 and 9 days of reaction, conversion to AP in the 
coral skeleton stops, in contrast to prismatic aragonite in H. cumingii, where it still increases 
steadily. For the time period between 9 and 14 days of reaction, AP formation rates change 
again: it increases significantly for Porites sp., while it stops for H. cumingii prisms (Figure 
2.6-1a). 
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In comparison to the cuttlebone, significantly less organics are occluded in the bivalve shell 
and the coral skeleton. Hence, there is significantly less surface area where the reaction fluid 
can react with the mineral. The steady formation of AP in the coral and the bivalve shell 
within the first four days of reaction can be attributed to dissolution of bioaragonite along 
outer surfaces of the skeletons. 
It is well visible (Figure 2.6-5) that already after 4 days of alteration the surface of Porites sp. 
Becomes covered with a thick layer of AP crystals. Exactly at this point we find that 
conversion of aragonite to AP in Porites sp. stops (Figure 2.6-1a). As the coral skeleton is 
dense and has very little occluded organics the conversion rate to AP is slow compared to that 
of the exceedingly more porous and highly organic rich cuttlebone. However, it is much faster 
than the conversion rate of geologic aragonite. 
We know from previous work (Casella et al. 2018a) that the reaction fluid enters the skeleton 
of Porites sp. Through centres of calcification and that new mineral formation starts and 
extends from here into the skeleton. This characteristic is reflected in the conversion curve as 
well, with the sudden increase in AP content at later stages of reaction, between 9 and 14 days 
(Figure 2.6- 1a), when AP formation in Porites sp. shoots up significantly. 
The prismatic aragonite shell portion of Hyriopsis cumingii is slightly porous. We find pores 
between the columns as well as within the membranes that encase the aragonite of the 
columns (Figure 2.6-A17). The reaction fluid enters the shell through these pores, infiltrates 
the entire prismatic shell portion and space between the columns as well as the inner parts of 
the columns. The network of biopolymer fibrils (Figure 2.6-A10d–f) within the columns 
becomes easily decomposed as their fabric is delicate. Accordingly, the surface area where 
reaction fluid can react with the mineral becomes highly increased; the aragonite crystallites 
constituting the prisms are minute to small in size, easily dissolved and reprecipitated as 
apatite (Figure 2.6-A10f). However, as Figure 2.6-1a shows, the conversion process for H. 
cumingii prisms stops abruptly at nine days of reaction. At this stage we find the surface of 
the columns to be covered with AP shielding the aragonite within the columns from reaction 
with the fluid. Even though more porosity is generated as the conversion progresses, an 
increase in tortuosity of the pathway that communicates the fluid with the remaining aragonite 
and a reduction in aragonite area exposed to the fluid might explain the slow-down of the 
reaction. 
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Arctica islandica Cross-Lamellar and Hyriopsis cumingii Nacreous Aragonite 
The least conversion of bioaragonite to AP takes place in Arctica islandica cross-lamellar and 
Hyriopsis cumingii nacreous aragonite. In the latter we observe after 14 days of reaction less 
than 1 wt % of AP. In the shell of Arctica islandica, up to 7 days of conversion between 2 and 
3 wt % and at 14 days of reaction only 11 wt % of AP formation, respectively (Figure 2.6-1, 
Table 2.6-1). As it is the case for Porites sp. and Hyriopsis cumingii prismatic aragonite, we 
find a slight increase in AP formation within the first 4 days of reaction for Arctica islandica 
aragonite as well. However, for Arctica islandica a time period follows (between 4 and 7 
days) where AP formation ceases (Figure 2.6-1a). This is followed by a time span where we 
see a sudden increase in AP precipitation, especially along the seaward pointing rim of the 
shell (Figure 2.1-1a, Table 2.6-1). The shell of Arctica islandica is dense (especially shell 
parts next to the soft tissue of the animal) and consists of irregularly shaped mineral units that 
are embedded into a network of biopolymer fibrils (Figure 2.6-A7 and Casella et al. 2017). 
The shell is crossed by growth lines, where the organic matter content is slightly increased 
(Figure 2.6-A8). For the first 7 days of conversion treatment—where almost no AP formation 
occurs—most biopolymers within the shell become decomposed and, hence, the reaction fluid 
can permeate the entire hard tissue, not just its outer and inner surfaces. Due to decomposition 
of the biopolymers, there is a slight increase in mineral surface area, the amount of dissolved 
aragonite and that of newly formed apatite. For the final stage of alteration, we see for Arctica 
islandica a slight difference in AP formation kinetics between outer and inner shell layers. 
Along the seaward pointing shell part, conversion of bioaragonite to AP carries on (Figure 
2.6-1a), while the aragonite that constitutes inward shell portions does not seem to transform 
further into apatite. In contrast to inner shell layers, the outer shell portion of Arctica 
islandica is porous (Figure 2.6-A9 and Casella et al. 2017). Hence in these regions, the 
reaction fluid can enter the shell through the growth lines as well as through voids, the 
primary pores. These pores are largely absent in more inward shell parts. The latter is 
compact, up to 14 days of conversion there is not much space present for fluid permeation, 
aragonite dissolution and new AP precipitation (this study and Casella et al. 2017). 
As it is well observable in Figure 2.6-1 and Table 2.6-1, Hyriopsis cumingii nacre is the most 
resistant biological hard tissue to aragonite dissolution and AP formation. Two facts account 
for this: (i) each nacre tablet is encased into a biopolymer membrane sheath (Figure 2.6-
A5c,d) that is obviously (ii) not affected by our conversion experiments due to: the used 
temperature, the chemical composition of our reaction fluid, and the time span of the 
experiment. Thus, the reaction fluid cannot infiltrate the shell except for the outer and inner 
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surfaces of the shell. Hence, the tablets and their arrangement to stacks remains intact (Figure 
2.6-3d). The behaviour at conversion of this biogenic hard tissue resembles that of geologic 
aragonite most closely. 
2.6.5 Conclusions 
Biological hard tissues are hierarchical composites with unique microstructures. They 
interlink on many scales two distinct components: hard and brittle minerals with compliant 
biopolymers. Induced by evolutionary driven adaptation, modern skeletal microstructures and 
textures are highly diversified and are utilized as an additional means for the improvement of 
biomaterial functionality (Genin et al. 2009, Seidl et al. 2012, Huber et al. 2014; 2015, Checa 
2018, Griesshaber et al. 2018). 
We discuss in this manuscript the effect of the composite nature of biocarbonate hard tissues 
and biogenic microstructures on the rate and kinetics of bioaragonite to apatite conversion in 
an open experimental set up. We deduce the following conclusions for the different biologic 
and non-biologic hard materials (Tables 2.6-1 and 2.6-2, Figure 2.6-A11). 
1. We find highly distinct rates and kinetics of conversion to apatite for the selected aragonitic 
biological hard tissues. This is dependent on the ability of the reaction fluid to access 
aragonite crystallites, which directly relates to the content and the extent of decomposition of 
biopolymers within the hard tissue, the extent of the newly formed surface area and the 
specific biological hard tissue macro- and microstructures. 
2. When treated for up to, respectively, 1 and 14 days, a profound conversion of bioaragonite 
to apatite within mineral units and/or structural elements takes place in the cuttlebone of the 
cephalopod Sepia officinalis and in the prismatic columns of the bivalve Hyriopsis cumingii. 
a. Conversion of Sepia officinalis aragonite occurs almost instantly. It is highly accelerated 
at the beginning and slows down towards the end of the conversion process. 
b. Conversion to AP in Hyriopsis cumigii prisms is steadily increasing for almost the entire 
time span of the experiment. However, the process stagnates for the final stages of the 
experiment. 
3. Even though having a large surface area given by the specific macrostructure, the acicular 
microstructure of the warm water coral Porites sp. gives a compact hard tissue. At the start of 
the conversion process only outer skeletal surfaces are subject to dissolution and conversion 
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to AP. With progressive conversion, apatite formation accelerates quickly when the fluid 
enters the skeleton through the centres of calcification. 
4. The cross-lamellar microstructure in Arctica islandica is, at first, highly resistant to phase 
conversion. It speeds slightly up when the network of organic biopolymers becomes 
destroyed, and the reaction fluid can permeate the entire hard tissue. The presence of pores 
within outer shell layers facilitates fluid infiltration even further and accelerates even more the 
conversion process for this part of the shell. 
5. Nacreous aragonite in Hyriopsis cumingii is most resistant to conversion. Even though 
nacre tablets are encased by organic membranes, the latter are not decomposed easily, thus the 
aragonite of the nacreous shell layer is not attacked and remains intact. 
6. All aragonite biominerals transform into AP at a much faster rate than geological aragonite. 
Hyriopsis cumingii nacre is the biomaterial that shows a conversion kinetics that resembles 
that of geologic aragonite most closely. This is consistent with the resistance to degradation of 
organic membranes in the former. 
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2.6.8 Appendix 
 
Figure 2.6-A1. (a) Experimental setup; (b) overview of conducted conversion experiments. Sepia officinalis 
cuttlebone was transformed for 1 to 24 h and 2 and 3 days. Porites sp., Arctica islandica and Hyriopsis cumingii 
aragonite were transformed up to 14 days. Geological aragonite was transformed for 7 and 14 days. In (a): (1) 
Heating mantle, (2) Thermocouple, (3) Allihn condenser, (4) Sample fixed with a nylon thread. 
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Figure 2.6-A2. Exemplary Rietveld refinement plot for Porites sp. after conversion for one week. Red dots: data 
points; black line: calculated XRD profile; bottom blue line: difference of observed and calculated data; blue 
vertical bars: positions of aragonite diffraction peaks; red vertical bars: position of apatite diffraction peaks. 
 
 
Figure 2.6-A3. XRD diffractograms (30–34° 2θ) of pristine and altered Hyriopsis cumingii nacre. Conversion 
was carried out for 14 days. 
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Figure 2.6-A4. FE-SEM images of geological aragonite transformed for 14 days. 
 
 
Figure 2.6-A5. FE-SEM images of nacre tablets (a) and biopolymer sheaths (b) encasing the tablets. 
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Figure 2.6-A6. FE-SEM images of (a) aragonite crystallites and (b,c) mineral unit morphologies in pristine 
Arctica islandica, where mineral units are embedded into a network of biopolymer fibrils. Aragonitic mineral 
units are larger in size in the shell portion facing seawater relative to that part of the shell that is next to the soft 
tissue of the animal. 
 
 
Figure 2.6-A7. FE-SEM images of (a) the shell microstructure of pristine Arctica islandica; (b,c) variation in 
size and morphology of constituting mineral units and presence of growth lines (white stars in (a,c) distinguished 
by an increased amount of biopolymer content. 
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Figure 2.6-A8. FE-SEM images of the portion of Arctica islandica shell that is next to seawater. This part of the 
shell is characterized by high porosity and larger sized mineral units compared to inner shell portions next to the 
soft tissue of the animal. 
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Figure 2.6-A9. FE-SEM images depicting the macro- and microstructure of the skeleton of the modern coral 
Porites sp. (a) Due to its specific architecture comprising many thin vertical and transverse elements, the 
skeleton of Porites sp. has an exceedingly high surface area. This does not imply that the skeleton is porous. The 
microstructure of Porites sp. (this study and Casella et al. 2018a) comprises a multitude of differently sized 
spherulites, mineral units consisting of radially arranged acicles and fibrils (b,c). These nucleate at centers of 
calcification (white arrows in c) and grow radially outward increasing in length until they abut the adjoining 
spherulite. 
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Figure 2.6-A10. FE-SEM images depicting microscale features of pristine Hyriopsis cumingii prismatic 
aragonite. (a) Aragonitic prisms comprise the outer shell layer adjacent to seawater, with all prisms being 
encased by organic membranes (d,e). Each prism consists of aragonite crystallites (b,c,f), embedded in an 
irregular network of thin biopolymer fibrils (e,f). 
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Figure 2.6-A11. FE-SEM images visualizing the macro-, micro- and nanostructure of pristine Sepia officinalis 
cuttlebone. (a) The cuttlebone is a lightweight structure comprising horizontal platforms and vertical walls, this 
arrangement of structural elements renders stability but also induces the formation of compartments; (b) the 
vertical walls (see view from above) are stabilized from implosion by vertical stop ridges consisting of thick 
biopolymer membranes (see (a)). Both, the walls and ridges consist of nanoparticulate aragonite (d,e). The 
platforms comprise arrays of aragonite rods (f), with the stacks of rods showing a well-defined twisted 
arrangement (white and yellow stars in (c)). 
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Figure 2.6-A12. FE-SEM images of arrays of aragonite rods (white stars in (a,b)) within pristine Sepia 
officinalis cuttlebone platforms. Each rod is a composite of a biopolymer matrix (or scaffold, yellow arrows in 
(b)) filled with aragonitic mineral. 
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Figure 2.6-A13. FE-SEM images of biopolymers occluded within the cuttlebone of pristine Sepia officinalis. 
Thick membranes line the walls and platforms (white stars in (a,b)). A network of biopolymer films is occluded 
within the major structural elements of the cuttlebone, e.g., in a wall (b). An accumulation of aragonite 
nanoparticles constituting the skeleton appear encircled in (b). 
 
 
Figure 2.6-A14. FE-SEM images of biopolymer membranes (white stars in (a,b)), biopolymer networks (yellow 
arrows in (b)) and biopolymer foams containing nanoparticulate aragonite (yellow stars in (a)) in the cuttlebone 
of pristine Sepia officinalis. 
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Figure 2.6-A15. FE-SEM images of demineralized Sepia officinalis cuttlebone showing the organic component 
within the skeleton that encases aragonite crystallites and individual mineral units, e.g., aragonite rods, stacks of 
rods. The differently coloured stars in (a) point to the different layers of a platform; see also Figure 2.6-A11d. 
The black star in (a) indicates the presence of the thick biopolymer membrane that lines all outer surfaces of all 
structural elements within the cuttlebone; (b) Organic content within a platform shown with a slightly higher 
magnification, relative to that given in (a). 
 
 
Figure 2.6-A16. FE-SEM images of the biopolymer network that is occluded within the walls of the cuttlebone 
of Sepia officinalis. Yellow stars in (a,b) point to the protruding biopolymer membranes that line all outer 
surfaces of all structural elements within the cuttlebone. 
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Figure 2.6-A17. FE-SEM images of etched sample surfaces showing in top view; (a,b) the assemblage of prisms 
with occluded biopolymer membranes (white arrows in (a), white stars in (b,c) between them. Well visible is the 
porous nature of the membranes (b,c). Well visible is the internal structuring of prisms (e.g., (a)). Yellow arrows 
in (a) point to roundish mineral grains that are slightly misoriented relative to each other. 
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2.6.7 Supplementary Materials 
The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-163X/8/8/315/s1, X-ray 
diffractograms of all samples: Sepia officinalis, H. cumingii prismatic aragonite, H. cumingii 
nacreous aragonite, Porites sp., A. islandica inner layer, A. islandica outer layer, and 
Geologic aragonite. 
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3. Concluding Summary 
The research presented in this thesis comprises investigations on carbonate and phosphate 
biominerals and biomineral mimicking synthetic composites. 
 
Chapters 2.3-2.6 summarize studies on experimentally induced thermal reactions and both, 
experimentally induced and naturally occurring replacement reactions in biominerals. Chapter 
2.3 focuses on the chemical and crystallographic variations in archaeological bone finds; the 
variations are possibly caused by substitution processes. During burial, the bone mineral is 
prone to diagenetic alterations caused by e.g. soil pH or humidity which can change the 
bioapatite lattice parameters. 65 archaeological bone finds from different species but the same 
archaeological site (similar burial time and soil conditions) were investigated and the 
deviations between their crystallographic parameters were ascribed to structural and chemical 
variations within the bone mineral itself which depends on crystal age, species and type of 
bone. 
When bone finds are exposed to acidic conditions, the bioapatite is believed to dissolve and to 
be replaced by brushite, the more stable phase at acidic conditions. This was investigated in 
Chapter 2.4 by exposing fresh bovine bone to solutions with pH 4, 4.5 and 5. Within the 
experimental period of eight weeks, no brushite was formed. 
Chapter 2.5 addresses the chemical and structural changes of bone in consequence of heat 
treatment. Fresh bovine bone was heated at different temperatures between 100 and 1000 °C 
for various periods of time. Original bone mineral is carbonated apatite with no or only minor 
amounts of hydroxyl ions. When heated, the carbonate content in bone mineral decreases and 
the hydroxyl content increases. After heating at 700 °C for 30 minutes, the bioapatite in bone 
reacts to hydroxylapatite which goes along with a significant crystallite growth. This process 
occurs mainly after all organic matter is combusted and the crystallites are in direct contact to 
each other. Above 800 °C the mineral buchwaldite is formed from the Na component within 
the bone mineral. 
Chapter 2.6 covers the reaction kinetics of biological aragonite to apatite. Aragonitic 
biomineral samples exhibiting different microstructures were partially or fully converted into 
apatite in an open system. Even though all investigated specimens are composites with 
aragonite being the mineral component, the coral Porites sp., the cuttlebone Sepia officinalis, 
and the bivalves Hyriopsis cumingii and Arctica islandica showed highly distinct reaction 
rates. The reaction rates mainly depend on the ability of the reaction fluid to access the 
aragonite crystallites which directly relates to the specific biological hard tissue macro- and 
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microstructures. Cuttlebone Sepia officinalis displayed fastest conversion (almost fully 
converted after 24 hours) with its morphological features being preserved, whereas nacreous 
aragonite in Hyriopsis cumingii was most resistant to conversion. 
 
Inspired by carbonate and phosphate biocomposites, biomimetic apatite and calcite 
composites were grown in hydrogels using the double-diffusion method and characterized 
(Chapters 2.1 and 2.2). 
Hydrogel matrices are popular, widely used systems to mimic organic matrices in 
biominerals. During growth, the aggregates incorporate the hydrogel organic matrix. 
Parameters such as the solid content of the hydrogel and the concentration of the reagent 
solutions can be adjusted or protein components can be added to determine the characteristics 
of the biomimetic composite. Generally said, the higher the solid content the higher the 
hydrogel strength, whereas high reagent solution concentrations give rise to high 
supersaturation and therefore high growth rates. Both parameters have a strong and complex 
influence on mineral formation and aggregate growth. 
Chapter 2.1 covers the crystallization of apatite aggregates in agarose and gelatin hydrogels 
with different solid contents (0.5 and 2 wt% agarose, 2.5 and 10 wt% gelatin). Compared to 
the counterpart experiment without protein, the protein amelotin (AMTN) promoted enhanced 
apatite crystallite sizes when added to the organic matrices except for agarose 2 wt%. Largest 
apatite crystals were obtained in gelatin 10 wt% with AMTN protein. 
Chapter 2.2 handles the characterization of biomimetic calcite composites grown in agar 
hydrogels with different solid contents (0.5 and 2 wt%) and different reagent solution 
concentrations (0.1M and 0.5M). Gel distribution patterns within the aggregate are mainly 
determined by the reagent solution concentration, whereas the amount of incorporated 
hydrogel is mostly determined by the solid content of the gel. Gel incorporation into the 
aggregate is highest when a high gel solid content is used. Agar distribution is homogeneous 
when high reagent solution concentrations are used and accumulates locally at low 
concentrations. Aggregates grown in low solid contents show a high calcite co-orientation and 
are single crystal composites. At high gel solid contents, the calcite crystallites within the 
aggregates are less co-oriented: combined with a low reagent solution concentration, co-
oriented polycrystal composites formed; combined with a high reagent solution concentration, 
mosaic crystal composites formed. 
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4. Outlook 
The research presented in the course of this dissertation contributes to the understanding of 
biomineralisation processes and answered some questions on the thermal and replacement 
behaviour of biominerals with complex hierarchical structures. However, these experiments 
left open questions and provide new research perspectives which could cover following 
research topics: 
1. It was shown that the balance between growth rate and hydrogel strength clearly plays a 
crucial role in the formation and development of calcite crystal aggregates (Chapter 2.2). The 
crystallization experiments on calcium carbonates in hydrogels followed a qualitative 
approach on the supersaturation in the double-diffusion system. In order to tune aggregate 
organization and to understand the factors controlling the internal micro-organization of 
biominerals, quantitative mass transfer modelling calculations can be conducted to determine 
the relationship between the solid content in the hydrogel and its transport properties. 
Understanding those parameters allows the fine-tuning and control of the material properties 
of biomimetic composites and might contribute to the design of future functional 
biomaterials. 
2. From earlier studies (Nindiyasari et al. 2014b) it is known that the addition of Magnesium 
(Mg) to hydrogels can modify its strength and produces a wide variety of aggregate 
morphologies. Biologic calcite hard tissues can incorporate Mg up to concentrations of 45 
mol% (Ma & Qi 2010). This research can be extended by using Mg-bearing hydrogels for 
calcite crystal growth in double-diffusion systems to mimic crystallization processes of Mg-
containing calcium carbonate biominerals (Rudin 2018). 
3. The influence of the amelotin (AMTN) protein on apatite (AP) crystallites in double-
diffusion systems was studied by X-ray diffraction (Chapter 2.1). The next step will be to 
characterize the morphological features of the AP aggregates by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). Amelogenin protein self-assembly and its selective proteolytic enzyme 
digestion are presumed to direct the growth of apatite fibres and their organization in mammal 
enamel (Beniash et al. 2005). Amelogenin (AMGN) protein extracted from teeth has been 
proven to promote apatite formation and caused octacalcium phosphate (OCP) to grow with 
remarkably long crystal habits in gelatin hydrogel matrices (Taira et al. 1995, Wen et al. 
2000). The combination of both, AMTN and AMGN serving as matrix molecules in hydrogel 
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systems and their influence on biomimetic calcium phosphate composites could be 
investigated in future experiments (Thümmler 2019). 
4. Bone tissue shows large chemical and structural heterogeneity. The large amount of ionic 
substitutions and the small size of apatite crystallites facilitate the bone mineral dissolution 
(Wopenka & Pasteris 2005). An ongoing study shows that organic matrix and apatite 
crystallite characteristics strongly influence the bone mineral and dissolution behavior 
(Rodríguez-Navarro et al. 2019, unpublished). Further research on the dissolution and 
demineralization behavior of different types of bone tissues (e.g. cortical and medullary bone 
of various species) might provide knowledge needed to give a more complete picture of 
highly important processes such as bone formation and resorption during bone remodeling in 
vivo. 
5. Structural and chemical variations within the bone mineral can be linked to crystal age, 
nutrition, species and type of bone (Boskey & Coleman 2010). Further specifications such as 
anatomical location, physical stress in vivo, and pathological conditions might influence bone 
mineral characteristics such as lattice parameters, crystallinity and ionic substitutions. Future 
research could include investigations of bones from several anatomical locations in 
individuals of one species with a different physical constitution (Foley 2019). 
6. The skeletons of marine invertebrates exhibit unique architectures. Their special pore 
structures as well as their biocompatibility and biodegradability make them particularly 
suitable for medical tasks. To replicate their microstructures is of immediate interest e.g. in 
the fabrication of orthopedic prosthetic devices. Corals like Porites sp. or Goniopora sp. have 
a natural trabecular structure similar to that of bone. Their carbonate skeletons can be 
converted hydrothermally to apatite and can be used as a substitution biomaterial for bone 
(Damien & Revell 2004). This gives motivation to study the conversion of further coralline 
skeletons to AP in an open system. 
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